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9,000 WINNER-1976 Fair Queen Kathie Broach presertffiva check for '1,000 to Mr. and Mrs. Japes Miller, Route
Two. At left is Fair Board and Jaycee President Jerry McCoy.

DEMO WINNERS—Joe Tuckeerright, and Ricky Latimer were first and second place winners in the feature event in
the Nationwide Demolition Derby fast night at the county fair.

Demo Derby Is
Won By Tucker

HOLSTEIN WINNER—Mark Fitzhugh of Calloway County shows his
Grand Champion Holstein which took top honors Tuesday at the MurrayCalloway County fair.

The Nationwide
lition Derby attracted the biggest crowd so far this
week at the Murray- alloway County Fair last night.

Kentucky And Callowqy County
Rank High In Popcorn Industry •
"feels sure Calloway County is the
By BILL HENDRICK
leading popcorn producer in the state.Associated Press Writer
L
4
..,Ukturray
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) 7 The ,
Aigs three popcorn
Bluegrass state is famous for its -jprOcessiirs' be said, "aild-theit are
only a couple of more in (the remainder
whisky, thoroughbred horses, coal-and
) the state."
tobacco, but that's not all.
Local popcorn producers handle
Kentucky ranks sixth in the nation in
popcorn production, "and that's not
popcorn grown from several counties in
known by many people," says James West Kentucky and in West Tennessee.
M. Koepper, statistician for the
Kentucky Crop and Livestock
Koepper said more than 41 million
Reporting Service.
pounds of popcorn was produced by
"Outside the popcorn trade, it's
hundreds of farmers in Kentucky last
really not known," Koepper said in an
year.
interview Tuesday. "A lot of people
"A lot of people are surprised when
don't realize we produce as much
they hear this," he said."We didn't get
popcorn as we do."
a real good production last year, but it
The state ranks fifth in the nation in
will probably be much better this
the value of its poptabrn crop, Koepper
year."
-Dry- -wrather damaged popcorn
add
"It is rather localized in western
production last year, and acreage is
Kentucky," he said. "The value of the
down in 1976, but more popcorn will be
popcorn crop last year was $3,804,000 produced, he predicted.
and that's relay sizeable."
Much of the popcorn produced by
Kentucky farmers is sold to movie
Koepper said that even though the
theaters around the state. The rest is
available statistics could not be broken
sold to manufacturers and distributors
down on a county-by-county basis, he
Another areas,he said.

Koepper said it's also not well known down slightly down frorn_the yr
that Kentucky is a leading producer of before. - "It's pretty well known thil ' we
cheese, butter and other dairy
products,such Mice cream.
produce a lot of dairy products and
"We produced 19,229,000 pounds of dairy cattle because we are a grassland
butter la4st year, which was about state," he said. ,'Our total milk
2,000,0ff pounds mot* than 1974,", production has been holding steady
Koepper said. "We rank llth nationally whereas total production nationally has
in production of butter. The milk is sold -keen declining.
"I can see a pretty good future in
through distributors and processors."
And the state ranks 13th nationally in dairying in Kentucky because of our
grassland type of agriculture,"
cheese production, he continued.
"We produced 53,164,000 pounds of Koepper said. "With the milk prices up
cheese last year," he said. "That was now, the dairy farmer is making some
money again."
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Joe Tucker was the slimier of the
feature event in the Nationwide
Demolition Derby held last night at the
. Murray-Calloway County Fair.
The event attracted several entries
from the surrounding area, with four
heats in addition to the tliature corn'petition.
Ricky Latimer was the runner-up in
the feature event, with the two cars the
last ones remaining mobile after boneshattering crashes with the other
contestants.
James Miller, Route Two, was the
winner of a 11,000 drawing sponsored by
the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees.
Miller held the lucky ticket drawn by
1/76 Fair Queen Kathie Broach, and
collected a check for the amount.
Tonight's cirswing.willbe for $500, KA_
if the ticket holder is not present, the
money will be added to Thursday's

purse for another $1,000. s
Mark Fitzhugh was awarded the
grand champion award in the open
Holstein cattle show held Tuesday.
Family night will be tonight at five p.
in., with the Bluegrass Music Show at
-7730-p. m. Thursday will feature Kiddies Day at one p. m., with the 4-H and
FFA Dairy Show at six p. m. The
motorcycle rodeo will be the feature
attraction at 7:0m the area.

Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy through Thursday with
a chance of rain tonight and Thursday.
Highs Thursday in the 805 to low 90s.
Lows tonightin the 66s to low 7.Winds
southerly to 10 mph. Chance of rain 40
per cent tonight and 50 per cent
Thursday.

Britisher ToNisit Moose
A special enrollment will be held at
The -Murray Moose Lodge tonight in
honor of David J. Davies, general
secretary Grand Lodge of Great Britain
of the Loyal Order of Moose.
Also attending the special session will
be regional Moose director Louis
Ferraro and Kentucky Moose president
Jesse Craig.
The Paducah ritual team will preside
over the ritual ceremony.
Davies Joined the Tredegar
( England) Lodge of the Grand Lodge of
Great Britain in December of 196ThOctober, 1950, he was appointed as
secretary to the lodge and served in
that position until 1954 when he was
elected as Prelate of the lodge. He was
installed as Governor of the lodge in
October,1956.
Davies joined the Moose central
office staff as assistant general
secretary in 1958 and was promoted to
general secretary on Jan. 1, 1965.

David John Davies

Iniilight Cabaret'Performs At
Calloway County Public Library
By Dan D.Patterson

"Flash, Bang, Wallop."
The group also sang a folk song and
A standing-room only crowd in excess then elicited bursts of approving
of 200 people were delightfully en- laughter when two male members of
tertained in the new meeting room of
the cast performed a ccimedy skit enthe Murray-Calloway County Public titled, "Who's On First." The talented
Library when the program "Twilight
performers concluded their program
Cabaret" was performed by the
with moving renditions of "Dixie" and
talented Murray State University. "The Battle Hymn of the Republic."
,Players. The melodious extravagihm,
The members of the "Twilight
which included 40 minutes of the
Cabaret" cast include Mark Atha,
troupe's usual 90-minute program;was
Frankfort; Francie Beard, Paducah;
performed at 1:00 p.m.on Tuesday.
JaruLarewer;_ Pierstturg, Tennessee;
Local citizens who attended the lively
Wayne Britton,' Mansfield, Ohio;
performance were treated to a variety
MiChael N. Crisp, Huntsville, Ala.;
of musical numbers. The performers,
Patty Gray, Carmel, Ind
Davis
all of whom are students at Murray
Henderson, Water Vallernhony
State University, entertained the enHunter, Hopkinsville: Jana Jonetl,
thusiastic crowd with songs and
Murray; Jackie Smith, Petersburg, Ill,
medleys such as "Guys di Dolls,'
and James Wright, C,aholtia, 111., who
"Showboat," "McNamara's Baud,"
provides the piano accompaniment.
"Give My Regards to Broadway." and

The production staff is headed by
Robert E.*Johnson, artistic director,
and Henry C. Bannon who is the
musical director. Technical director is
Jim Schempp.
Johnson and Bannon are both faculty
menibers in the Department of Speech
Si Theatre at Murray State University.
Henry Bannon, also an M.S. U. faculty
member, teaches in the music-department.
The group began rehearsing their
production, June 1' and began actual
performances June 15 and will continue
through August 8. They perform each
evening at 8:30 except Monday, at the
old beach house located at Kentucky
Dam Village in Gilbertsville. The
average audience site exceeds 300
people and therefore it is advisable to
arrive by 8:00 p. m. in order to get a
good seat, a spokesman said.

A scene from "Twilight Cabarer as it was performed at the Calloway County Public tkirary Tuesday by the
Murray State University Players.
Photo By Dan D.Patterson

kr
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Say/ors And.M.cClure Vows Are
Read At Hazel Bap;tist Church

Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Alan McClure

fge`
,
..... COMMUNITY
('A 1 .1.7N I)Alt
.44.

Wednesday,July 14
Evening circles of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet as follows:
Wesleyan with Mrs,. Gordon
Moody at 7:30 p.m., Hannah
with Mrs. Joe Keeslar for an ,
ice cream supper at 7:30 p.rryr,
and Ruth Wilson to leaveAlie
church parking lot at or p.m.
for the annual pic •

‘11
44

ea

Golden Anniversary

mummit
•-441/

The Best Treatment
a New Boarder

Murray
Duplicate
Bridge Clu III meet at seven
p.m. at •ason Hall.
*
,July•15
'
•1
By Abigail Van Buren
Men's Stag Night will be
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. McKinney
held at Murray Country Club
DEAR ABBY: Can you help me? I have a problem with
with Larry Contri as chairmy thoughts. Because we needed the income, my wife and I
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. McKinney of Benton Route Three were
man. Also on committee are
rented our spare r000m to a young woman. I never would honored with a special family dinner on Sunday, July 11, at
Ronnie Babb, Scott Seiber,
have done it had 1 known how it would affect me
their home in celebration of their golden wedding anniversary.
and Lawrence Philpot.
This young lady has her own friends and regards me as an
The couple was married on Jane 26, 1926. Mrs. McKinney,
"old codger,"but I must confess that I have been having the former Estelle Donelson,
is'the daughter of the late L. 0.
Baptist Young Women of
some very impure end indecent thoughts about her.
.and Lela Stewart Donelson. Mr. McKinney is the son of the late
First Baptist Church will meet - Isn't- there ,some
medicine I can take to clear away
with Mrs. Howard Newell at
unwanted thoughts? How about the tiny electric shocks Chester and Sally Lee McKinney.
Mr. and Mrs. McKinney have ten children who are Mrs..
7:30 p.m.
they give rapists? (Like from two penlight batteries?
) .
I hope you won't think I am an evil-minded -old man. Thurman (Myrtie) Davis, Knoxville, Tenn., Mrs. Hoy
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
There must be other men past 75 with my problem. I might (Dorothy) Morrison, Ptnoas, Ill., Mrs. T. W.(Nell) Paschall,
add, my wife cannot respond to me.
Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Franklin (Edna) Wallace, Mrs. Cecil
Order of the Eastern Star will
meetat the Lodge Hall at 7:30
DEEP DOWN (Joy) Farmer and Gene McKinney, Warren, Mich., L. C. and
Robert McKinney, Dexter, Larry McKinney, Farmington
p.m.
DEAR DEEP: I admire your honesty and integrity. I Route One,and James McKinney, Rose City, Mich.
They have
consulted a psychiatrist about your problem, and he said
Murray Business and
that under similar circumstance*, he might be proud and twenty-six grandchildren and six great grandchildren.
Professional Women's Club
pleased to have such healthy masculine feelings at your
will meet at the Murray
age—which itt nothing to be ashamed of.
Woman's Club House at 6:30
But since this young woman's presence makes you feel
guilty and ashamed, Why not rent the room to another "old

The sanctuary of the Hazel recessional.
Her formal veil of silk
Baptist Church was the setting
The altar was centered fivith Illusion
was bordered in lace
for the candlelight wedding of a heart candelabrumn with a
motifs and was attached to a
Miss Julie Saylors, daughter floral arrangement of white
raised Juliet headpiece
of Mr. and Mrs. Carlee daisies, roses, „kid baby's
designed of Venice lace petals.
Saylors of Murray, to Loyd breath in the %int' er. On either
She carried a bouquet of
Alan McClure, son of Mr. and side of the wedding party were
yellow roses, white daisies,
lira. Hoyt McClure of Hazel. identicalfiee candelabra. The and
baby's breath.
Rev. James Garland per- family/ pews were marked
Attending the bride as
forrnV the ceremony at 5:30 wit1}4rtifte satin bows.
matron of honor was her
p.m.
/
Bride's Dress
c°dg
Tpsychia
he
er"?
trist recommends that you forget about
sister, Mrs. Karen Forrest, Women of Murray Moose
Music was provided by Gary,..
1The bride, escorted to the who wore
electric shock and says there is no medicine that will,abolish
a formal length Lodge will hold its executive
sexual fantasies—short of a general anesthetic.
McClure on piano, Mike Jong.' altar by her father, chose for
gown of sea foam green session at seven p.m. and its
QV organ, Mrs. Carol Snlin her wedding a formal gown of
organza designed with a high business session at eight p.m.
DEAR ABBY: What do you give a man who has
singing "We've Only Just white silk organza poised ever waistline
and short puff at the lodge hall on North 16th" everything?
Begun," "There's A Rind of bridal silk taffeta combined
sleeves. The gown was Street.
1.M. SERIOU
Hush All Over the Wield," and with Venicitlace. A hi-rise
axtrimmed in white. Her
singing a duet AI "Amazing bodice was ccented with
DEAR
nosegay consisted of yellow
SERIOUS: If I were with the Internal Revenue
Day Camp, Children II, (3-8
Gregg" with ...Jimmy Hughes Victorian neckline. The short roses
Departnirt, I'd give him an audit!
and yellow and white grades) will be at 8:30 a.m. at
iitho also „sang "Colour My puff sleeves were enhanced
daisies and baby's breath.
Memorial Baptist Church.
World" and "Time In A with motifs of Venice lace.
DEAR- ARBY: 1 plan to_bcrriarried soon. Weboth have
The bridesmaids were Miss
_
Bottle." The traditional The skirt of organza vertical
grown children by previous marriages.
Kim McClure of Cadiz, Miss Special "Seeing the Trees
have,
wedding marches were played rows of lace flowed into a
some property, savings, etc., that I *ant my
Renee Sledd, and Miss Dawn Instead of the Forest" will
children to have, and I do not wish any of it shared with the
the processional and the chapel train.
McCuiston whose dresses start at Center Station, Land
children of my spouse-to-be.
were like that of the matron oi Between the Lakes, at three
Assuming that I die first, how can this be accomplished
honor except their dresses p.m.
and still allow my spouse the use of my assets during her
were trimmed in dark green. Night Visual, 11
/
2 hour walk
lifetime?
Are prenuptial agreement?, legally binding? Or should
Their nosegays were of yellow in search of wildlife, will start
another written document be prepared and notarized?
roses, yellow daisies, and at Center Station, Land
Could my -wishes as stated in a properly executed will be
baby's breath. Each wore Between the Lakes, at eight p.
Thru Wed, 7/21
ignored? Sign me
m.
baby's breath in her hair.
"IN LOVE AND IN DOUBT"
The groom's tuxedo was
7:20,9:15 2:30Sat.,Sun}
Ellis Center will open at ten
solid white with long tails.
DEAR IN: Unless you want to odd "IN TROUBLE" to
WALTER
Randy McClure, cousin of a.m. for senior citizens. Sand
',our signature, 1 urge you to have all of your questions
the groom, served as best art lesson willbe at 10:30 am., answered by your lawyer.
MATI1HAU
man. His tuxedo was of solid lunch at noon, and table
TATUM
sea-foam. The groomsmen games and more work on sand
CONFIDENTIAL TO "FOURTEEN AND WORRIED
O'NEAL
STIFF": Tell your mother today. I proinise.you she will not
were the late Michael (Bird) art at one p.m.
kick you out of the house. If you just can't tell her, please
"ThE BAD NEVcS
Burkeen, O. E. Wilburn, and
send me your name and address. I think I can help you.
Kenny Donelson who wore
Friday, July 14
sea-foam and dark green
Everyone has a problem. What's ,yours? For a personal
Puppets and Sunshower reply, write to ABBY:
tuxedoes.
Box No. 69700, L.A.,
from
Memorial Baptist Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, Calif. 90069.
Ushers in yellow and black'
please.
Church will present a
tuxedoes
were
Larry
program
at Hillman Ferry
Mohundro of Minooka,
Terry Goodwin, Danny Campground, Land Between
the Lakes,at five p.in.
Futrell, and Tony McClure.
The flower `girl was Kele
Conley who was dressed_ Shopping for Senior Citizens
identical to the bridesmaids to Central Center.. and
and carried a wicker basket of downtown will be at 9:30 a. m.
roses. The ring bearer was and for Be) Air Center and
Jamie Phillips and he was' downtown at 12:30 p. in. Cali
dressed identical to the best 753-0929 by 9:15 a. m. for
Hyde Park
morning and by 11:30 a. m.for
man.
.114" Cod* A Pif11111011101 NCI.'4-4
afternoon
transportat
ion.
The bride's book was kept
by Mrs. Cindy Maness.
Early Birds, a 11
/
2 hour':
Mrs. Sayldrs, mother of the
bride, chose to wear a floor stroll in search of interesting
length gown of yellow crepe. birds, will start at Center
6-1 oz
"OMEN"
The groom's mother, Mrs. Station, Land Between The
"Silent Movie"
McClure, wore a formal gown Lakes, at 7:30 a. m.
of cotton with a white bodice
Wonderful World of Wildand floral skirt. Both wore
flowers, a one hour walk
Last 2 Wiles
corsages of white gardenias.
Hyde Park
The grandmothers of the searching for wildflowers, will
7:15,9:25
bride, Mrs. B. W. Crowe of start at Center Station, Land
Florence, Ala., and Mrs.Irene Between The Lakes, at two p.
WELCOME
Saylors of Jasper, Texas, and m.
the sister-in-law of the groom,
TO THE
4902
Twiligth GOlf win be played
Mrs. Max'McClure of Cadiz,
23RD
at
,
Murray
Country
Club at
were presented corsages of
fr.45 p. m. with Mr. and Mrs.
white carnations.
CENTURY
Borcion s
Reception
' Tom Muehleman as chairEagle
Brana
men.
Following the ceremony the
Condensed
reception was held in the
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
fellowship hall ofthe church.
The bride's table was will have its monthly campout
Pure Ground
overlaid, *Rh a yellow net at KOA Kanaground, Part
SILL RA
IVIMt HARVEY
cloth. The three tiered cake Landing, with—Ned and Beth
POSBY
RIMEL
14 iii59
was topped with white satin Wilson as wa'gonmasters. A
potluck supper will be ser4ed
wedding bells.
Serving the guests were Saturday night.
Delmont°
Janet Fritz, Suzanne Wilson,
ti3c)k5g lb.69c
Linda Harding, Cathy Harding, Debbie McClure, and
Armours
Teri McClure.
After their wedding trip to
Test Tender
kair ta)URRAY
Open 7:45-Start 8:30
the Great Smoky Mountains
National Park, Mr. and Mrs.
Ends TONITE
McClure are residing in their
apartment at Murray State
"HUSTLE" 8:30 only (R)
Burt
University.
ONGEST YARD" 10:40 Only
Reynolds
Hours: 19:00to 8:00
lb
Rehearsal Dinner
Libby's
The groom's parents, Mr.
X17 N.4th 7534194
and Mrs. Hoyt McClure, enField's
*Starts TOMORROW NITE•
tertained the wedding party
Meat
All
for 7 Big NITESI
and their guests with a buffet
style dinner in the fellowship
There's nothing but action at the Drive-in,
hall of the Hazel Baptist
Church.
And some good stuff on the sareh too!
Approximately fifty persons
29
attended the dinner.
lb p„--89c

6,ak

Murray Golden Age Club Holds

Picnic With The Paris Group
The Murray Golden Ale BYron'gen./Inger.
Club met with the Paris Senior
Guests included Mr. and
Citizens for a picnic potluck on Mrs. John Martin, Mr. and
July 9 at the Paris Landing Mrs. Bob Adams, Mr. and
State Park.
Mrs. Jimmy Baker, Mr. and
Following the blessing and a Mrs. Robert Stabile,- and
delicious spread of food, the Frieda Butterworth.
group sang "The More We Get
Mrs. Edna Kinard, difector
Together, The Happier We'll of the Paris Senior Citizens
Be." Attendance prizes were and her 20 members are
awardectto Mrs. O'Boyle from looking forward tO another
Paris and Floy Caldwell from "get-together" with the
Murray.
Murray group.
Golden agers participating
4eservations for the
in the day's activities were Brandon Springs outing Jtily
Merne Mattingly, Birdie 19, '26- and 32 must be in by
Parker, Eulalya Johnson, Friday. Please contact Birdie
Mildred Sharpe, Thelma Parker, telephone 753-2402 or
Parker,Eunice Sbeckels, Floy Mabel Tolley 753-1346.
Caldwell, Tennessee Outland,
Casts B. Clanton, Sadie
Harrell, Katie Overcast,
Mettle E. Parker, Naomi SchziaVrlgo,c
wenn and Flora Ford.
Also Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Burgoyne, Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Horton, Mr. and
Mrs. Bryan Tolley, Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Mears, Mr. and Mrs.
The abbreviation q u. stands
Joseph Gertzen, Mr.and Mrs. for the Latin good
vide and
Ray Walsh, Mr. and Mrs. means "which see."

FAIR WEEK SPECIALS
Home Grown Tomatoes

49'
Pork 'N
Beans
Bleach . US No. 1 Red Potatoes 8a
0c 5 ior si 00
39c
Home Grown Cabbage
Sc
Carnation
c
Golden Ripe Bananas
9 Coffeemate
Detergent
99c Heinz Catsup
19
89c

SOON

*Starts Friday -1 WeA Only

Milk

ittotgem
rags &
E33
04
4.

Thomas

C

fruit
Cocktail
39c

Beef

Columbia Pictures Presentation

PERSONALS1, _40%_oft
C.1•44414.
6

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Noah Paschall o Hazel has
been dismissed from the
Henry
County
GenleraL.
Hospital, Paris, Term. -

sale
On Almost

Entire Stock

Pear
Halves

59c

Extra Lean

round Chuck

i!D 19c
• rmour s
Testender
English Cut

Chuck Roast

79c

NEEDLE
VaRK

13

MEAT VALUES

. it

WE"

Showboat

Wieners

Hyde Park 5 Lb

Sugar 49c
i."601)-1 S 10 00 Purchase.
or Moro

Roast
Lb

oz

R

Oleo
$100

Cokes
59.

99e

Deli-Baked

Ham
$329

Chase and Sanborn

Coffee
si 79

COWIT3IE 1\1"

cl It& SA. 3r lc e

14W MAIN MIL MURRAY, KY.

753-4642

,
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Murray UMYF
Holds

Picnic

cifk

Mr Murray
Ledger It 'Growl;

Miss Linda Boyd is
Named, AWRT Board

The Murray Sub-District
Miss Linda Boyd, daughter
AWRT is a national
United Methodist Youth Miss Kentucky. To Entertain
of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Boyd, organization' made up et
Fellowship met Thursday,
Sharpe Street, Murray, has professional women wit*
June 24, at Paris Landing
been named to the Board of spend at least fifty per cent of
State Park.
Directors of the Louisville their time In direct laSwimming, tennis, and
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. — Miss Utah, Barbara Hanks of Chapter of American Women volvement In the broadcast
Miss
basketball were played during
America and a troupe of Salt Lake City. They will 'be ..inftadio and Television. She is industry.
six state pageant queens will accompanied by Bonnie an account executive for
the afternoon.
Miss Boyd is a 1974 gradliale
The new 1976-77 officers, entertain at military bases in Sirgany of the Miss America WAXY Radio and also serves
of Murray State University.:
counselors, and pastoral the Mediterranean area on a Pageant organization.
as program chairman for
It will be the 10th year the AWRT.
counselors were installed for four-week Miss America
the coming year. Outgoing Pageant-USO show tour, USO and the Miss America
The former Murray girl is
senior officers were presented according to announcement Pageant have cooperated in currently involved in an
crosses for their set-vice by Albert A. Marks Jr., sending shows overseas. In AWRT project in conjunction
For Information
throughout the year.
pageant board chairman, and three of the years, different with the Louisville Pollution
troupes of pageant girls were Control Board to create a
The attendance banner was 'Carl Fiore, president.
won by South Pleasant Grove.
The young ladies will arrive sent to the Orient and also to public awareness of pollution
In Atlantic City July 18 for Europe.
problems and alternative
The show, "All That Jazz," solutions.
rehearsals and will depart
(Pormanont
The organization became
overseas August 2. They will was written by George
return to Atlantic City in time Cavalier, Miss America Involved in the project upon
Reanovai of Noir)
to participate in the 1976 Miss Pageant producer, with the joint suggestion of
America Pageant the week of choreography by Marcia
Louisville Mayor Harvey
GUESTS HERE
Hyland.
Sept.6.
Sloane and Jefferson County
Mrs. R. C. Snell, Jr., and
In the show with Miss
Judge Todd Hollenbach.
children, John, Chuck, and America, Tawny Godin of
Jennifer Anne, have returned Yonkers, N. Y., will be
state
their home in Bloomfield pageant
queens
who
Hills, Mich., after spending represented their states
Monday
last ,.r.
several days in the home of year in the Miss
America
Johnson, captain of
har parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. Pageant. They are Mils
Group B of Tennis for Women
-it. Parker, Murray Route Connecticut, Mary
Cadorette
Three. Arriving July 20 from of Hartford; Miss Georgia, at the Murray Country Club,
has released the lineups for
Paris, France, will be the Seva Day of
Thomasville;
Parker's son and wife, Dr. and Miss Kentucky, Ma'rsha play on Monday, July 19, as
Jack Winter Sportswear
Mrs. Dale Parker, who will Griffith .. of Greenup; Miss follows:
a.m.—Georgianna
9:00
visit here before returning to Maine, Patricia Cyr
of Moffett, Carol Boaz, Jane
their home in Crown Point, Madawaska; Miss Tennessee,
/
Prince, and Mary Ellen
1 2 Price
New Mexico.
Marion Burgess of Memphis;
Contri.
Dresses...$10
9:00 a.m.—Delores Hall,
With
Judy Nall, Judy Carroikinal
-Shorts...$5
Kathy Burchfield.
Coffee At
Of Mrs. Jones
1 : 30 am—Carolyn
Bradshaw, Sharon Brown,
Mrs. Donald E. Jones and variety of delicious tidbits, Lynn Houston, and Rosemary
Mrs. Sal Matarazzo were Cokes, and iced coffee punch Warner.
hostesses for a morning coffee were offered the apa.m.—Lou
10:30
Ann
in honor of Miss Trudy Lilly, proximately thirty-five guests Phllpot, Ellie Christopher,
July 24th bride-elect of Nelson that called during the hours of Lillie Johnson, and Teresa
816 Coldwater Rood
Gardner, held on Friday, July 9:30 to eleven a. m.
Burke.
9, at the Jones' home on
Keenland Drive.
For the occasion the brideerect chose to wear a red print
long gown featuring a
•
;mocked bodice and matching
ruffled shawl. Her mother,
Mrs. G. T. Lilly, was attired in
ah,
a floor length navy skirt appliqued with a calico lion and a
matching blue and white
gingham blouse. They were,
presented daisy corsages
from the hostesses_
Miss Sally Matarazzo
presided at the refreshment
table which was centered with
a hollowed watermelon half
filled with fresh fruit. A
,
,

With Miss America And Troupe

Electrolysis

ca
Dr. Laverne Ryan,center, assistant professor in the department of business edution
and office administration, Murray State University and Mrs. Faye C. Wells, Certified
Professional Secretary of Murray State University, were guest speakers at the meeting
of the Mayfield Chapter of the National Secretaries Association (International), held
July 5 at the Mayfield Chamber of Commerce office. With Dr. Ryan and Mrs. Wells is
Mrs. Martha Arnold, left, of the Mayfield Chapter of Secretaries.
Mayfield Messenger Photo
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Summer Clearance
Sale
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SAL

Now In Progress
Just Like

No Exceptici-ns —

Hurry In For

Everything Goes

The Best
Selections

Handbags
1/2 Price
Table of
Buster Browns

95.

Womens

Mens
Roblee
Pedwin
Dexter

Platuralizer
Footworks
Buskens
Life Stride
Little Falls

Aigner
1/2

Off

NEW SUMMER AfiRIVALSI_

Manufacturers have refused to cancel our
summer orders, as a result, we ore offering
our BRAND NEW ARRIVALS from
well-known manufacturers at
substantially reduced prices!!

All Shoes and Sizes
on Racks for Convience!

CHOOSE AND SAVE
FROM THESE FAMOUS BRAND NAMES

Buy one SALE Shoe at regular price,
get the next shoe for just

••

No BURNETT'S SHOES
No
DOwntown Square "
Exchanges
Refunds
(Next to Bright
'
s)

And Misses

Our Entire $125,000 Invent°

Mister Browns 1 20ff

C
•
Or buy one pair at/
1
2Price PLUS One
Dollar

Merchandise In Junior
'
s

Priced
To Sell

Selected

Summer Sandles

First Quality

All Items

Mens
Dress
Socks
$ 00

etveltatfP

ARUM
• SMILE
SAP RARROA
smith CROOKS
1100TII SAY
anarn 110t1APE
CMIOUIRM
0k11*1 JIM'S
CITY LIMITS
CLOTH'S 70 MU
DON RSINIO
BUR MLR
PACIE0 01.011Y
GARLAND

RUCK,* 000
IRWIN AND US
INA
MeMOWCIAN
MOTIVATION PANTS MAXON
PANTS MARDI
PLUS BOTTOM
PURRS
AT/ROVE/IT
GRAN PRIX
&RACY/ PARTY
IT S MAGIC
SMOGS OR NM VON%
OtIOTIMI
%RATTLE *GUARS
ROANOYII
CONPITTI OHM
warraroata
MAPPY 1.505
WRAY'S IN • NAMPA

All Sales Final
No layaways
No Refunds

Once In A
Lifetime
Sale

40%
75

%Off

Everything Goes

$ave As Never
Before

AND MAW/ MOSS TO CHOOSE FROM

1

EVERYTHING MUST GO!

Our Loss Is Your Gain
b.•••
ISM
Come And Get It!
isomemi
*All I st Quality-Hurry! 11;11011
*All Famous Brands-HurrYI
9:00 to 5:00 Mon.-Thur.
9:00 to 8:30 Friday
Closed Sunday

Ifl

409 g`"dwaY
Paducah,K y.

rAsHion

Better
Hurry

•
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The Murray Ledger & Tunes
Walter L. Apperson, publisher

Published By
MURRAY NEWSPAPERS,Inc.

Editorial(and opinionated articls on this page are presented for
the purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange et differing
opinions Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
opinionated articles arrencouraged
The editors of this newspaper strongl) believe that to tuna
opinionated articles to oaf) those which parrallel the editorial
philowoph) of Ulu newspaper would.be a disservice to our rearlers
therefore we urge readers %rho do not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented b) an individual writer in n column to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being. discus.sed

R.Gene McCutcheon,editor

Business Mirror

Malaise Is Complaint
From Wall Streeters
By JOHN CUNNIFF
. AP Business Analyst
*ft NEW YORK (A?) — Wall Streeters
are complaining about a malaise,
;which is a condition that exists in the
.•stock market when nobody quite un:::,derstands what's in store for the future.
' About the only thing that market
malaises have in common is that they
are products of uncertainty, and that
they persist until the uncertainty is
removed.
While the current malaise seems to
have begun with uncertainty about the
economy, Wall Streeters of late seem to
be assigning a bit more of the blame to
political -uncertainty, about who will
inhabit the White House and Congress.
To lay the blame on the poLs is a very
safe move, they being too occupied for
the time being trying to protect
themselves. But one becomes
, suspicious of such explanations as
being too convenient.
When, for example, Jimmy Carter
'7 became almost a certainty for the
Democratic nomination, you might
have felt that uncertainty would have
been reduced, since at least one of the
candidates was known.
Not so; it increased the uncertainty,
at least in the opinion of the portfolio

10 Years Ago
'1 The temperature hit 100 degrees
it yesterday from about 2:30 to 4:00 p.m.
:!! as the thermometer at the Bank of
• Murray
corner
showed
as
photographed by Ed Collie and
- published in the Ledger & Times.
Pvt. Darrell Sheridan is coW taking a
heavy vehicle training course at Fort
Sill, Oklahoma.
Deathi reported- include George W..
Dunn, age 91, Murray Route Five, Mrs.
Eppie James, age 93, Hazel, and
Elwood (Jack I Lee, age 61, Arlington,
▪
Texas.
Jim Freeman, Murray State
University sprinter, has been named to
The All-American Track Team by the
National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association. A sophomore, he finished
third in the NCAA Track Meet last
month and won the U. S. Track and
Field Federation Meet.
Medalists for the ladies day golf play
at the local country clubs were Sammy
Bradford for the Oaks Club and Venela
Sexton for the Calloway Club.

Isn't It
The Truth

-

strategy department of Goldman,
Sachs & Co., which advised its
customers:
"Since Mr. Carter increasingly is
becoming a strong candidate in our
view, investor uncertainty with regard
to the 1977 outlook will increase."
The investment banking house
argued that the combination of a
Democrat* president and Congress
"greatly increases the risk of excessive
stimulus to the economy...." Inflation
and wage and price controls might
follow, it said.
An analysis of this sort seems to
ignore what a lot of Americans, investors included, are fully aware of —
that the big deficits, inflation and price
and wage controls of recent years have
been mainly Republican.
When not blaming the politicians, a
favorite explanation for the malaise
seems to be the general uncertainty
about the immediate future of prices. A
lot of Americans, they say, are fearful
of more inflation.
The' third scapegoat is the Federal
Reserve Board. Everyone on Wall
Street eagerly awaits some signal
about the money supply. Is it being
tightened? Is it being loosened?
Until a definite direction can be
determined, say the analysts, the
market isn't likely to move very far.

20 Years Ago
Assets of the Peoples Bank are listed
as $5,253,487.90 and the Dees Bank of
Hazel as $839,117.85, according to the
published statements as of the close of
business on Arne 30, 1956.
Yandal Wrather of the Soil Con...servation Service was speaker at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club. He
WELS introduced by Fleetwood Crouch.
Mrs. Robert Brandon, age 74, died
July 12 at her home on the Hazel Highway.
Miss Hazel Tarry has accepted a
position as teacher at the high school at
Highland Park, ILL During the past
year she was granted a Ford Foundation for which she travelled extensively visiting schools in the various
parts of the United States.
Births reported include a girl, Teresa
Jean, to Mr. and Mrs. Noble Rex
Paschall on June 27, and a girl, Melissa
Ann,to Mr. and Mrs. Hubert McColl.

The best way to teach citizens to
govern themselves is to let them
practice doing it. The trouble with us
Americans, however, is that although
we are great do-it-yourselfers at home,
we couldn't care less what happens
downtown. In government we like to let
the other fellow do it, just like now, and
soon we will cast our votes and then sit
back and complain for another four
years.
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Focus On Special Session Has
Pushed Back Work On '78 Session
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — With the
focus on this year's special session of
the legislature, most preparation for
the 1978 Kentucky General Assembly
has beeq pushed back.
A few interim study committees
established by the 1976 General
Assembly have begun their work, but
regular meetings of the joint interim
committees probably won't begin until
after the first of the yiar, according to

Phil Corm, director of the Legislative
Research Commission.
Conn said the delay in gearing up the
machinery to prepare for ths, next
regular session probably woult,have
an adverse affect on the legislation
produced.
A review of the committee activity
following the 1972 and 1974 seSsions
shows most interim committees did not
hold any substantive meetings until the

[MARTIN
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems—
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies, but
you must include a stamped, selfaddressed envelope. The Most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I just received my
Form BA4 from the United States
Retirement Board.What
Railroad
should I check on my BA-6 form to
make sure -the Railroad Retirement
Board Has the proper information on
my form? —D.U. D.
ANSWER: A Form BA-6, "Certificate of Service Months and Compensation," is issued on June to all
railroad employes who on the basis of
their 1975 empioyment Qualify for
unemployment and sickness'benefits in
the benefit year beginning July 1, 1975.
BA-6 forms are sent also to all workers
who had railroad service* in each month
of 1975.
The United States Railroad
Retirement Board recommends that
employes check five areas of their BA-6
forms: 1. name; 2. Social Security
number; 3. retirement credits 19371974; 4. total service and compensation
under Railroad Retirement Act, 19371975; 5. service and compensation
credited under Railroad Retirement

Act in 1975.
If any information shown on a BA-6 is
incorrect, this fact should be reported
in a +titter to the board as soon as
possible. In checking the spelling of a
name, an employe should remember
that BA4 forms contain only the first 10
letters of a last name.
All correspondence concerning BA-6
forms should be addressed to the
Director of Data Processing and
Accounts, United States Railroad
Retirement Board, 844 Rush St.,
Chicago, Ill. 60611. Any , employe
writing to the Board about BA-6'foritis
should include his Social Security
number in his letter. Otherwise, the
Board can take no action.
Heartline's new "Guide to Social
Security" answers questions about
allowable income, widow's benefits,
how benefits are determined and many
other subjects. For your copy, send $2
and your name and address to Heartithe's "Guide to Social Security," Box
4994, Des Moines,Iowa 50306.
HEARTLINE: I was, born in a
European country and came to the
United States when I was very young. I
never became a citizen of the United
States. Now I have very little income
and no resources. Can I receive Supplemental Security Income, even
though lain not a citizen?—J.T.
ANSWER: Yes, yotr'may be eligible
as long as you have been legally adadtted to the United States for perI manent residence.

HEARTLINE: I am thinking of
applying for Supplemental Security
Income payments and I think I may
also be entitled to a Veterans' pension.
Can I apply for just Supplemental
Security Income? — K.F.,
ANSWER: If you' spay for Supplementai Security Income payments
you will he required to apply for any
other- benefits which you may be
eligible to receive from other sources,
such as workmen's compensation,
veterans' pension or compensation,
unemployment or railroad retirement.

Bible Thought
0 give thanks unto the Lord, for
he is good: for his mercy endureth
for ever. Psalm 107:1.
A children's prayer says. "God is
great, God is good." If God is the
giver of goodness, kindness, and
sustenance, then we ought to be ever
thankful -nto Him.

second year of the interim.
And- a longer interim doesn't
necessarily mean more legislation will
be approved.
.
Although the number of bills pre-filed
by interim committees increased for
the 1976 session, the passage rate
plummeted.
A study by the LRC shows only about
26 of the 173 committee pre-filed bills
became law during this year's regular
legislative session, compared with
nearly 43 per cent in 1974 and 46 per
cent in. 1972, the first year committee
pre-filing was permitted.
In the meantime, special committees
and study groups are studying three_
major issues on the tentative agenda
for the special ,setision to, be held
sometime between Thanksgiving and
Christmas.
Interim special committees are
working out the details of establishing a
new district court system under the
constitutional amendment approved by
voters last November and assessing
Jefferson County's sewage disposal
needs.
A special commission appcaoted by
the governor is examining ways to
make underground mines'safer places
to work.
Conn said that as the special study
groups define the issues and draft
legislative proposals the chairmen of
interim committees would begin calling
meetings to prepare for the special
session.
How many issues will be addressed
during that session will depend on the
governor's call.
He has been contacted by a number of
individuals and groups who want a
variety of subjects included in the
special session
ranging frorn the
death penalty to professional
negotiations for public school teachers.
essesowwwwst

The Murray Ledger & Times
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"Let's get 'er built and worry about the results later on--!"
Let's Stay Well

Hair Loss In Crash Dieters

COMPLETE CHICKEN DINNER

By F.J.L. Blasingarne. M.D.
Blasingarne
*.,.. Sixiden Ices of hair oelogen
:';effluviuml is a •dramatic.
• troublesome problem, particu• •'. •.. ly for women. Crash dieting
canlito,n such an effect. -1In
ordinary circumStaves, ' liair follicles are ac&5tSve periodicalky. growing hair
p.., for a time and then having a
- il:.:.•. resting phase As sdene hairs are
;.z....,, lost, others are being replaced,
_t
7.... ', alynedphavaserioandus
e
eerms niaerequiet
of
• different lengths,some in the acsome
portion of the growth cycle
.
When a "shocking" episode the
_body
. ,- takes place, all of the
irs may enter a resting phase,
,Illrid the hair over the head may
, fall but in large areas (alcpecia
, areata) or from the entire scalp
within a week or two
•. Such hair loss has been known
§.to *cur after childbirth, after an
..' illmias with severe fever, follow77'. gig .. severe injury '-physical or
pasziatric "and following the

taking 01 certain medicines
Telogen eiThivium has occurred
spontaneously, though infrequently. for no apparent reason.
In a recent article in the Journal of the American Medical Associatioh. Detlef Goette. Lieut.
Colonel. Medical Corps, U.S.
Army, and associates report on
nine cases of sudden,
widespread hair kiss following
crash dieting in which weight
reduction iu,sualty more than 10
tioundsi took place in brief
periods.
•
'These authors point out that
severe diet restriction. possibly
through limitation of nutrition,
can trigger telogen effluvium'.
Less dramatic dieting may
avoid such "shocks- to the
-system. though less marke4 km
may also be noted even with
moderate diet restriction.
The hair gradually grows
back spontaneously over a

period of months. No local treatment of the scalp is effective or
needed. Some affected persons
may prefer to wear a wig in the
meantime for comfort and appearance
Q Mrs S L wants suggestions
about how she can remove wax.
which appears to he excessive,
(rain her 12-year-old son's ears.
A: Soften the wax by placing
several drops of water or hydrogen peroxide into the ear
canal at bedtime for two or three
nights. Have your son use water
from the shower to flush has ears
on Ow second or third day.
If this is not successful. buy a
Nib syringe from your pharmacist so that you can fill it with
warm water and flush out the
was
If ails does.n't work. it may be
necessary to have your physician remove the wax

periodically. One "don't". Avoid
using any kind of instrument or
cotton
,tips to clean the ears, except to wipe away wax you can
see.

Q: Mrs L. P. is c
Jed
because two of her children.
ages 11 and 13 years, often have
clicking sounds in their leg
when they walk. especially when
climbing. They appear to be normal and in good health. She
woods if they are loose jointed
oi if somettung else migli be
wrong.
A:-Such clicking sounds are
usually harmless in growing
children and are due to tendons
giving a snapping sound as they
Slip over bony prominences. A
vacuum in a joint space will also
produce a snapping sound In tte
absence of swelling. pain. or
limitation of motion. these
"noises- are harmleni and re-

JACK MARSHALL
Owner

• Chicken
• Potatoes & Gravy
• Slaw• Roll

109

Regular Value $1149

Kentucky fried ekicken
1113Sycamore, Murray,Ky. 753-7101

,

gime no treatment.
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"THE LARGEST SPORTING GOODS STORE IN WESTERN KENTUCKY"

•

OM
SPORTING
v 1:IT.„„..,GOODS
OPEN: a A.M.-9 P.M. Moo. thru Thum
Phone 443-8200 A.M.•10
Scit. P.M. to 6 P.M. Sun 4060 (lark's River Rd.
P.M.
Fri. &

WEDNESDAY,'JULY 14TH

PADUCAH, KY.

9:00 P.M. til 12:00 Midnight

OFF
On December 22, 1779, Colonel Donelson and 300 settlers embarked on a 1,006-mile flatboat voyage to French
Salt Lick, now known as Nashville. They traveled the Holston and Tennessee Rivers, and at the site of Paducah the
voyagers turned upstream on the Ohio. The final leg of their voyage was up the Cumberland River to french Salt
lick. During 1976, the Tennessee Scenic Rivers Association will sponsor a reenactment of the historical voyage as a
bicentennial event officially endorsed by the Tennessee American Revolution Bicentennial Commission.
The modern pioneers are using three authentic flatboats to reenact the voyage in the flatboat "Adventure." They
arrived at Kenlake Marina Tuesday afternoon and will continue down the Tennessee River to the Ohio and then
will head toward Nashville on the Cumberland. They are scheduled to visit Land Betvjeen The Lakes, TVA's public
outdoor area in western Kentucky and Tennessee, July 22-24 as part of the bicentennial excursion. The inticipated
route passes 42 towns and 14 state parks in Tennessee, Alamaba, and Kentucky. The flotilla departed Kingsport on
June 6 and is expected to arrive at Ft. Nashboro, Nashville, Tennessee, on August 7 where a bicentennial festival will
beheld to welcome the boats and their crew.
- -—
For the nine-week period of the journey the crew will total 216 people with 24 participating weekly. Numerous
towns including Knoxville and Chattanooga, Tennessee; Decatur and Savannah, Georgia; Paris Landing, Tennessee;
Paducah and Kuttawa, Kentucky; Dover and Clarksville, Tennessee, have planned activities to coincide with arrival
of the boats,

Our
Regular
Discount
Prices

ON EVERYTHING IN THE STORE
4

This is Tom Snow's way of saying THANKS
to everyone for making our opening a big success.

•••

Full Impact Of Amendment Won't Be Felt Until 1978
The amendment itself is range effects would be conFRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The constitutional amend- scanty in its instructions on sidered by the commission by
ment approved by voters last how the new court system is to the special session.
Spader said the commission
November will have a ripple be implemented. The 1976
effect that may eventually General Assembly-- drafted has a "huge agenda to get
change the way county legislation to put the upper through in a systematic way"
levels of the judicial system by September.
governments function.
The governor has said the
The full impact of the into effect.
The situation is perhaps the special session will be called
Judicial Article will not be felt
until Jan. 1, 1978, when a new most complex for county between Thanksgiving and
district court system replaces governments, and the special Christmas.
The next meeting of the
existing county, . quarterly, ,lidvisory commission is
magisterial and police cotu-ts. 'looking not only at the im- special Countr Goverrunent.
But already the amend- mediate effects of the Judicial Advisory Commission is
Willard Ails, jiiharmactst
Thursday.
at the Murray-Calloway ment, which established a new changes, but at the long term
judicial
government.
system
furure
for
of
county
Kentucky,
County Hospital, will be
State Sen. William Sullivan,
the keynote speaker at has generated many questions
11)
Henderson, said the longand
much
concern.
the 7:30 p.m. services on
Saturday, July 17, for the
youth rally at the Central
Church of Christ, Bedford,
inc. Classes will be helet-throughout the.day and
will be taught by Roger
Lee, graduate of Harding
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — has asked the
College, and Emmett
commission to
Clark, minister of Paoli, Little thought is being given to recommend how existing the
kinds
of
services
that
exist
Ind. Dr. AlIs will also be
programs canttiordinated,
the guest speaker for. in Kentucky and what is and how vocattinal education
Sunday morning service needed, says the director of a can be related to the need for
at Central Church. Any commission named to study manpower in a particular
what can be done to train occupation.
'person interested in atpeople for needed ocThe
commission
was
tending may call Dr. Ails
cupations.
created under a 1976 state law,
and housing arrangemenFormer Superintendent of effective July 1, but began its
ts will be made by the Public Instruction
Dr. Lyman work several months earlier
Central Church. The ABC- Ginger, now the
executive
TV film, "Go Ask Alice," director of the new state under executive order of the
governor.
will be shown there on Commission
on
PostGinger said there are 150
Saturday and will also be Secondary Education, said
proprietary schools with some
shown to the Seventh
Tuesday the panel has been kind of vocational program;
and Poplar Church of researching the extent of
the community college with
Christ Teenage Class, vocational training in the
careerpreparation courses; a
Murray, here on Thursday State.
$30 million to $40 million
night, July 15.
He said Gov. Julian Carroll federal manpower program
and 13 state vocational
technical schools.
But "One problem, he said, is
that there is "little coordination between the different
training systems."
"We are now beginning to
get into the whole question of
needs," Ginger said. - - - "For
example,
With
cosmetologists in the state —
how many do we need and
where do we need them? How
many programs do we have to
meet that need? Are we over
supplied or undersupplied and
where?"
Ginger said one third of all
children never finish high
school in Kentucky.
"What do you do with
them?" he asked. "Do you
plan and coordinate training
programs so that you're sure
you're preparing enough
cooks, chefs, tailors or brickmasons? We're talking about
that big a range of programs
and occupations."
Ginger said the commission
won't% begin rec
. hurnending
funding for various programs
until after the first of the year.
"In the coal mining InPrices include 5 M.P. fan-steel floor supports
dustry, for instance, diesel
3% Cash discouni
mechanics may be needed
We also have Super Be. urea *yen
along with other kinds of
special skills." Ginger said. "

Commission To, Study
Of -Kentuckia-ns

...you are always first
in line at your own
mfs grain drying and
storage system

"Big Sale"

4000 Bu." 3250`"
6000 Bu. 37990
10,000 Bu. 499500

- - Agri-Products

Murray, Ky.
489.2231
"75 • non* 753-7958

Delaware was the first state
to ratify the Constitution.

(EMPT GUNS AND AMMUNITION)

_

COMPARE OUR PRICES AND SAVE!!!
NAME BRANDS • TOP QUALITY AT DISCOUNT PRICES!!
We Are Often Imitated But Never Duplicated!!

PUT IT IN THE

FEDDERS

Greattime to buy
-Great-prices
Great quality
Keep
Cool
This
Summer
Shop
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Reagan
Continues
Vote Hunt
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Ronald Reagan headed for
two of President Ford'S
strongest states today hi his
htait for delegates to the
Republican National ConVention.
'The former California
itiVenior hoped to trim Ford's
*aided majorities in New
Jersey and Pennsylvania with
a series of speeches and
priville meetings with uncommitted delegates and
delegates who might switch
from Ford to Reagan.
An
Associated
Press
delegate count shows Fiord
ahead of Reagan by 33
delegates nationwide, 1,032 to
999, with 1,130 needed for the
Republican nomination for
president next month in
Kansas City.
Reagan, in a statement
issued Tuesday by his camheadquarters
paign
in
Washington, said that once the
convention begins he will not
challenge the credentials of
any delegate. He urged Ford
to pledge the same in the
name of party unity.
'"The manner in which we
conduct our national convention must give the
American people confidence
tit the Republican party can
govern honestly, decently and
effectively over the next four
years," the statement said.
•Iti_a separate development,
reports on file with the
Pederal Elections Cornmission showed that Reagan's
campaign has taken in more
money and spent more than
the President's.
Reagan's forces, for the six
months ending June 30,
collected almost $13.2 million,
Mostly in contributions and
federal matching funds, the
reports showed. The campaign spent about$13.1 million
for the six-month period.
Ford's campaign for the
same period attracted slightly
more than $11 millien, again
mostly in contributions and
federal matching funds. The
President's committee has
spent $10.9 million.
'New Jersey stands67 to0for
ford in the AP delegate count,
slid Pennsylvaniil is 72 to 5,
with 25 uncommitted and one
for Sen. Howard Baker of
Tennessee.
In both states, the delegates
Are legally uncommitted.
• Even a modest switch in
those two states could wipe out
the President's lead, because
the' combined GOP delegate
total of the other 48 states is
994.893 in Reagan's favor.
Later this week, Ford plans
tn visit the Connecticut state
convention, where he is
favored to take most or all of
35 delegates, and Reagan
plans to visit Utah, where he is
favored to win the last 20
delegates to be selected
nationwide.
By the end of the week,Ford
eould close to within 70
delegates of the nomination,
with Reagan close behind.

Manpower Council
To Hold Meeting
IDUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Manpower
Planning Council will hold its
second meeting today and
Thursday to review area
development district plans for
spending the federal Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act funds this year.
. The planning council makes
recommendations to the state
Department for Human
Resources, which administers
the CETA program in 89
counties.
The remaining 31 counties
are administered by so-called
"prime sponsors."

Burley Crop
Down This Year
UISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
tucky's burley crop this
yfr is expected to total
484,000 bushels, 6 per cent
low 1975 production, the
ucky Crop and Livestock
rting Service says.
ield is expected to average
bushels per acre. Dry
Wt.ather in April delayed
dilvelopment and growth of
Di? crop, officials said.
Kentucky's oat crop is
expected' to total 370,000
br
inheegls, said statistician
J
Koepper.

ob.
14,1976
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Prices Good
Through July 20, 1976

We Reg* the Right To Limit Quantities

Fields
Wafer

vAcuum

Sliced
Meats

3 oz.
pkg.

Swift
Proten 1st Cut

PACKED

Chuck Roast

c.hef

Lb.
Planter Twin

CHICKEN BOAST
CHICKEN LIVERS

POTATO CHIPS

89'
ib 69'
lb

Diamond Heavy Ditty Aluminum

FOIL • ••

-Swift Proton
Center Cut

CHUCK ROAST

—flew Rod

Chef Boy-Ar-Dee

0lb.

POTATOES

lb 894

Swift Proten

Freestone

ARM ROAST

PEACHES

•••

894

SPAGHETTI-&Meat
Posh Puff

29' TISSUE ...... • •..••••••..,
2

Contour

BREAD

Home Grown

47'

16 oz.

TOMATOES

Martha WhitebMacaroni & Cheese

DINNER

Lipton Onion
lb. 354

Yellow
oi.

294

INI-Yellow
Sweet
Home
GroWn-

ONIONS

3 lb. bag

Kroft Orange

½g.1

894

Blue
el

iGAR
INE
n

lb

45'

Duncan Hines

SNACK CAKE

Vlasic Hamburger & Hot Dog
Sweet & Dill

RELISH

FEE

Per
Ear

JUICE

35'

SOUP

13 oz.

594
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President
Celebrates
Birthday

ALANCING

BUYS

•
•

We Accept
Food Stamps

.N
•
*.

WASHINGTON (AP) — He
began his 63rd year today as,
an underdog, slicing, a bli7,
thday cake that urged him t9,
"Give'em Hell, Jerry."
The birthday buy is Ger*,
Ford. *The unnamed "'etii",
mentioned on the cake,
be Ronald Reagan or J
Carter or both. cal*
becomes the De,mocr
presidential nominee
and polls show he leads Ford
in surveys gauging their
relative popularity with
voters.
President Ford was to take
his semi-annual physical
today,
with
electrocardiogram and standard,
lab tests by his persooql,
physician, Rear Adm. WlUla
Lukash and that crimped in
eaily birthday celebration.
Ford was the pre-game Star,
at Tuesday night's baseball
All-Star game and the
celebration of his birthday.
began on the flight home from
Philadelphia. Ford's staff
brought out a birthday cake
with five candles and the
legend
suggesting
the
presidential campaign
Harry Truman, an incumbent
--underdog who won.
Ford, confronted with th.e.
birthday cake, was reminded
that he should not be eating_
prior to a physical exacn.
Turning to Lukash; Foell,
asked, "Couldn't it be
poned for 24 hours?"
firmly shook his head in tbs.
negative.
So Ford cut the cake and
passed pieces out to people on
the plane. He did not eat a
slice himself.
As the 'Democratic genvention ground on in New.
York Tuesday night, Ford
tossed out the first pitch at the
All-Star game — twice, tArt.
with his left hand, then Al,
right.
Ford strode onto the
diamond, arms around
managers Sparky Anderson Of
the National League and
Darrell Johnson of the
American League as a band
played "Hail to the Chief."
Red, white and blue balloon.%
by the hundreds were released
from beyond the centerfield
wall. Fireworks lit the sky and
water fountains sprayed into
the air over a replica of
Independence Hall. .
Before the game, the
President
visited
both
dressing rooms, autographed
baseballs and jawboned with
Mark "The Bird" Fidrych of
the Detroit Tigers. Fidrycb,
starting pitcher for the
American League, handed the
President a ball and Ford
said: "I hope he throws better
than I do."
"Oh, I'm sure I will,"
Ficirych replied. He was the
losing pitcher as the National
League prevailed, 7-1.
Fidhych asked Ford's seo,
Jack, who accompanied Os
President to the game, about
tennis star Chris Evert, whom
Jack dated last winter.
"If you're interested, I'test
you up," Jack told him. °

a.

• Zesta
Crackers
1 lb. Box

15

• Chefway
48 oz.

10 lb.

Kelly Vienna

'PS

9 oz. 6134

SAUSAGE

•

Iuminum
18"

Bush Cut Green

594

BEANS

Frosty Acres Crinkle Cut
& Meat Balls ... 15 oz.

434 FRENCH FRIES

11
/
216

3°3 Can

4/88'

Powdered

594

SUGAR......

23b.

69"

2 lb.

69"

Frosty Acres

•• •_•.•

••••• • •- • • •

125 ct•

2.75 oz.

3

4

494

ot Dog

Light Brown

COB CORN-

8 ears

89' SUGAR

Minute Maid

LEMONADE

6°z.

Kraft Single Sliced American

4/89'

CHEESE

Morehead Plans IM
Annual Conferenc0

Banquet

PIES

10 oz. 294

.

14 01.

Gerber Strained

49'

BABY FOOD
Frosty Acres

histait
Maxwell
House
10 oz.

ORANGE
12 or.

MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
Over 2,000 students and their
parents are expected at
Morehead State University
next week for the school's
annual orientation and
registration conference.
School officials say the
conference is designed to
familiarize parents and
students with the campus and
the school's academic offerings.

Textbook Board
Members Sworn
alaY4=41:161L41

AIM

Jobrisons Coupon

,

Maxwell House

COFFEE

‘.-

Velveeta

R15

CHEESE

214..

MISS YOUR PAPER?

RETURNABLE
111%. Can $111

with ooupon

R. C. COLA .

67.6 oz.

494

32 oz.

59'

Plus 40( Deposit

Limit 1 Coupon Per Person
Expires 7-3111-76

Lucky Leaf

APPLESAUCE •

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)•—
Dr. James Graham, state
superintendent of public,jbstruction, will swear in herw
members of the state Tatbook Committee at 1 0411.
today.

%burlier' robe lone net
rectivell fief, Immo
/savored esqty of The
Olerrey ledger & Thou by
530
Alp or
by 3:30
en leterdeyt •
ere urged te 0110 753-1•14
betimes L PA. mud
•
ibreary-frikey,
,
3138 P.M. mod 4 p.m. is
-.te Were ilefirery of
the eewspeper.C
eet
be plecsd by a pm. webby'or 4 p.m. forerdrrys
perwee delivery.

•

*
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Swim Team
Defeated By
Calvert--City
One unfortunate thing about
swim meets is when you go on
the road, you lose nine out of
10 times.
In swimming, the home
team can "stack the cards"
-* and take or add certain events
to the agenda.
Such was the case Tuesday
as the Murray-Calloway swim
team fell 391-278 at Calvert
City.
The hosts did away with all
of the open events and -substituted six and under
categories for both boys and
girls. The result was a win for
the hosts, making up for a loss
suffered last Friday at
Murray.
medley
under
and
eight
girls—Franklin, Jackson, Walston and
place.
First
Ferns.
eight and under medley relay
boys—Muehleman, BarreU. Jobe and
Prince. second place.
10 and under medley relay
*cis—Stacy, C. Schoenfeldt, Rushing
end Farris. second place.
10 and under medley relay
lays --Franklin, Starks, N. Santagado
.7Med Jobs second place.
12 and under medley relay girls—McOlart, Walston, Shroat and Hopkins.
,aecond place. Shepard, Conner, A.
Sehoeinfektt and Luffnum third place.
12 and under medley relay
boys—Weber, Toy, C Santagado and
Stacy second place.
14 and under medley relay
girls—Billingtort Pitman, Ray and
Henry.first place.
14 and under Medley boys—Eversmeyer, Boyd, Warner end R. Santagado. first place.
15-17 medley relay girls—E. Gore, Littleton, Crass and Smock.
15-17 medley relay boys—Peebles,
Henry, Jobs and Kelly.
six and under freestyle girls—Morgan,
first place. Spann,third place.
freestyle
under
and
six
girls—Franklin, first place. Marquardt,
third Nice.
eight and under freestyle boys—Prinee, third place.
10 and under freestyle Earns,
.
first place. Shepard,third
N. San10 and under freestyle
tepid°,first place.
12 and soder freestyle girks--Shroat,
first place.
12 and under freestyle boys—C. Santagado,second place.
freestyle
under
and
14
girls—Billinoton. first place. Ray,
piece.
third
Pttman,
second place. M.
- 14 and mar freestyle boys—R. Santagado,first piece. Warner,third place.
15-17 freestyle g.LIttleton, first
Mace.E.Gera,third piece.
15-17 freestyle boys—Henry, second
place.
backstroke
under
and
six
gifts—Spann, first place. -Barrett,
'
place
second
aad under .backstroke boys—Nix,
" mond place.
under backstroke
eight and
. girls—Franklin, second place. Farris,
place,
third
backstroke
under
eight and
,•;;
place
second
boys—Prince,
Moehleinan,third place.
ke
backstro
under
and
10
•
"1 girint-Reehing,third place.
*and oulsr Issekstrake boYs—N.S4n-

•

baclog/eke girls—Mcnre:
ut
_t tartisdthiT

National League Ho-Hums To
Another All-Star Game Win
There you kave it, good get more hits," said Rose, who
hitting, good pitching, and singled, tripled and scored a
throw in those three snappy run. "Foster did what he's
double plays the National been doing all year. The only
League turned and you have a difference is that he got 0/1131
win "But I didn't come out one hit. He usually gets two or
here ta.pley to win any honors. three."
The 2I-year-old Fidrych, a
I just wanted to play the best!
could to help us win. Whatever free spirit who says what's on
came my way in honors,fine." his mind, took the loss in
Foster drove in the National stride. The rookie, 9-2 in the
League's second run in first half of the Anterican
after
Pete League season, gave up four
first-inning
Rose had singled and scored hits and two runs in two
Innings.
on a Steve Garvey triple.
"No one should smile after a
cross
that
"I thought maybe
said the curly-haired
loss,"
wind out there might be
pitcher. "But this is a
Tigers'
=Mi.
The
ball.
holding up ttie
t
game. I can go hoitie
differen
thing is I was trying to be proud because I was on an Allplate."
the
at
ive
aggress
Star team. You can't forget
Reds anything like this. There's this
Cincinnati
The
produced seven of the ball with everyone's name on
National League's 10 hits. it, a trophy and the ring.... I
That didn't surprise Pete never even had a high school
Rose, the wisecracking Reds' ring:'
Winning manager Sparky
third baseman.
"We got more bats than Anderson of the Reds said he
anybody,so we're supposed to believed the dominance over

profile. He
League always, kept a low
the • Arnerican
was
wrong
thing
only
the
said
stemmed from the office of
up a walk. He
gave
he
that
Warren
nt
former NL Preside
said he was nervous at the
Giles.
but settled down after a
- "He believed the National start,
first-inning walk-. to
two-out
on
League had to win," Anders
George Brett.
ee's
Milwauk
recalled. "And there is an
game itself,
the
for
As
,
l
Nationa
enthusiasm in the
crowd of
sellout
a
before
—
League to win."
ng President
includi
63,974,
as
Jones,
s
San Diego'
Ford, the Nationals built a 4-0
lead with their two in the first
Knee Okay
and Foster's home run after a
one-out single in the third.
GREENVILLE, S.C. I AP)
Lynn's homer made it 4-1. The
— "As far as I'm concerned,
NL put it away in the ninth on
I'm back," Atlanta Falcons
RBI singleloy-Ken Griffey,
an
defensive end Claude HumCesar Cedeno's two-run
and
phrey said Tuesday after his homer, all off California's
since
first rigorous workout
Frank Tanana.
his knee was injured last year.
night,"
at
"Now I can sleep
OLYMPICS
Humphrey said when his knee
PLATTSBURGH, N.Y. —
g
hitting
gruelin
a
od
withsto
Adrian Dantley scored 25
session at the National
points to lead the U.S.
Football League team's
c basketball team to an
Olympi
training camp.
over Canada in
victory
85-75
Humphrey was injured a
exhibition
final
team's
preseason game against the the
game.
New York Jets in 1975.

By RALPH BERNSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Ho Hum,the National League
beat the American League
again in the All-Star Game.
So what's new?
Just for the record, the
score in the National's fifth
straight triumph and 13th in
the last 14 years was 7-1. San
Diego's Randy Jones, the
starting pitcher, threw three
scoreless innings and was the
winning pitcher.
And George Foster, the
Cincinnati Reds' outfielder
who leads the majors with 72
RBI, drove in three runs, two
with a third-inning homer and
was selected the game's Most
Valuable Player. The loser
was Mark Fidrych,the Detroit
he and
BIG WINNER — Brian Scott holds the trophies
rookie sensation who
Tigers'
the
in
) won
doubles partner Mork Mclemore (not pictured
two innings and left
pitched
Mclemore took
State Tournament at Glasgow. Scott and
trailing 2-0.
the singles and
The National League now
second in the senior doubles while Scott won
Lanes.
Scottie
at
leads the All-Star series 28-18also won "All-Events" in the tourney held
1. And no relief is in sight for
the beleaguered American
Leaguers.
Perhaps John Montefusco,
the outspoken San Francisco
Giants' pitcher, put the dull
game in its proper perspective.
"I didn't have my good
fastball, but I didn't need it
American
the
against_
League."
It would seem that all the
National League needs in this
annual American League
r nightmare is gloves,
summe
_
bats and balls.
"It's a little bit embarrassing," said Fred Lynn
of the Boston Red Sox, whose
fourth-inning home run accounted for the loser's only
run against five National
League) pitchers.
Lynn said the big difference
was the National League bats
-They hit," he said."And the
hit the long ball too. They have
a bit more power than we do."
Lynn's boss, manager
Darrell Johnso%whodirected
the American nague, had a
different view.
"It was National League
Little Loewe Al-Stars in Unman/ play nest week will be free left
a
earned
g," said Johnson.
girls
pitchin
Murray
These
—
S
LITTLE LEAGUE OUTRILNIS—lims artfloblors for the Norm
FOURTH PLACE WIPINER
floopor, Kim Bostick, Thu Brows, Dave Ells and Stacy Smith.
"Their pitchers did a damn
Events Division of the
to right: Dan Key, Vic litarsball, Charlie Santaisio, Dorm
fourth place finish in the Bantam Team
good job."
Hutson while in
State Bowling Tournament. Kneeling is Tammy
Pitman and
!bertha
Scott,
a
ore-Laur
`right
to
left
the bock row,
));
01* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Beth Taylor. Not pictured is Monica Name.
* ** * * * * * * * * * * *

,
nand under bacliktreke z
second place.
y,
girls—Ra
14 and under backstoke
! first place. Henry, seis5nd place. B.
.
...
Gore,third place.
—14 and under backstroke boys—R. Santagado,second place. Boyd,third piece.
15-17 backstroke girls—E Gore,
second place. Grass,third place.
15-17 backstroke boys—Hart, first
place. Henry,third place.
eight and under individual medley
girls—Jackson,first place.
•,
t
eight and under 1. M. buys—Barrett,
first place.
Local bowlers have received their trophies they won in
Schoen10 and under I. M. girLs—C.
the Kentucky State Junior Bowling Association Tourfeldt, third place.
- :2 and under I. M. girls—Shroet,
nament held last spring in Glasgow.
second place.
In the Bantam Boys team events, the Murray Astros
14 and under 1_ NI girLs—Billington,
firs place. M. Pitman, second place.
first place with a series of 3019. Members of that team
won
Weber,third place.
included Jimmy Elkins, Robin Roberts, Dewayne Smith
14 ind under I. M. boys—Warner,third
•k
). place
anti Don Hargrove.
15-17 1. Itt. girls—Littleton, second.
7
•
Also in the same division, the Murray All-Stars placed
s
15-1.7 I. M. boys—Peebles, second
.7.
10th with a series of 2753.
-.... Mace.
In the Bantam Girls team events, Murray took fourth
under breast-stroke
six and
,Iri 1.213—Spann, first place. Burnett, third
as Laura Scott, Martha Pitmin, Beth Taylor, Tamplace
s. mace
and Monica Nance combined for a 2750 series.
girls--C.
Hutson
ke
my
breat-stro
under
r: eight and
,,- Wal.ston, second Mace. Ekirchfieid, third
In the team events for Junior Boys, Murray was eighth
•• place.
with a 2770.
.. , eight and under breast-stroke
:. .ltoys—Prince,first place.
In the Senior Boys team events, the Senior All-Stars
gifis—C.
oke
* • 10 and under breast-str
placed 16th with a 2834 while the Murray Seniors were 19th
Schoenfeldt, first place. WIldey, second
. place
with a 2827.
, 12 and under breast-stroke girls—K.
In the Senior Doubles, Bryan Scott combined with Mark
I 'Walston,first place.
breast-stroke
under
• 12 and
re for a 1252 and second place while in the Junior
McLemo
beys—Weber,third place.
Boys singles, Scott won first with a high series of 681.
14 and under breast-stroke girls—M.
:. Pitman,first place. Weber,third place.
In the Senior Boys singles, McLemore was17th with a
breast-stroke
under
and
14
602.
er,
I boys—Boyd, first place. Everszney
second place.
Scott placed eighth in the Junior Boys All-Events
15-17 breast-stroke girls—Littleton,
n.
Divisio
place.
: first place. E. Gore,third
15-17 breast-stroke boys—Peebles, fir1
st place. N. fbbbard,third place.
butterfly
under
and
eight
girls-- Franklin, first place. Jackson,
_ thirdplace.
butIerflyunder
and
. eight
boys-7Y1uebleman,second place.
dey,
Mrls—Wil
butterfly
10 and tinder
third place.
10 Arid under butterfly boys--N Sanbatters as the Astros beat the
tagado, third place.
PARK LEAGUE
26-8.
Twins
1 12 and under butterfly girls—Shroat,
The Astros scored eight runs
second place.
Bill Wells had triple while
12 and under butterfly boys—C. San- in the third to pull away from
t tagado, third place
teammate John Mark Potts
and under butterfly girls—Ray,first the Twins 17-9.
for the
.. place. Weber,second place.
Huie led the hitting ripped three singles
Corey
.
s;.... 14 and under butterfly boys—Warner,
winners
a
with
attack for the Astros
,third place
1.6- *cond place. R. Santagado
James Kendall had a triple
15-17 butterfly girls—Crass, second triple and double. Chris
place.
a singlejor the Twins.
and
and
Hargis,
,
Allen
15-17 butterfly boys—N. Hibbard,third Jackson
In
the second action, Kelly
place
Hugh Houston each added a
eight and under freestyle relay
Calvin struck out a whopping
.
winners
the
for
double
girls—Jackson, Farris, C. Walston and
the Cubs to a
Franklin. first place.
For the Twins, Carl 15 batters to lead
eight and under freestyle relay
20-8 victory over the Pirates.
Adams
Chuck
n
and
Keesha
boys— Muehleman, Barrett, Jobs and
Prince. second place.
each smacked a homerun to
10 and under freestyle relay girls-- C
Jeff Downey led the Cub
the hitting attack.
. Sehoenfeldt, Rushing, Stacy and Ferns. pace
hitters with two doubles
second place Wildey, Sears, Shepard Adams also had a triple as did
•and Barrett,third place.
Calvin and Todd Lawson each
te David Overby.
• 10 and under freestyle relay boys—N. teamma
In the second game, the added two hits.
• Santagado, Starks, Franklin and
Marquardt. second place.
PONY LEAGUE
had seven players hit
12 and under freestyle relay Cubs
Timmy Graham ripped two
„ pirls---Shroat, Hopkins, McCoart and doubles as they took a 9-3
Hood, Second place. Shepard, Edmonds,
hits, one of which was a
victory over the Pirates.
Conner and Parrett,third place.
Ed Hendon, Tim Greer, homer= to lead the Indians to
12 and under freestyle relay
boys- Robertson. Weber, Stacey and ('
Mark Doran, Sam Taylor, a 10-5 victory over the Orioles.
Santagado,second place.
Ricky Smith was the Win14 and under freestyle relay Scott Made, Kenneth Mikuluk
girls—Billington. Henry, M. Pitman and and Chris Burpo each had a
ning pitcher. Lynn Lee added
Ray. first ;place.
two hits-for the winners.
14 and under freestyle relay double for the Cubs.
l boye—Seyd„ Warner and R. San, Kelly
Keith Edwards hit a
Pirates
the
For
.‘ tegads.Ityst
n to pace the Oriole
Mike
horneru
ittleton,
1
and
girls
relay
Starks, Terry Jones
1542
•
Cram, Hunter and E Gore. second
hitting attack while Kelly
tko each hit a double.
Kondra
place.White was tagged with the
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
1S-lt freestyle relay boys—Henry,
•• Peelle'', M libbard reel N. Hibbartl firstruck out five pitching loss.
Dunn
Roger
piece.

Local Bowlers Receive
Trophies From Tourney

1976 Murray Calloway County Jaycee
fiREWORIV
Wednesday

-1

Starting

July 12-17

Coming

t

Thursday

1

Friday

Gigantic
*3,000.00
Give-a - way

o
I

Motorcycle Rodeo

Baseball -Results

Thursday,July 15

Drawing each night tot $600.00
Only one ticket will be drawn each •
night. If no wInneer, amount vile be
added to next night's drawings.

Facts O'Life
Music Show
Friday, July 16

'QUASAR

•••

- 19"
l
diagona,
Solid State Pbrtable Color TV will be
given away Wednesday Night at the
Blue Grass Contert
•s..e1 Oman

THURSDAY, JULY 15, 1976
1.00 p.m. Kiddies Day

.
5-:00 P. M.-Drawing
For Free Bicycle

Hodge & Son
to be given away
Wednesday

The Facts 0' Life
FRIDAY, JULY 16, 1976
10:00 A.M. - Beef Cattle Shows
7:30 P.M. - Facts O'Life Music Show

6:00 P.M. - 4-H & FFA Dairy Show
7:30 P.M. - Motorcycle Rodeo

'S!
* * * * * 4 41 4 * * *

***

***
iatr* * * * * 4 41 41 4 * * *wismos
IC
nar

saMP
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National League Stars Came
To Game With Fire In Eyes
a

a
d.
on
y,

STATE WINNERS — This group of Bantams took first place in the State Bowling Tourney. In the
bock is Robin Roberts while in front, left to right are Mark McCuistort, Jimmy Elkin, Dewar,.
Smith and Don Hargrove.
(Staff litotes by Mika Ilrendoe)

BengalAadly In Need
Of Kicker This Season

in
on

WILMINGTON, Ohio (AP)
— While "A Chorus Line"
kicks up box-office records on
Broadway, the Cincinnati
Bengals have their own cast of
highstepping hopefuls bidding
for
one—or
maybe
two—leading roles.
The role is kicker, not one of
the team's Academy Award
winners last year, and
auditions figure to get pretty
heated before a star is chosen.
"Right now, it's my job,"

By BOB DVORCHAK
Associated Press Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
The National League players
bring more than Just theliirill
of being named to the All-Star
team with them when they
take the field in this midsummer festival. They come
with fire in their eyes and base
hits in their bats.
"Everytime they get in the
clubhouse," said Manager
Sparky Anderson, "it's more
than just being honored. They
say,'Hey,let's go.'
"Maybe that sounds like
high school or college," the
white-haired Cincinnati
manager said. "But to me,
that's what it's all spout."
The Nationals, powered by a
pair of two-run hornets' by
Cincinnati's George Foster
and Houston's Cesar Cedeno,
put together a 10-hit attack
that produced a 7-1 victory
over the AL. The Nationals
have won 13• of the last 14
games,including the last five. ,
"I think it goes back to
Warren
Giles (former
National League president),"
Anderson said in trying to
explain the streak. "He
wanted the National League to
start winning.
Soft-throwing Randy Jones
of the San Diego Padres,. who
worked three scoreless innings and got the victory,
agreed with Anderson that the
NL stars bubble at the thought
4.

said veteran Dave Green, non kicking foot, he was
whose prowess as a punter fell released last year.
_
off in 1975 when he assumed And there's still more. Pat
plactiticking duties as well. McInally, the No. 5 pick from
"I'll be the best punter in Harvard a year ago,spent last
camp. It just depends upon season on the injured list after
whether they choose to go with breaking his legiilthe College
someone who can play another All-Star genie. His chances
position."
are good because of his dual
- The plot in the Wilmington punting-wide receiver skills,
Collge drama is thick and but he thinks he can make it as
includes these elements:
a kicker on his own merits.
Green, the fourth-year pro "I've always been able to
from Ohio U., is a proven NFL belt it," he said. "I don't want
punter. Third in the con- to back into a job. I don't want
ference in 1974, he averaged to make it as a receiver just
Bowling
just 39.0 yards per punt last because I can also punt. I want
Standings
year, while hitting 10 Of 21 to be a legitimate punter."
THURSDAY MORNING
field goals.
The utility factor could be
LADIES SUMMER LEM UE
"It's tough," Green said of important. The Bengals are
Team
W L
Don's Auto Repair
23 9 his double duty. "You'd get known to favor players adept
Owen Food Mkt.
20 12 down about the 20 yard line at more than one position,
CorvetteLanes
19 . 13 and there you'd
be, standing especially if the roster limit
Smith's Poultry
19 13
Joe Smith's Discount Carpet
II 14 On the sidelines with two drops below last year's 43.
By TOM SEPPY
Team 03
14 19 different shoes. It doesn't give
-The way the rosters are
AP Sports Writer
Mlen-Thompson Chrysler
13 19 you a whole lot of
con- headed," McInally noted,"the
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Key Used Cars
12 20
centration."
Dine0-earn Donut Shop
more skills you have the Representatives of the major
11 21
Paradise Kennels
The BengaLs drafted Penn better. That's what I have to league
22 21
baseball owners were
,High Team Game(SC)
State's Chris Bahr in the offer, a variety of skills."
to meet today and consider a
Team ir3
612
second
round,
an
indication of So McInally could performa- ,new contract with the union
Corvette Lanes
605
Paraillae Kennels
599 their high regard for the dual tole in this year's that would recognize players'
placekicker, who also could Bewals' production. So could
freedom of movement fot_the
High Team Garoe(RC
serve as a backup punter. Green, so could Bahr, and so first time.
Team 13
202
Paradise Kennels
786 Fourteenth-round pick Greg could Coleman. And then
After more than 13 months
Corvette Lanes
735 Coleman of Florida ASEM was there's Roder.
of bargaining, which at times
selected primarily as a It figures to be a dramatic was bitter,
High Team Series t SC1
the baseball
Corvette Lanes
1660 punter, but the former track six weeks on the Wilmingtoh—.owners and the players
Team 03
star
will
4:5
4)
also work out as a stage. Out of the Cincinnati reached the agreemen
4
t on the
Joe Smith's Discount Carpet
receiver.
"chorus line" will come a star four-year contract Monday,
The
cast
also
includes
Mirro
or two,and a few disappointed the eve of the All-Star Game.
High Team Series(RC)
Joe Smith's Discount Carpet
a
32.-year-old extras.
2226 Roder,
In calling the meeting of the
Smith's.Poultry
2224 Czechoslovakian
emigrant
club owners, Commissioner
Team 13
2221
who practiced his soccer-style
Bowie
Kuhn said its purpose
Replaced
By
Brother
kicking for the Chicago Bears
High Ind. Game SC)
"is to receive and act upon a
Jeanette Williams
203 for two seasons. Then, after
report of the Player Relations
Judy Warren
200 breaking
fAP1 —
the little toe in his NASHVILLE,T
Carolyn Bomar
Committe
e
recommending
196
NASCAR driver. Bobby
ratification of collective
Allison, ilt
High Ind. Game(1-IC)
urlast week in a
bargaining agreements with
Judy Warren
256
race.at E , Minn., may be
Carolyn Bomar
the Players Association."
242
replaced
by
his
brother
Jeanette Williams
241
Kuhn said he would recomDonnie for Saturday night's
mend a player become a free
High Ind. Series(SC)
Northville 420 Grand National
agent after six years of major
/dary Smith
516
8
--Joan Opoksey
510
league service.
A spokesman for the
Jeanette Williams
509
The agreement would.
Nashville Speedway said
replace the ,so-called reserve
High Ind. Series 1HC)
AKRON ,Ohio (AP Earl Tuesday it's doubtful that
Joan Cooksey
642
system under which a player
Allison will race and
Judy Warren
629 Anthony, of Tacoma Wash., a
was bound to one club until he
Jeanette Williams
synonomous with that negotiations with Donnie
629 name
bowling supremacy, remains were under way to replace was traded,sold or released.
High Averages
The new agreement is
atop the Professional Bowlers him.
Mary Smith
175
divided
into two parts — a
Lois Smith
Allison suffered broken ribs,
162 Association 1976 money ranks
Ethelene McCallon
152 this week with earnings of several broken toes and facial four-year basic agreement
Pat Scott
150
lacerations Saturday when his covering working conditions
Jeanette Williams
150
Two other westerners car hit a retaining wall at the and economic terms other
Nancy Todd
149
than players' salaries, and a
Joan Herndon
147 moved into the high income Minnesota Speedway.
Judy Hale •
four-yeaf benefit plan.
'I 147
bracket
this
week.
Don
Vicki Kingins
144 ••
Marie Gipson
146 Johnson of Las Vegas moved
into ninth place with $27,690
Stampeders Win
after splitting the $10,000 firstREGINA, Sask. (AP) -place paycheck in the $70,000
Quarterback Joe Pisarcik
Doubles Classic in San Jose,
guided Calgary 75 yards in
Calif.
eight
His
plays for a last-minute
doubles
Junior
partner,
golf
was
Paul
held
MonVidPEI (AP) — The
nationalist Chinese Olympic Colwell of Tucson, Ariz., also day at the Oaks Country Club touchdown that gave the
joined the top ten, with a total with 15 youngsters par- Stampeders 'a 22-21 victory
mrnit'tee reiterated today
over the Saskatchewan
of $27,270, including $20,000 in ticipating.
its decision to withdraw from
the
Roughriders in a Canadian
past
five
Playing
weeks.
were
Mitzi
Boggess,
the Montreal Olympic Games
Anthony's still leads the Amy Carman, Terri Lamb, Football League exhibition
"because
of
Canada's field
by almost $35,000, despite Sherri
Lamb,
Lanette game Tuesday night.
discrimination."
The pullout' decision was failing to add to his total in last Hopkins, Kelly Humphreys,
TENNIS
Amy Ryan, Buffy Stokes,
reached in a closed door week's action.
CINCINNATI — The top
Closet
Anthony
to
Howie
is
Staten
Crittende
n,
Brad
meeting here by the Republic
Island, N.Y.'s Mark Roth with Edwards, Keith Edwards, four seeds, Eddie Dibbs,
of China Olympic Committee
$43,170.
Scott Hill, Rodney Key, Todd Roscoe Tanner, Harold
-and ranking sports officials. It
Solomon and Stan Smith
Marshall
Holman
Swain
and David Ryan.
of
Medcame after reports indicated
scored first-round victories to
ford,
Ore.
is
third
In
with
the
$39,685,
girls
nine
and
under
that the full session of the
advance to the second round of
International Olympic Billy blardwick of Louisville, play, Terri Lamb had a 34 to the $100,000
Western Tennis
Ky.,
fourth
with
win
$34,513,
while
in
and
the
girls
10-11
Committee Tuesday night
Championship.
Larry
Laub
of
San
division,
Army
Francisco
Ryan
,
won
with
approved its executive
KITZBUEHEL, AUSTRIA
Calif. rounds out the top five at a 31. In the boys play, Brad
board's proposal.
— Top-seeded American
$33,775.
Edwards
had
a
49
over
nine
The IOC executive board
The second five was headed holes to win the 10-11 group Arthur Ashe rallied to defeat
suggested the Taiwanese
by Akron's Tommy Hudson, while Keith Edwards had a 46 Peter Szoeke of Hungary 4-6,
athletes march behind the IOC _
6-24-4 to advance to the third
to win the 12-14 division.
emblem and insignia without earning $31,415.
round of a $75,000 tournament.
Others
in
the
There
group
is
include
a
50
cent
entry
fee
using the name Republic of
Jim Stefanich of Joliet,
for
playing
junior
golf and the
GENERAL
China at the opening of the
NEWARK, N.Y. — Rookie
Montreal Games. Nationalist 7th with $30,238, and Roy winner in each age group will
Daniel Monson, 18, a baseball
China rejected the idea Buckley of Columbus whose receive a prize.
$28,329 was good for the 8th
All junior golfers under 16 player with Newark of the
Saturday.
are invited to play.
New York-Penn League and a
The Canadian government slot.
Lorain's Jim Godman was
Junior golf at the Oaks is farm hand of the Milwaukee
had .said it would not permit
athletes from Taiwan to enter the only other Ohioan among held each Monday at 5 p. m. qopthvers, was shot and killed
that country if they used the the top twenty, at the 16th and youngsters may sign up at uring a street fight.
the pro shop. Later in the
GRANTVILLE, Pa
—
name Repablic of China. position with $24,070.
Curt Schmidt, of Ft. Wayne, summer, the Oaks will hold a Horse Racing Hall of Famel
Canada recognizes mainland
Ind., has picked up $22,310 in club tournament for junior member James Stout died of a
China.
' the 18th
spat.
golfers
heart attack at the age of 62

of winning the game.
The 26-year-old left-hander,
baseball's winningest pitcher
with a 16-3 mark, said he
noticed the gut feeling last
year when he earned a save.
"When I came to the park,I
was nervous about the game,"
said Jones. "But I could set
the excitement they had. This
4 calmed me down. I wanted to
win just like the rest of the
guys." Foster, the game's Most
Valuable Player with his
homer and three RBI over-all,
agreed. "You try to get up a
little mora because you know
you're not going to be in there
the whole game. You want to
show what you can do," added

the Reds' slugger. "There's-a
whole lot of pride involved."
Foster and Anderson both
pointed to the fact that seven
of the 10 NL hits were struck
by Cincinnati players. Seven
Reds played in the game.
Foster went further by
evaluating the talent in the
two leagues.
"I think there are better
caliber ballplayers in the
National League than in the
American League," the
game's top run-producer said.
"But the American League is
progressing. They're getting
better all the time."

squad, was at a loss to explain
The loss spoiled • the
the NL's streak.
"They'vehad great success ballyhooed debut of Detroit
sensation
Mark
in the last couple of years, but rookie
it's the reverse of the 13 years Fidrych, who worked the lion
before that when the two innings and took the loss.
-American League dominated The hard-throwing rightthe game," the stone-faced hander, nicknamed "The
Bird," gave up two runs iiitbe
Johnson said.
"I can't tell you the an- first and four hits over-all.
"I don't know what
swer," he added. "I don't
happened," the moppy-haired
know what it is."'
Johnson also pointed out the 21-year-old said. "1 was up for
American League had only the game. Maybe I tried to
five hits, with Lynn's blast overthrow."
But the loss failed to bridle
into the right field seats *e
his boyish enthusiasm.
only extra base blow.
"See this ring?" he said,
"If you want to talk about
the game today, I think it was showing off his All-Star prize.
Red Sox Manager Darrell the National League pit- "I never even had a high
school ring."
Johnson, who piloted the AL chers," said Johnson.

Players May
Get Freedom
Of Movement

Earl Anthony
Remains Atop
Bowling List

Taiwan.peildes
.,
To Skip Olympics

1

1 -,

4
'i
.i,•
,
•

I:

Junior Golf
Held At Oaks

WILE LEAGUE HURLERS.- Pitchers for the Murray Little Leegue All-St.' teem for the tournament next week are from left to
right: Ben Underwood, Dan Key, Don Hargrove, Darren Hooper, Vic Mwrshall end Kim Bostick
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandoa)

et-of-four
Save Through Wednesday
On Goodyear'Power Streak'
Polyester Cord Tires
=

(
e"

Tire Shortage?
Goodyear Keeps
You Rolling!

Blackwall
Size

SALE PRICE
SET OF 4

Plus F.E.T.
Per'Tire
And Old Tires
Off Your Car

6.00-15L
F78-14
G78-15
H78-15

4 for $ 97.00
4 for $110.00
4 for $123.00
4 for $128.00

$1.72
$2.39
$2.58
$2.80

Due lea work stoppage at tire factories, some sizes may
be in
short supply. Most Goodyear locations, however, still have
tires
to fit your needs. if your dealer or store does not have your size,
they will provide you with a Rain Check assuring future
delivery
at the advertised price.

GOODAEAR

8 Ways to Buy
• Casts • Goodyear Revolving Charge
• Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • BankArnericard
• American Express Money Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club
•

See Your Independent Dealer For His Price. Prices As Shown At
Goodyear

Lube and Oil Change

$488

Up to 5 qts. of major
brand 10;30 grade oil

• Complete chassis
lubrication & oil change
• Helps ensure long

wearing parse *smooth,
quiet performance
• Please phone for
appointment
•Includes light trucks
Ask for our F4110 flattery
Power Cheek

Service Stores.

Front-End
Engine
Alignment a_ Tune-Up
-• ,

• Complete analysis and align
ment correction - to increase tire
mileage and imptove steering
safety • Precision equipment,
used by experienced mechenics.
helps ensure a precision alignment

• our mechanics electronically
line•tune Your engine • New
points, plugs a cnridenser•Test
charging/starting systems. adjust
carburetor • Helps maintain a
smooth running engine • In
duds DrelsuS. Toyota, vw &
light trucks

$1188
Any U.S made car
parts swift if nestled
twin's
'
, 'raft wheel drive Sin

?„-tori'-'airc:

14 Less for cars with ele4
c7narcio
ln:4
"
01

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES

Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Doily - Open Friday until 8:00 p.m.

7218. 12th St.
Murray,Ky.
753-0695

315 W.liroadway
Mayfield,Ky.
247-3711

e00 Jefferson
Paducah,Ky.
442-5464

100 S:Stateline
Fulton,Ky.
472-1000

411111b
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CO

Di
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Prices Good Thurs., July 15 thru Wed., July 21

1

32 oz. Jar
Register each time you
are in the store for the
$100given away each week

Last Winner:

st

,
r
14%4(C.,01.1;

Mrs. R. L. Seaford

*Nothing to Buy •I4o Cards To Punch *Al! You
Do Is Register Each Time You Are In The Store
Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. New contest
Starts Thursday Morning.
• Employees of Parkers and thetr

Hyde Park
th

Fl

our Self Rising

25

4 Off 10 Lis.
with our coupon below

to

••••••••••
•
a

Families not eligible to
inn •Adults only may register.
-You do not have to be
present to win

I. irk

Bush
Great Northern
or Pinto

• T/ME
•
• FOR •
•
• Large Western Grown

C:

I.
I.

a•

Beans

itze; 89'

••
in

y. Eggs
2 69'

Easy-Off

Doz.

1 Lb. Can With
Our Coupon Below

Cantelopes

• Sunkist
es
I Der. Cele lei

•
:
• New Crop Yellow Sweet

With $10.00 Order or More
Limit 2 Doz at.this price

0

1601.
Aerosol
Spray

HON-DAIRY CREAMER

Carnation

from ®nation
Needs no refrigeration!
woo
Ikawn
"
-

Dry

16 oz.

•
▪ •
•

Milk

•

$339
14 qt
American
Polish Wyrob
Lunar

Pies

Bathroom
Tissue

694

ar/Wt

•
• EASY.
; WM?

: Frosty Acres
•

Pickles

59°

Orange Juice

Drinks 754

00000000000••••■•••••■•••■00000e•aliwww00000
••••Inanwn

Your Choice
10 oz - 6 Bottle
Carton

With Bottles
Or
Deposit

12 ea.

39

▪ Frosty Acres Shoe String
•
•
Potatoes

70 et Beg

594

• Morton-Chicken, Turkey, Beef •
•
i Pot Pies

•

Totino's
II Cheese, Hamburger, Sausage, Pepperoni

Pure Fresh Lean

1 Pizza

Starkist

Wieners
1201. Pkg.

694

Friskies' Dog Food

Light Chunk

Krey No 1

Krey

13 91. 79

Krey

Sliced
Bacon
$119

12 oz. Pkg.

tmoked
Picnics

61/2 oz.

59

Golden Rich

Lb 794

Armour Test Tender

Carnation

1 lb. Solids

Chuck Roast

10 on. Cans
COIl

Armour Test Tender

PON

This Coupon
Wort%

Chuck Steak
-

25'Oft
Porches' of
10

Sweet Relish

Red Potatoes

us. 894

or
Hot Dog

** "If You Motc

ur ua

'ou ant :eat I ur 'rice

$100

*

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
on
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center - Open 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. 6 Day A Week

•
•
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'Wekend College' Planned
At Kentucky Wesleyan School
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) —
Would you give up one
weekend a month to obtain a
college degree?
-"We believe so," said Dr.
Donald
D.
Douglass,
academic dean at Kentucky
Wesleyan College. "If we're
correctibthere will be a lot of
new faces on the campus next
February."
That's the target date for
starting
the "weekend
college."
It's
being
programmed to the working
mother, the housewife, and
the man who can't afford to
quit his job to attend school
fulltime.
"The idea is to attract
people who might not be able
to earn a degree any other
may," explained Douglass.
"The program will meet the
needs of individuals of all
ages, without jeopardizing
their home or professional
careers."
He said that students would
attend classes one weekend
every three weeks, beginning
Friday evening and continuing through Snciay afternoon.
"There would be nine credit
hours per semester and in four
years, students would have
thele associate degree,"
- Douglass said. "And, as you
know, an associate degree is
the equivalent of two years of
college work."
Douglass said that once."a
person gets a taste of higher
education, he is likely to want
more. I have found that two
out of three students with
associate degrees will continue until they get a
bachelor's degree.':
Douglass estimates that he
will need between 125 and 150
students to get the project off
the ground, and "I think I
know where I can find them."
He is preparing a mail
survey for the Owensboro and
Louisville areas, and is
enlisting the help of the local
charribers of commerce.
"I'm going to ask them to
contact their business hpuses
and industry to see if there are
employes who are interested
in .becoming
weekend
students," he said.
The idea isn't original with
Douglass, formerly vicepresident for academic affairs
at York, Pa., College. He said
some Pennsylvania schools
"are doing this on an
eimerimental basis and it

California Adopts New Rate Structure For Power Rates

Douglass is looking particularly for those people who,
in the past, "thought about
college,then thought about the
hours it involved every week.
"We want to give them a
second chance," he said.

seems to be working."
•
He is confident the program
will succeed at- Kentucky
Wesleyan, where "we intend
to begin with those subjects
that are in the greatest
demand."

—Illr1— —
•

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Califernia has adopted a new
price structure for household
energy that penalizes heavy
users and gives a break to the
poor on their utility bills.
The "lifeline" formula
approved 5 toe Tuesday by the
state Public Utilities Commission cuts the cost for the
minimum amount of elec-

-

tricity and natural gas needed energy will
be frozen while
to cook meals, heat and light a rates for
greater amounts will
home, heat water and be allowed
to rise until they
refrigerate food.
are 25 per cent higher.
Above
the
minimum
"It's a complete shift- in
amounts of gas and elec- philosophy,
giving lower rates
tricity, which apply to all to people who
use only a small
utility customers, the price amount of
energy instead of
climbs and the unit price goei. _granting substanti
al dLscounta
up the more energy is used lag users,"
RUC spokesman
Rates for lifeline amounts of Eugene Raleigh
explained.

44, _11 ILO

"This is not a welfare "There is no such thing
as a
measure. It applies to
everyone. But the effect is to free lunch," said one, Vernon
help low-income users," Sturgeon. He said a result will
be that consumers will be
Raleigh said in an interview.
paying more for products
Two commission members because of higher utility bills
said they voted for the new businesses and industries will
rate structure only because it have to pay.
was mandated by the 1975
"It's a cruel hoax," said the
California legislature.
other, WIliiun Symons Jr
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HIGHWAY 641---MUR

Y, KY

ome ;terns not exact

i
Asst'd
ii, Styles
St We,Potteries
IL Prim heath

mai

as icturea

OM

Boys'
Short Sleeve

Pull-Overs &
Tank Tops

J.

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept•
We have more fishing items than any other area store...aft at discount prices

REDUCED

Minni(ota Motors

sei•ction Ladies
Summer

Purses
REDUCED
Cricket
Disposable
Butane
Lighter
By Gillette

Close-up
TOOTPASTE

Chace of Rid Punch or
Grape Punch. Maims
quarts is% OE

Choice of Regular or Mint.
Family size 8.4 oz.'Sale

Model 565

Model 35
10 lb. thurst
3 speed, forward
& reverie.

Remote
,
Control
Foot Operated

Salsas Mite
Anti-Dandruff
Lotion Shampoo

Sergeant's—
Sentry IV
Collor

Both have 18 lbs of t#irsif. uses one 12 volt bestiary Gn.es more
thrust than soar,. 24 volt motors
_

W •
CUTTER •111-1.4

SNAKE

Hawaiian
Punch
Drink Mix

thousands of lights. adjustable

Model 65

50 0

-Pepto Bismol

highly effective, lathers
beautifully,leaves hair soft else,.
so.—...
4 Oa.

116

for uspset stomach,
digestion, nausea,
diarrhea.
12 Oz. bottle

Hospital Report
7476
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Hardison (mother
Susan B.), Rt. 1, Kirksey.
DISMISSALS
Miss Eva Cummings, Box
6465 Elizabeth Hall, Murray,
Mrs. Marjorie N. Cook, 507
Elm Murray, Miss Teresa
A. Sayles, Rt. 2, Carnbden,
Tn., Mrs. Betty J. Bennett,603
Olive, Murray, Mrs. Mary B.
Wynn, 1703 Audobon, Murray,
Mrs. Vivian S. Miller, P. 0.
Box 87, Dexter, Mrs. Carolyn
J. Burkeen, Rt. 3, Mayfield,
Mrs. Joeie K. Riley, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Mary A.
Williams and Baby Boy, Rt. 1Box 404, Springville, Tn., Mrs.
Patty S. Barrow and Baby
• Boy, Box 1092, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs Wada C. Green, 416 W.
12th., Benton, Mrs. Winnie
Kline, Rt. 4, Murray, Owen A.
McKenney, Apt. B-3 Murray
Manor, Murray, Mrs. Joyce.
11. Smotherman, 1416 Vine,
Min-ray, Miss Celia 0. Black,
721 Riley, Murray, Ray N.
Cobb, Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tn.,
hrs. Desk M. Pogue, 409 S.
7th., Murray, Mrs. Lora P.
Boman,Rt.5,Paris, Tn.
7-9-76
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Orr (mother
Phyllis), Rt. 7, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Danny E. Taylor, Ftt. 3,
Murray, Miss Toni M. Jewell,
1015 E. Blythe, Paris, Tn.,
Miss Helen Woods, 1112 Allen
' St., Paris, Tn., Miss Mary D.
Warford Box 647, Murray,
Mrs. Sally Wimberly, 210 S.
13th., Murray, Mrs. Cindy A.
Wiley, Rt. 3, Benton, Miss
Wendy L. Williams, 1612
Ryan, Murray, Mrs. Evelyn
Stelle, Rt. 2, Dover, Tn., Mrs.
Sue A. Tidwell, Ftt. 1, Sedalia,
Mrs. Novella Salmon, 1608
Ryan,- Murray, Mrs. Patricia
N. Estes and Baby Boy, 522
Whitnell. Murray, Mrs. Londa
• A. Thompson, Rt. 1, Alm°
Mrs. Lucy E. Ferguson,..tlsw
'Concord, Mrs. Berthiid.
Jackson, 410 S. 10th., Murray,
• ion P Looney, 208 Wilson St.,
Paris, Tn.

Planters
Dry
Roosted
Peanuts

Style
Nair
Spray
r Sititer iior
meti
a ofdRaatta

r
Treason

Giant 16 Oz. Jar

Oita ism

Plastic Worms
Super Soft
100 Pack

6"

$399

Sale 664

99
4

Mark V Sizzler
18"

Barbeque
Grill
$481

Canvas
Tarpaulin
Sizes Range from 4x6 to 16x20
Prices Range from

Mark III 13" Adjustable

Grill $1"

$467 to $5799

Economy
2 Ton

3 Ton $17.99

Hydraulic
Jack
with Handle
$1347

5 Ton $21.47
8 Ton$26.99

Just Received
Large Shipment

Galvanized Ware
10 gt. pea
16 qt. pea
33 ge. bath tab
no. 2 & no. 3 tab
feet tubs

BUSHEL UTILITY PAIL
Also ileva
10-20-30
Gallon
Garbage
cans w/cover

•
•

Flashlight
& Battery

„ 71111111M:16..
Multi-Purpose
Multi-Loading

Offer
Contains 2 Eveready
Flashlights & 4-0
Size Batteries

Grease Gun
Uses
Carttidges
or Bulk
Grease

$597

Waterproof

$297

Black & Decker
Model 8205
Nylon tine

Gross Trimmer

$2899

•

s
a
am
s
a

Accent
Oripless
Outside
House

Paint

as

Deep Fish Fryer $13.47

'12-7/16" Skillet $4.69
_111111••11•1111111111111111111•111•111
11•111112E•usa_o_s_o•NNEN••••PRIIIIIIIRT
IN•11111111/111111111111••111111111111111111111111
irldla
1•11111•11•111lALlin•1111J1_11111111111111111•111•
••
•
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WAITRESS WANTED.
Apply in person at
Trenholm's Restaurant.

HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave, BE SANTA'S HELPER sell House of Lloyd toys
$.75, at Hornbuckle
and
gifts August through
el`
Walnut
209
Shop,
Barber
December. Kit on loan
St. Closed Mondays,
write-Sharon Hamilton,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
Route 2, Kevil,Ky.
hours 8-1; Saturday 84.

IRE111=111
BUY THE BEST for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT
PORTABLE
BUILDINGS. Call 7530984.

SECRETARY, receptionist wanted - must
have typing skills and
shorthand, preferably
with
bookkeeping
Send
knowledge.
resume with handwriting sample and
salary requirements to
Box 32Q. Our employees
know of this advertisement.

HAINES BEAUTY SKOP
214 Woralnos
Are yes speasse too madl
so mar We sisaiscomarlly?
Trfllosse Mess:
$3.00
A Shampoo & Set
$2.00
Haircut
& Blown Dry . $3.00

12 Insurance

$12.00
For the working girl evening appts. 6:3010:00. Call 753-6293.
atcool
Quiet
mosphere
• EXPERIENCED
PERFORMERS and
What we do best is care.
musicians. AccomNEEDLINE, 7534333
plished in singing and
dancing. Gut string and
BELTONE FACTORY
brass instruments only.
fresh batteries. Wallis
Auditions held July 15,
Drug Store, Murray,Ky.
8:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m.
Call 753-1272.
Territory,
Kaintuck
Benton, Ky.
Uniperm

Approximately 12.1100 so. ft

2od and Poplar Strops.
Western Dark Tobacco
Packing Corp , Murray,
Ky.,Pbsoe 212-3342.

5 lost And Found

I

SHIELD Of SHELTER

For your
Life
Health
Home
Car '
Farm
Business
ONE-STOP
SERVICE

WANTED
SALES LOY .

a mow Lace available at

LOST ONE HEIFER call,
weighes around 300 lbs.
• Gone since 23rd of June.
;:410.00 reward. Fred
Kirkland, 489-255.

15. Articles For Sale

6 Help Wanted

6. Help Wanted

2 Notice

a down-Min
town department
store.
Send
• resnaie to P. 0.
Box 32R.

Ronnie Rosi --

210 E.Main
Phone 753-0489

WIGG Ergs FURNITURE,' OSCULATING FLOOR
FAN,17". Call 753-3987.
2a1 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
AIR CONDTTON SALE,
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000
ft. widths - 16 patterns to
choose from. Call 753BTU $289.95. 20,000 BTU
$319.95. 23,000 BTU.
4566. We deliver.
5349.95. 26,000 BTU
USED 8TOV8 AND
$384.95. Wallin Hardrefrigerator, $50 each.
ware across from Post
Couch and chair, $20.
Office, Paris, Tenn.
Old trunk, $10. Standard
typewriter, $25. Small 16 Home Furnishings
good dinette set, 4
QUEEN SIZE sofa bed, 5
chairs, $30. Old bed and
weeks old. Used once.
chest, $20. Call 753-1442.
Paid $300. Price $175
firm. Call 753-8552:
LARGE PLAY pen, like
new. Call 7534330
QUEEN SIZE BE
SPREAD with matching
FOR SALE LARGE tame
curtains and chandelier.
plums. Also cooking
Call 753-7827.
apples. Car 7534725.
MATERNITY DRESSES,
size 10; various nursery
items. Please call 7539566.
GENERAL ELECTRIC
'17.6 cu. ft. no frost model
TBF-18AE, automatic
ice maker. 12.9 cu. ft.
fresh food, 4.74 cu. ft.
freezer. 165.9 lb. frozen
capacity. Call collect if
interested, phone 1-3353632 or 1-335-3400. Can be
seen at 1100 Doran Rd.

SNAILS
SCUGGS,
WOOD fungis, mold,
roaches, insects and
termites. Plastic put
under house. Kelly
and Pest
Termite
Control,753-3914.

FREE
TERMITE
INSPECTION
Avoid Costly
Home Reparis

Kelley's TerniNe
8 Pest Control
. ioo South 13 Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish IL Shrubs
Phone 753-3914

WASHER AND DRYER,
good condition. Both for
$125. Call 435-4383.

MI=

LOFTY PILE, free from
1 4 Want TO BO
soil is the carpet cleaned
N
CHRISTIA
WANTED
1970 OR LATER MODEL
with Blue Lustre, rent
lady to sing in a part14' to 15' Runabout boat.
shampooer. Big
electric
this
in
group
gospel
time
Without motor and
••
Air Shopping
Be!
K,
area. For more in6 Help Wanted
trailer. Call 753-7853.
Center.
formation call 901-232- /ROVING TO MURRAY. 8389.
ONE ROW SILLIAGE
FORMBY'S refinishing
Need babysitter Moncutter. Call 753-0068
products. Lemon oil,
L
GENERA
day-Friday. References NEEDED
after 7 p.m.
oil, furniture
tung
worker,
OFFICE
required. Call 1-694-3171
and refinisher.
cleaner
Friday,
through
or 1-694-4205.
Monday
WANTED TO BUY 45
Lumber
Murray
must have background
automatic pistol. Call
Company.
In accounting. Send
753-5809.
complete resume to 325.
SAVE BIG! Clean rugs
An equal opportunity
FEATHERBEDS
and upholstery with
ad
duck
WANTED,
employer.
Blue Lustre. Rent
goose. Highest prices
electric shampooer.
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
St.
199,
Box
Write
ever.
Western Auto, home of
Products.
BUY Watkins
Charles, Kentucky
"Wishing Well Gift
Call Zone manager, 75342453. Give location. Will
Shop"
5550.
call.
1'1 1%1 I•

23 Exterminating

6 Help Wanted

AFTER THE TOUR/AMENT
i5 CNER THENRE rAVIN6
A 6i6 SAHQUET

KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service. 500 Maple •
Street. New and rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359.
24 Hour answering
service.
ELECTROLUX SALM
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
18 Sewing Machines
Singer Seeing
Machine Shop
SAlES & SERVICE
753-5323
Bel-Air feeler
19. Faim EqurpmEnt
TWO ROW CORN head
for 45 John Deer combine. Also set of dual
wheels and tires for 45
combine. $1,000 for both.
Call 753-8997 after 8 p.m.

24. Miscellaneous
FOR SALE-PICKUP, six
mower, Ford
foot
pickup. No reasonable
offer will be rejected. J.
T. Taylor, Route 4,
Murray, Ky. Call 7534922.

I DON'T LIKE
SHORTENED
AMES

FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1 444 6865,
Paducah,Ky.

HELLO,
GE RT

1970 660 CASE combine,
2 cylinder with 2
headers, corn and bean.
$6000. Call 489-2159.

DON'T TELL ME THAT
YOU CALL HIM YOUR
THEODORE BEAR

A RARMALL tractor.
Good condition. Plows,
disc, cultivator, and
mowing machine. Call
4374620.
20 Sports Equipment
10 SPEED SWEDISH
made bicycle, crescent
tubular tires, all alloy.
$195. Best offer call 7530535.
CANOE - 17' Sawyer
fiberglass, 68 lbs., very
fast. 9270. Call 7534535.
CHRIS-.CRAFTcrusier, complete galley
and head, sleeps 4, fully
equipped. Including
radio. Excellent condition. $7500. May be
seen at Slip 69 Kenlake
Marina or inquirers can
call 753-9909.

:SC
Hemo„.oevit... AM 1
- SLAP TO SEE

/N ANSWER V
THEIR MASTER'S
WHISTLE

I
•
‘12.-

BLONDIE

yas,BUT THEY HAVE

THIS FISH IS
A NEEDLE -NOSE
GUPPY

TO BE CAREFUL NOT
TI.JRN THEIR
SACKS ON 141M!

f3U7;MAAAW °FARAH IS HAPPY 71-1'

WAY Am Ian.r-

MORE'N

s

a
'

an-Ca-pp--- 7)4'

1972 G.W. JET INVADER
boat, 454 Chevrolet
engine. $2800. Call 7539488 or 753-3144.

22 Masi,.

HERE

,,Lott,
•:

II HP. MERCURY
electric start with
controls. $200.32 Caliber
Smith and Wesson. $165.
Rifle 243 caliber $110.
Telescope, $40. Call 7537827.

151/2 FT. FIBERGLASS
bass boat, 1969 model
with 1958 model 50 h.p.
Evincutie motor with
trailer. See at 1627 Loch
Loincma Dr. Phone 7531365 after 5 p.m.

ELT WHAT WILL
YO/ AMairk-ir T9

elib'
,-

1972, 12 x 60, all electric,
central air. Call 489-2348
or 437-48.45 or 489-2316.
1972 12 x 69 2 bedroom,
furnished, central air,.
underpinned, tiaidowns.
See at Riviera Cts., or
call 753-3280.

38 Pets

Supplies

LHASA .APSO AKC
puppies, 1 male, 1
female. Call 1-247-7495.
REGISTERED
WLAKER hounds. Call
4364650.
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also ye"
small gentle pony. Call
4364467.
41 Public Sales

YARD SALE FRIDAY
and Saturday, July 16
WE Ina used mobile.
17. 423 South 8th.
and
honies. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
RETIREMENT SALE.
Si1i:1w. Paducah. Call
407 South 8th Street,
442-1918 or 443-8226.
Friday and Saturday,
July 16th and 17th,
29 Mobile Home Rentals
beginning at 8:00 A. M.
shine.
121-40 TWO BEDROOM
or
Rain
trailer, all plectric,
Depression glass,
water furnished. Couple
kerosene lamp, shoe
or 2 boys. Call 753-0957.
last, pool table, sheets,
ladies' shoes size 10N,
12 x 30 TWO bedroom
new shirts large size,
mobile home. Washer
cooking
refrigerator,
and dryer, private lot.
utensils, 200 old-books,
One mile from city
coffee table, trombone,
limits on 121 West. $100
basketball goal, 8 good
per month. Deposit and
windows, 50 lb. unused
references. Call 753lead, swing chain,
3533.
scythe, boat anchor,
bicycle, and many other
MOBILE HOME-small 2
A free item will
items.
bedroom, air condition.
be given each customer
All electric, $55.00 per
as long as they last.
month. Call 489-2595.
1 Want To Rent
HOUSE OR FARM IN
Dexter area. Family of5
with references. Will do
repair and upkeep. Call
7534184.

CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any sir for antique
beds or campers. Buy
Aired and save on all
Ifiattresses, Helthopedic
or foam. WEST KY.
MATTRESS, 1136 South
3rd, Paducah, Phone 1443-7323.

B ALLIS CIIALMER.
Belly mower, blade,
and
disc
plow,
cultivators. In good
shape. $1250. Call 7537975.

DON'T CALL ME
'CrERT"--- MY NAME IS
GeRTRUDE

1973 PYRAMID MOBILE
home, 12 x 65, gas
heating, $5300. Front
den with sliding • door.
Call 474-2/15 or 474-2379-.

REX'S WORM FARM,
Irviii Cobb Road, iHighway 732), red worms,
Night
canadian
Crawlers. Phone 4365894. after 5 p.m.

.••••"

NANCY

27 Mobile Home Sale

SILK SCREENING
EQUIPMENT
screens,
includes
paint, dye, and other
accessories.
TWO ANTIQUE STOVES
ANTIQUE WELL PUMP
ONE BENCH GRINDER
ONE VICE
ONE ANTIQUi SINGER
soodoiss, capieet
•
model
11111TE PORTA ItI sawing

LOOKING FOR FURNISHED 2 bedroom
house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.

NEW FACULTY member
would like to rent 2-3
house,
bedroom
furnished.
preferably
Would prefer quiet
neighborhood near
University or country.
Call 762-2401.
32 Apartments For Rent
- _
NICE FURNISHED
apartment. Kellys Pest
Control 100 South 13th.

omedilao
IWO IND TAKES

Call 753-7865
from 9-5
FOR SALE KENMORE
washer and dryer. 2
years old. Excellent
condition, $200. Also 1961
Chevrolet pickup with
camper. Can be seen at
Cherry Corner, second
house on left past
Methodist Church.

For Rent
Nice furnished apartments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys.
Call 753-5865 or 7533108 after 6 p.m.

43 Real Estate
FOR LISTING and selling
your property,see BoydMajors Real Estate, 105
North 12th, 753-8080 or
our
of
any
call
salespeople: B. B. Hook,
753-2387; Audra Moody,
753-9036; Pat Mobley,
753-8958; Homer Miller,
753-7519; Barbara
Erwin,753-4136; Reuben
Moody,753-9036.

MOTOROLA 21" black
and white T.V. on metal
stand. Two Years old,
real good condition.
$100. Call 753-4955.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 60 TWO bedroom,
central air and heat
Carpet and furnished.
Excellent condition. Set
up on large nice lot. Call
753-7819.

EXTRA NICE 2 bedroom,
1972 Skyline Buddy, 12 x
BALDWIN PIANOS and
64. Front kitchen, large
organs. Rent to purliving room, central
chase plan. Lonardo
heat and air, front and
Piano Company. across
porches,. unbaek
Paria,
from Vogt Office,
derpinned and storm
Tennessee. Also The
windows. Call days 436Antique-14a11. 4th &
after 6 p.m. 4365483,
Sycamore, Murray,.
5553.
Kentucky.

REDUCED TO $29,5001121 Circarama - 3
bedroom, 2 bath brick
home with fenced yard,
garage, central gas
heat, central electric
air, dining room and
Nice
fireplace.
residential area near
shopping centers. Call
753-8080 or come by 105
N. 12th BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE.
FEATURED THIS
WEE
Charming
WYPey
Canterbur
_ eExecEttii
home g
Shady„;
Estates
backyard with cedar::
fence, lovely landscaped
lot. House has all
tures,
desirable
including d
in range ' washer
i. ctor, 3
c
and
ths, large
bedroo
with
oom
famil
fireplace, car garage,
paved drive, has central
heat and air, wall to wall
carpet. Large lot in City
School District. Call for
appointment to see,
GUY SPANN REALTY,
901 Sycamore St., 7537724.

NINE ACRES located
Within two and- a half
miles of Murray on the .
Old Salem Bad. Four:
bedroom brick home :
with large living room, *.
with fireplace, two'
baths, full basement,
NEW
ANOTHER
conditioned:
air
LISTING at ROPbaseboard electricREALTY
P ER U D
steam heat. this is a
located in Kirksey, new
quality built home. Five
2 bath
1
3 bedroom, 1/
acres are fenced for
home with central heat
cattle or horses. Fruit
and air,Iocated on large
trees. Priced in the mid
lot with nice garden
C..
JOHN
30's
area. Priced at only
NEUBAUER,
$17,900. Phone 753-1222,
REALTOR 505 Main
KOPPERUD REALTY,
Street, Murray,Ky.,753for all your Real Estate
0101 or 753-7531.
Needs.

Large apartment for 8
girls. Each has private
bedroom and living
room. For information
Call: 753-5865 or 7535108 after 6p. m.

WALLIS

_

DRUG

4,PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Amy

Auction Sale
APARTFURNISHED
MENTS, one or 2
bedrooms. Also sleeping
rooms, Zimmerman
Apartments. South 16th.
Street, call 753-6609.

CB RADIO HIGH GAIN
TWo Channel Master 48
36 Fry Rent Or lease
stainless steel antenna.
FOR RENT: HOUSE
Three weeks old. Still
AND furnished aparunder warranty. Will.
tment. Call 753-4109.
sell for $125. Good
condition-Frigidaire.
37 livestock Supplies
washer and Wizard
dryer. Both for $100.Call
NICE 8 WEEKS old
'753-7235 anytime._ _
weining pigs. Call 75326. TV Radio
8740.
19 INCH PHILCO color
TV $125.00. Call 753-9757
before 4 p. m. or all day
Thursday and Saturday.

FOR SALE-NICE 3
bedroom brick home,
large lot, fenced in back,
large den and kitchen.
with
room
Living
fireplace, includfng
stove, washer, dryer,
dishwasher, Only
$29,750. Good 3 bedroom
brick with 4 rooms and
bath, storage house.
Good lot. Near school.
$20,000 for quick sale.
GALLOWAY
Call
REALTY,7534842.

THREE GENERATION
ripard sale-413 South llth
St. July 16 and 17,8 to 6.
Men's and women's
clothing, S, M, and L
sizes. Quilts, feather
pillows, appliances,
plants, macrame,
miscellaneous.

WANT TO RENT 1 or 2
car garage. Preferable
with water. Call 7538984.

COFFEE TAM - sysai0
COMBINATION
MATEO'S FOUR INCH WO
sunder wI armFRIGIDAIRE" COPPENTONI-REFRIGERATOR

FOR SALE BY OWNER
10 acres more or less of
hill
woods
back
property. $1500. Call 4365454.

GENTLE
SMALL
MARE, $110. Call 7532327 after 5 pin.
REGISTERED
QUARTER horSe mare,
3 years old. Call 753-9911
or 753-6155.
HORSES FOR SALE.
horses for
Gentle
anyone to ride. $250 and
up. Call 474-2717.
old
YEAR
THREE
Palamino fox trotting
horse. Call Hazel, 4928401.

38

Pets

Supplies

SEVEN MINIATURE
type Poodles for sale.
White and black. $40
each. Call 435-4360.
YORKSHIRE
ARC
Terrier, 1 year old,
male. $150. Call before
2:00 p.m. 492-8386.

Thursday Night, July 15 at 7 p.m.
At the Odd Shop
Across highway 641 Auction House at Parts, Teem.
New wall hugger, recliners, hide-a-beds, living
room suites, odd chairs, miscellaneous items,
skill saws,drills, sanders,odds & ends.

Shorty McBride
No. 247 - Auctioneer

SIDING

CARPORTS

PATIO COVERS

AWNINGS

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.
Box 377 - Hazel, Ky.
Will Ed Bailey
491.8897

Office
492-8647

Bobby Lawrence
491.8879

Auction Sale
• Saturday, July 17 at 10 a.m.
At Myra's Antique Shop, Paris, TOME
on North Market Street
A ten year accumulation of different items:
library table, rockers, chairs, round pedestal
table base, round table tops, french doors, picture frames,showcase, tools, lot of iron, trunks,
beds, china, glass, pigeon holes for roll top desk,
hundreds of miscellaneous itemnot listed.

,.fillyra Perry-owner
Shoity IVICBride
No. 247-Auctioneer

•

--t
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46 Homes For Sale

FOR ALL YOUR IN- BY OWNER at ColdSURANCE or Real
water, 3 year old brick
Estate needs. Call
veneer
house, all
Wilson Insurance and
electric, 3 bedroom,
Real Estate, 753-3263: fully carpeted, large
Across from Post Office.
kitchen-dining area,
built-ins, laundry, utility
room, carport. One
large bath. 100' x 280'
Reduced to Sell
lot. Call 753-0550 or 489• IleMeem, I'/s hafts,
2116 after 6 p.m.
baseboard Wirt with Malty
and hobby room, hoe 2300
sawn feet Mt 15 x 155.
Most seN this wooll "mate
offer."
Seckedel Privacy
3 Bedroom, with elf the
comforts see midi expect.
Nes *stored w.as, ewe of
the Mist Istilt homes in
team. located ea lbtk.
Wilma teal Estate
Call 753-3243
a Visit iser fair kWh

lin ACRE, 3 bedroom
house, 2 bath, newly
decorated carpeted,
electric heat, air condition on Dr. Bob Mason
bad near Fairgrounds.
Five minutes from
University. Call 7536795.

11E

46 Homes For Sale

51 Services Ottered4

FANTASTIC BUY!!!!
Subdivis.an at Junction
of Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 13
/
4 baths. Central
heat and air. Carpeting
throughout. Good
location. Phone 753-7857.

WET BASEMENT? We EXPERIENCED
PAINTER will do inmake wet basements
terior and exterior
dry, work completely
work. For reps°. liable
guaranteed. Call or
estimate. Call 753-9757.
write Morgan Construction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, PaduCah, Ky. 'CHAIN LINK fence, yard,
lake lot, swimming pool,
42001. Phone day or
dog pen, etc. Complete
night 442-7026.
installation at discount
prices. Free estimates.
GUTTERING
BY
Paris,901-642-3420.
,SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
FREE ESTIMATES ON
your specifications. Call
painting, roof mopping,
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
gutter
leaning and
for free estimate.
repair. Call 753-4684.

HOUSE AND 5'o, acres
land. House is half rock
and half brick. With 40 x
60 concrete block body''
shop. On Highway 641
North, 4 miles out of
Murray. Call 753-5618.
TO SETTLE estate,
frame house 613 Broad
Eiftended, 5 bedrooms,
living room, kitchen,
bath, utility, gas heat.
;12,000. Phone 753-5851
or 753-6061.

'WHEN You STOP 10 CONSIDER `CU CAN'T
FOOL ALI_ 11-1E PEOVLE ALL OF 'THE 11AIE,`ACRE
WING A &OOP J0F3."

V. B. BUILDING Construction. Home and
commercial pain4
and rgigpodeling.
estimates. Over 30 years
experience. Call 436-2262
or 436-2476.

'

ems:
testa]
parunks,
desk,

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combine.
Call 753-8090.

•753-2310s

FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. C411 Houg Taylor.
at
.for." free,
estimates of your needs.

LICENSED electrican prompt efficient service. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 7530605.

CARPENTER REPAIR,
and alterations, and '
furniture repair. Call
after 5. 436-2476.

KIRBY CARP-ET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.
business, homes,
and institution rugs
come clean by steam
cleaning.
Free
estimates. 24 hour
answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.

54 Free Column
FREE THREE MONTH
old female kitten, calico
most unusual color.
Must see her to believe'
it. Sweet and loving. Call
753-3944 after 4:30.

Price Reduction $1000.00

Do it
yourself!

KOPPERUD
REALTY

m

Call David King -153-8355

AUCTION

ri

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Matitgornery, 753-6760,
day or night

B -J AUTO
SALVAGE
$35

Bedroom brick with built-ins, 2 full baths, wall-tocarpeting with large covered patio and out'Ming. Gas heat and electric air.
Priced in low 30's

•

- 1 Services Offered

-irn •

For Sale By Owner

i:NGS

FIARMON'S
ROY
CARPENTER SHOP.
Professionals. Building,
remodbting, repairing.
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from HiBurger.

51. Se:b.‘es Uttrrtd

MUST SELL, 2 year old
brick home, 3400 sq. ft.
PAINTING,INTERIOR
of floor space. Four
and exterior by the
09 Used Cars &
GREY AND WHITE
large bedrooms,3 baths,
hour or job. Free
LIMED,
JUST
2
MM.
kitten, 6 weeks old. Call
complete
kitchen
and
Call
estimates.
2
753Bedroom country home
753-3994.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
car garage. Located on 1. EXTRA
_8343.
24s miles southwest of
NICE
two 1171 FORD van, 111-bacil
APACHE pop op,
TANK and backhoe
acre of land. Five miles
-Murray. Home is
bedroom house with
sleeps 6, good condition.
G-60
new
seats,
work needs call John
swivel
West
Murray,
mile
of
41
situated on beautiful
HAVING TROUBLE
carport and large lot.
$700. Call 753-8124.
Lane. Phone 7534669 or
tires, rocket wheels,
off blacktop. Priced in
tree-shaded one acre lot
getting those small
Price $15,500. Call 753436-2586.
needs body work and
on quiet country paved;;---low 413's. Call 753-7625.
plumbing jobs 'lane?
3293.
753Call
transmission.
road. Priced to sell at
Then call 753-6614.
1969
POP
UP
CAMPER, GENERAL BACXHOE
6781.
TEN ROOM OLD Vic- 41.Motorcycles
$14,500. Phone KOP16 ft. sleeps six with
work, white gravel,
torian home. Four
PERUD REALTY, 753stove, sink and icebox. tank gravel. Call 436CHEVROLET
11 ton,
1973
fireplaces,
oak
all
1222 for competent,
SUZUKI 3,74, 754 CC,
"Cleaning Is
Good condition. Call 753-, 2306.
automatic, straight
woodwork, wrap around
courteous real estate
excellent condition.
Business"
Our
5499.
_
front and side porch,
service.
With fairing, $1600. 'shift, 1972 Toyota 4
When see mad amoebas.
DRIVEWAYS graveled,
489-2595.
Call
speed,
many large trees. Newly
Without fairing, $1300.
syripoient or Arirvice cell as.
will haul all types of
rewired, plumbed and
46. Homes For Sale
Call 901-642-3067 after 5
Clewing is what we knew
16' TRAILER, camper.,
rock; white, decorative
roofed. Great location!
p.m.
Wit. Co hove steer demos
six.
7534904
Sleeps
Call
and
wash
rock.
1,14
All
PLYMOUTH,
FOR SALE BY OWNER-3
types
$100.
Call 753-4907.
sad ether climatal irmipamot
of
sand and agriculture
Good and dependable,
bedroom brick, central
for reet, or if see refer we
1973 SUZUKI 750, 2,100
lime.
also free furniture, 51. Services Offered
heat and air, bath and
Mark Huey l wiN deem seer carpets sod
miles, extra sharp. Lots
PRICED LOW TO SELL,
Far all complete full size cars delivered
Boers for yea
.
Trucking, call after 4
come haul it away. Call
half, wall to wall carpet,
of extras. $1200. Call 4353 bedroom brick home
to
•..
753-8381 or 753hardwood fenced in
,
ALUMINUM
753-9339
after
4.
SIDINGS,
•
753-MI_, ...
4301.
with many outstanding
5795.
vinyl siding, slaiuninum
yard, large lot, Ilk*
&
Junction
Hwy
MI &BO
features. Ideal location.
subdivision. Call after
or
2973 TOYOTA CEL1CA
vinyl awnings.
_
1975 HONDA 750• 6,000
Call 753-6821 after 5:00
Aurora,
Ky
weekdays,
Aluminum Service Co. WILL, BUSH- HOG Iota
automatic, air, radials,
4:30
.
.
miles. $1350. Call 753p.m.
For Pickup Service
Call
good
weekend; anytime, 753gas
492-8647.
mileage.
Call
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
5744.
753-5452 after 5 p.m.
4023.
Call 474-1814
Parks.
ROBERTS REALTY
DOZER
AND
backhoe
your leader in sales for 1t72 HONDA CB 350, good
work. Trucking gravel DOZER WORK - small
FOR SALE OR TRADE
condition. $650. Call 753- 1871 FORD PICKUP*
1976
needs your listings.
and dirt. Call 437-4533,' size ideal for leveling,
mobile
etc.
home,
cylinder, autOmatio,
for
5563.
Call 753-1651, if you are
after 8 p.m. Call 1- 354nice clean turck. Good
New home in town
spreading backfilling.
interested in selling
8161 or 1-354-8138.
condition. $1,550.
starting m14 20's. By
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
753-7980,
HONDA
350.
1973
your property.
753-9189 or 753-8134
builder. Call 753-3672.
good condition.
CONBOB'S
HOME
IM- LAKELAND
4
STURCTION backhoe
PROVEMENT
SERFOR SALE OR TRADE
work in Baywood,
1971 CAMARO, gold with
Auction Sale
VICE, carpentry,
1972 Kawasaki 500, Call
Panorama Shores area
black
vinyl.,
painting,
top,
cement
work.
753-4652, ask for Eddie
White rock delivered
automatic, air conCall 436-2502.
Every Friday Night et tile
between 9 and 5.
anywhere. Call Ross,
ditioning,
*641 Aectioe Neese, Paris, Tenn.
excellent
436-2505.
shape.
Call
753-7639.
ELECTRICAL
WIRlaNu
This !mire good one...
1974 HONDA XR75. Dirt
home and industrial, air
bike. $250. Call 753-3494
Walnut dresser with marble and jewelry
conditioning, and
or 753-2720.
1973 CHEVELLE Deluxe
boxes, walnut marble top wash stand, a walnut
refrigeration, plumbing
Owner Wants Offer
turtle top table, walnuncenter table, cherry cen4,100 miles, new radials.
and heating. Call 474HONDA
Real
1973
350.
CB
ter table, oak Victorian table, oak kitchen
$1750. Call 753-3436.
On this new 3 bedroom home in Lynn
8841
or
7537203..
Grove. House
good condition.. $625.
,41.cabinet with claw feet, set of 4 oak chairs with
is situated on over 9 choice acres with
stock barn,
Call 753-5563.
claw feet, oak desk, oak dressers, odd tables,
1971 V. W. Super Beetle.
fencing, and outside storage building. Priced
in mid
chairs, organ stool, nice hand carved dining
- 20's.
One owner. $1050. Phone CARPET CLEANING
BRAND NEW Chaparral
room suite, oil lamps, depression glass, pressed
753-6971.
experienced,
very
100 CC trail bikes, $375.
glass, kettles, flat irons, bean pots, and lots
reasonable rates,
While
last.
they
Phone
more.
1974 FORD L ru station
references,
free
753-0978.
wagon, excellent conShorty McBride
estimates. Quick drying.
49 Used Cars & Trucl4s
dition. Call 753-7370 or
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
No. 247- Auctioneer.
WILL DO HOUSEWORK
753-0129.
and some yard work
,
Ph. 753-1222
1971 INTERNATIONAL
711 Mein
BLACKTOP PAVING
Call 753-1495.
1972 VEGA HATCHBACK
truck with 20,000 miles.
and seal coating. for
GT. 1970 Ford Maverick.
15'42' bed with dump,
free estimate, call 7S3Call 436-5366 or 436-5437.
new tires. Call 435-4301.
7238.
•&PM

living
tems,

51 Services Olive,

1974 PINTO WAGON,new
tires, extra clean,
factory air condition,
tape player and extra
good speakers. Real
clean. Extra good
shape. Call 753-7699 or
753-0123.
1973
CUTLASS
SUPREME with extras
Call Melissa Smith, 7536050.

1974 BRONCO, 4 wheel
drive, V-8 automatic,
July 20, Tuesday, 10 a. m.
excellent condition.
- $3,550 or best offer. Call
HOUSEHOLD
753-7750 after 5.
_Panhellenic Building at Five Points in Murray, Ky.
1974 CADILLAC De Ville
(Former athletic building, ecross from Palace Drive In)
sedan, absolutely
the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority are selling out
perfect in every way.
their house of furniture. It is of top quality, woods
Green. Mechanically
and fabrics bought new about 4 years ago at
perfect condition,
Thruman's Furniture. Following is a partial list:
equipped with every
Lee's Carpeting - Bengal Rose color 116'x.36' with
extra, low mileage,
rubber pad, sold new for over $13.00 per sq. yd.);
brand new steel belted
1168 OLDS CUTLASS
draperies'"Empress" color, Cypress 11 (36' wide x
radial
tires.
Will
Supreme 350 Automatic
92" long, lined with traverse rod); sofa - (tufted
sacrifice, $4,8004. Call
with air, mags and white
back, Kroehler - Celery color crushed velvet); 2 John Lindauer,7534477.
letter tires. $850.00.
Fairfield chairs (one with cane sides); Dining
Phone 354-6691.
Room Table -Six Side Chairs - Two arm Chairs - and
VOLKSWAGON,
1970
Hutch (Tour Navaca - Pecan wood); Hall Credengood condition. Call 435- 1975 DODGE RANza; Slate Top Server; Wine Commode; Regular
4383.
CHARGER SE 440,
Commode; Cocktail Table; Four Lamps; And Other
headers, cruise control,
Items.
1968 BUICK SKYLARK
air, much more. $5500.
Custom, new set tires,
Call 1443-1268 Paducah,
Auctioneers,Note: Let me once again stress that
excellent condition.
after 4:30 weekdays,
this merchandise is of TOP QUALITY and in PERPhone 753-7834.
anytime weekends.
FECT CONDITION,
Terms and conditions announced at sale time.
Sale held inside building, rain or shine. Lunch
available. So come be with us for a good auction.
Thank you.
PHILLIPS

mcmry,•As swipe to ,at

le I•I1CuMTO•Gets tbn otlisr
ALUMINUM bOORS and
ett.ade dco•I midi,•COTP•1
plate glass, store front
Ones cArcidy*
work, storm doors,
windows and screens.
Insulated glass, mirrors
1975 DATSUN B210, 8000'
and glass shelves and
miles,5 months old. Also . table tops. Window
glass
carootdowww
15' Runabout Seaking 35
and
screen
hews corncurqt,
h. p. motor, tilt trailer,
replacement. Free
excellent condition.
estimates, mobile
6650.00. Phone 753-5151
service, pickup and
or 753-1621.
delivery. M & G Complete Glass. Phone 7531973 CHEVROLET X-5
OrAii. lisp•Ing Cir.
MO
Blazer-full 'time 4 x. 4.
_ or
. 489-2423.
73343•1
/1341•2
Air, power, steering and
MOBILE HOME anchors
brakes. Two sets of
custom underpinning, INSULATION blown in by
wheels included. Call
porch
and
patio
SEARS save on these
753-2385 after 5 p.m.
awnings, car porches
high heat and cooling
and roofs sealed. Call
bills, call Doug Taylor at
1965 DODGE TWO DOOR
753-1873 after 5 p.m.
.- 753-2310
hardtop, power brakes,
for
free
Jack Glover
estimates.
steettpg and air. $325.
Four chrome reversible
wheels for Ford or
Mercury, $40. Call 7537827.

196'7 FORD 500 Fairlane,
automatic, power
steering, and air. Call
474-2361 or 474-8835.

JULY 15, 16,8. 17

offi
004,0 r1
004012

001w
During This
Factory Sponsored
3-DAY SALE!

SCREEN, TWIN SPEAKER
COLOR CONSOLES
• 100% $OLID STATE
• Full FEATURED

Roofin
g
Swift
Commercial
Residential
e- Not hilt-op Roofs
.-'Wood Shingles
•••• Asphalt-Roofs
New and Old Roofs

Robert Swift-owner

PeUCAH,

Exclusai 4-YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY'
a.

•••, sinKtraoK port **I •••••• ii, pKibre1••• or I MierWII,•214.4.0v
Carlos Malflet aiM re04.-• of Fn• POI IIMOr rm. 'far ..yersfy
sad servie. ctormrs w row, Nem

Curtis Mathes
Th, Most E rDells,ve Telii••••on Sets .n

V118.8(1lap. }1661*8'ilffit readrie
Home Ad-Ons,Patios, Carports and Portable Offices. Buy the Best for Less. CUSTOM-BUILT
PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753.0984.

SAVE0

YOUR CHOICE
OF SIMS!

753-5976

AUCTI
ON CO.
Ky
442-6300

INTRODUCTORY

436-1172 or

JEFFREY

P.O. Box 1456, 1535 Brood

3-Day Curtis Mathes
Ara MODEL

Route.,0

-

-Murray.K.

136-2172 or 753-5976

r•

a,a

hat II

VVell Wort's 151

••••11..

Service Ceder

Central Shopping Center

753-51165

y,
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Carter Reaches Crucial Climax
In Journey To Presidential Bid
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Final Rites Today- ,
For Mrs, Wofford

Funeral Is Today

For Viking 1 Craft

,.Calif. (AP) — tennial July 4 landing was
PASADEld
1 officials postponed because of reugh
Viking
After what
NEW YORK (AP) — Jimmy Carter
called a "Long March" in terrain.
a cricial milepost on his long,
reaches
of
pictures
Another series of
Final rites for Mrs. Lillie uarch of a safe landing site on
journey from Georgia
lonely
once
landing site is still to be
Mae Wofford, widow of Wilbur. friars, a smooth moon-like the
House when"tonight
White
the
toward
an
only
is
Funeral services for .Mrs. Wofford, are being held today plain has finally been chosen taken, but there
the
s
Democratic
receive
he
g
for America's unmanned outside chance somethin
Sarah Annie Doughty of at two p. m. at LeDon
on. Not until he
nominati
ial
president
give
to
them
in
up
might turn
Paducah will be held today at Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, landing attempt July 20.
has that prize in hand does Carter inThis time there will be no scientists pause.
three p.m. at the chapel of the Tenn., with Reit: E. Harrell
.
to name his running mate.
tend
ofstill
—
site
new
The
Max Cffurchill Funeral Home Phillips officiating. Burial will turning back, unless there are
of
nt
day
this
fulfillme
began
Carter
about
with Rev. Grandville Cour- be in the Wofford Cemtery in problems with the robot ficially unnamed — is
meeting a series of groups anxious to
by
the
of
t
northwes
miles
said
460
spacecraft itself, officials
tney and Rev. Topper Council Stewart County, Tenn.
and also worked on his
original site, which turned out have his ear
officiating. The music and
Mrs. Wofford, age 94, a Tuesday.
acceptance speech.
to
s
hazardou
features
a
have
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down
the
to
by
touch
Viking will
song service will be
'resident of Paris, Tenn., died
The third session of the Democratic
choir of the Emmanuel Monday at seven p. hi. at Nu- region that one scientist said a landing.
Convention is to openat8 p.m.
National
Viking officials plan to
Baptist Church.
Care Convalescent Hate, looks much like the Arizona
sometime before midnight,
and
EDT,
to
lender
robot
the
d
e
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Serving as pallbearers will Humboldt, Tenn. She was a desert where a meteorit
ya the roll of delegations,
call
the
during
mother ship
be Paul Anderson, Bobby member of the Lost Creek punched a huge crater that separate from the
-Carter's vote total will top the 1,505
and
morning
Tuesday
early
Brandon, John.- and Harold United Methodist Church in still exists.
surface just needed for the nomination.
Brittian, Ceeil Becker, and Stewart County, Tenn. Born The decision to land at the touch down on the
With that accomplished, the nominee
EDT.
a.m.
of
8
Slope
after
Western
Terry Ray Green. Burial will August 19, 1881, in Stewart so-called
call the six senators on his list of
will
a
carries
lender
The
be in the South Pleasant Grove County, she was the daughter Mars' Chryse Basin came
running mates and notify
potential
pored over number of experiments, inCemetery.
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most
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Monday at ten p.m. at the
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space.
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Murray-Calloway County one daughter, Miss Lucille area. Two other
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Consider
Hospital. Her husband, Rev. Wofford, Murray, one son, were rejected and a BIM:"
Sens. Edmund S. Muskie of Maine,
A. L. Doughty, Sr., died April Leonard Wofford, Nashville,
Walter F. Mondale of Minnesota and
28, 1972. she was a member ot Tenn., four grandchildren,
John Glenn of Ohio.
the Southland Baptist Temple, eleven great grandchildren,
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At Local Chapel
For Mrs..Doughty

Cable TV Project
Delayed In Paducah

Rev. Fleming Dies
While Speaking At
Meet At Church

governors. Gov. Reuben Askew of
Florida, chairman of the group, said
the purpose was "to try to help him in
any way he feels he needs assistance
rather than trying to lobby him on any
particular candidate."
Carter also met with nine labor
leaders for what an aide described as a
"get acquainted session." After the
meeting, a Carter spokesman said the
union leaders urged Carter to choose
Mondale as his running mate.
Carter is one of four candidates
whose names will be placed before the
convention tonight for the presidential
nomination. The others are Rep. Morris
Udall of Arizona, Gov. Edmund G.
Brown Jr., of California and Ellen
McCormack of Long Island, N Y.
Udall doggedly but unsuccessfully
pursued the nomination through the
long primary campaign. Brown entered
late and defeated Carter in six states,
but the Georgian had the nomination all
but clinched before Brown got into the
race. Mrs. McCormack campaigned on
an antiabortion platform.
Rep. Peter W. Rodin° of New Jersey,
who presided over the hearings into the
imileachment of Richard M. Nixon
two years ago, will deliver the -nominating speech for Carter.
Seconding speeches will be given by
Margaret Costanza, vice mayor of
Rochester, N.Y., and by Rep. Andrew
Young of Georgia.
Watergate
Special
Former
Prosecutor Archibald Cox will place
Udall's name in nomination. Udall has
said he would release his delegates
before the balloting begins.
Cesar Chavez, head of the United
Farr Workers'Union, will deliver the
nonunating speech for Brown. James
M. Killilea of Boston will noinate Mrs.

McCormack.
Some Massachusetts delegates,
wanted to place Alabama Gov. George
C. Wallace's name in nomination. They
circulated petitions .and obtained the
required signatures, but their plan was
thwarted when Wallace 'refused to
grant his permission. The convention
rules require that an individual agree to
having his name placed in nomination.
The Associated Press; poll of convention delegates showed Carter with
1,794 votes on the verge of the big roll —
call. Udall had 316.5, and Brown 281. It
takes 1,505 delegates to win the
nomination.
Before coming to New York Tuesday,
Muskie told a news conference in
Portland, Maine, it was "conceivable" •
he might decline the nomination if it is
offered, noting he had passed up a.
chance to run with George McGovern
on the 1972 ticket. He Tan as Hubert
Humphrey's vice-presidential choice in
1968 when the ticket lost.
Mondale, meanwhile, was playing
Just as unconcerned despite the obvious tension building over the waiting game.
Muskiy was one of the party
• luminaries who presented the 1976
Democratic platform at Tuesday's
convention session. Departing from his
prepared text, he delivered a freeswinging attack on President Ford's
record of vetoes.
Glenn, whose chances may have
slipped somewhat after his convention
keynote speech Monday night, said
Tuesday he still is in the running and
had been contacted by Carter adviser
Charles Kirbo for more screening information.
'1 don't think they would be asking
for clarifications if I was out of the
race." Glenn said.

Services Thursday
At Local Chapel

, For Jessie. Green

Arts And Crafts
Show--To Be Held

GE Cycle
Defrost
Refrigerator-Freezer

299"
11.8 Cu. ft. of storage in
a unit just 28" wide.
Zero-degree freezer,.
twist release cube
trays, magnetic doors.
Choice of color and
right or left hand door
opening.

GE Upright
Freezer
Just In Time
ForSummer

264"
Enjoy the easy-to-find
storage convenience of
an upright freezer.
Plenty of shelf space,
11.6 Cu. ft. capacity.
Temperature control.
Door lock has selfejecting key.
CA 12CT

GE Electric Dryer
With
End-Cycle Signal

Purchase Area
Hog Market

V%
11% +44
P. am
19-s
•1111%.

Republic Steel
Singer
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith

Colorful Clouds
May Be Seen Here

and Summer Merchandise

14,1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Reteipts: ACT 378 EST 250 Barrows &
Uilts $1.00-2 00 lower Sows $1 00 lower
$48 5049_00
US 1-2 206:230 lbs
few $49.25
346 00-41.50
US 1-3330.24015.
64725-48.00
US 2-4 210-2601bs
. 346.25-47.25
US 3-4 330-110 lbs
Sows
US 1-2 276•3501bw.
$39.50-11111,
*3950-4115
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
840 00-4110 US 1-3 4$0-650 lbs
$38 MAIO
US 2-3 300-50011)s.
Boars $29 00-31 00

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Person east of the Mississippi
River may be able to see red,
white and blue clouds in the
evening skies for the rest of
this month, th National—Plans
Aeronautics and Space
Administration said Tuesday.
The annual Vacation Bible
NASA will begin lauchioi a School will be hAil•• at the
series of sounding rockets Palestine United -14ethodist
today. The launches will Church starting Monday, July
continue through July 29 -L all 19, and continuing through
timed for 8:20 p.m. (Murray Friday, July 23.
time).
Classes for pre-school
The rockets will carry through age sixteen will be
-chemical clouds used for held from six to eight p.m.
testing atmospheric con- each evening.
•-•"
ditions, a spokesman for the
The public is invited to
Goddard Space Center in attend, a church spokesman
Greenbelt, Md.,said.
said.
4
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Roy Harmon
Carpenter Shop

choice of finish.
Headquarters for Multi-Purpose
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CeNowily

F904 Zenith Stereo 289°°
G.E. Microwave Ovens329'
10" Color T.V. 23900

*6
,

_

TE-1304 i

WY .A 73:181N11

GT Portable
Air Conditioner
.

'138"

-

•4000 BTU cooling
capacity
•Dual controls for
comfort

•

.11T-2454AM

GE Portable
Color TV Set

GE Black & White
Solid State Portable

'39400

'880°

-inragonal screen size
illrif
'
•I iv% solid state chassis
N.
N.

25" Color T.Y. 488w
15 Ft. Freezers 329°°
20 Ft. Freezers 38900

•12" diagonal screen size
•Red, while and blue
styling

Golf Balls(Kg 3) 1 36

GE Portable
Diswasher

PE 8.3 Cu. Ft.
Chest Freezer

span

'244"

242"

•3 wash cycles—
]for pans
•Roll about now,
build-in later

basket

Sale Ends August

GOODOI'EAIR

Call 753-5523 after 5 p.m.
or write
0-Box 506, Murray, Ky.
lerts

Clearance

1.6

•Countertop height,
only 35'/e wide
'Convenient lift-out

Registered Democrats
Interested in
Precinct Organization
_

4.
1

--

Needs

We =own

Automatic buzzer signals end
of cycle. Set drying time up
to 130 minutes. Permanent
press cycle. Temperature selections for normal, delicate.
fluff. Easy clean lint filter..

Permanent press and activated soak cycle. Select from
five wash - temperature rinsetemperature combinativs.
Bleach dispenser. Mini most band
la ild
Basket

Calloway County Democratic Party

753-4133
753-4124
409 S. 4th
*Aluminum L Vinyl Siding
*Replacement Windows
*Soffit Systems
*Patio Doors
*Tub Enclosures
*Cabinets, Custom Built
•
and factory buili
Wood I. aluminum storm end screen doors
And many more
make soy weed item - -your

519700

10800

(ovary

Orgesefzetieu
Paid Peltleel Arlyertisoweirt

8 Ways to Buy
• Cash • G000year Revolving Charge
• Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge • BankArnericard
skAmerican Express Money Card
6 Carte Blanche • Diners Club

GOODYEAR SERVICE STORE
frf

Store Nouns: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Daily • Op.; irkloy until 8:00 p.m:

721 So. 12th St.

Murray, Ky.

753-0595

Blazers Reg $39
Blouses Reg Si?

'-PADUCAN Downtown

Reg. $24.
OS Rog. $14..

ossroods•MAYFIELD On Th• • uorietMUftltAY

C•nititr

A SPECIAL
East Side of Square
Murray, Ky.
••
;'

Stop, Shop
and Save
2.
I
!I
ut2

0.10•'

404

r

Tooth Brush

Aim
Toothpaste

with round end bristles, choice of soft
- medium or hard bristles
Rot 79'
Unit 4

Large 4.6 oz. Tube

nd
op
at
ete.

We Reserve The Right
To Lint Quantities

SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY -ENDS SATURDAY

Sale

594

*dm Vjsine
Eye

Nature
Made
Itamifl E

Drops
.900

The protein enridied cortditioner ear
short hair. Choice of rfogulor or extra
body

Water Solubilized
100 capsules
400 I. U.

Gets the red out. so-,fties
irritation
Plestic 0.5 as.

0.5 oz.
for safely dissolving hardened
ear wax which may impair
hearin.

Hawaiian Punch
Drink Mix
Choice °Med
1Puziclz or Grape
ch, Makes
8Quarts
28/
1
2oz.
Sale

7
?limo
'Ian •
ward
•,c1

95

rAupr

°144TY1-105E

Style
YltId&
Wrid
&Wald

Hold S. Hold & Hold
Invisible Hair Net
8 oz Non-Aerosol
Choice of Extra Hold Regular - Unscented Extra Holed

$1 19

Big
Panty
Hose

Sizes petite to average average to tall. Avotloble
sunfoan-coffee taupe nude -4111
'

Fruit
Fresh
te
for conning, freezing and
fresh cut fruit, prevents
brownrrig,
spoiling, prevents flavor
loss.

Woolite
Liquid`
Cold
Water
Wash

Sole $109
-fin P
Safely
soaks
washables. Cleans in 3
minutes No shrinking. Nn
stretching. No fading

Vaporette
Flea Color
Kills fleas up to 3 months
Aids in tick control
Choice of Dog or
Cot Collor
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ONCE AGAIN THE PPICE PATROL PROVES
*ROGER It THE GROCERY PRICE LEADER
U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
"People's Choice" Beef

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice
"People's Choice" Beef

CENTER CUT
ROUND, STEAK

Prices good through Tuesday, July 20th
us Murray LAmtesj,1Ight
reserved. Copyright 1976. The Kroger
Company

$128
Lb.l

CENTER CUT
CHUCK ROAST

AT KROGER
YOU'LL ALWAYS
GET A
FULL CENTER
CUT
ROUND
STEAK
THE CHOICE
'PORTIONS ARE
NEVER REMOVED

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE BEEF

U.S.

Rib Roast
U.S. E.OTT. GRADED CHOICE BEEF

Shoulder Roast
U.S. GOVT GRADED CHOICE BOTTOM

Rib Steaks

Round Steak

GOVT. GRADED. ROM BONE

it129
GENUINE GROUND ROM CHOPPED WEE
FAMILY
LB. 4F
Steaks
PAR
U.S. GOTT GRADED CHOICE REEF

U.S. GOTT GRADED CHOICE
Flank Steaks

LS

U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE BONELESS

Ls.

Y..
Cube Steaksn.

$179

BEEF
Ribs

0. 79c

SLIC
ep
erEiTver

_ aroof,aad'Ilydrated Sago Floor Nix
Choice

-ILI. Noel. Graded
-People's

-

RUMP
ROAST
$129

UBED ROUND STEAK

Rene
In
Lb.

0.2:k •N SAVE
Wieners
WOW !UMW

fre.„09C
"
THE PIECE
.....

Bologna

....

a

U.S.D.A GRADE 'A'
MOLLY FARMS

*WIER SLICED AS coon

CIRCLE "B"
$229

Wieners

$1 38

Pork Loins

Fryer Wings

SERVE 'N SAVE

89c

Lunch

rum,
Meat

S ri
°a
irOilriie

$109

LB

$129

Hindquarters

Jumbo
2-Ply, Assorted

Kroger

KLEENEX
TOWELS
Assorted Varieties

Assorted Flavors

Disinfects As it Cleans

DUNCAN HINES

COMET
CLEANSER

CAKE MIXES

KRAFT FRE1101

$ca.
4
.

2:4is 89c

Dressing
KROGER
Corn Oil.--

int

a"
ed Beans

32
.a. $149

37c
OLDEN, RIPE
BANANAS

Kroger

COTTAGE
CHEESE

Llesc wed, Regular
or It Powder

BUTTER-ME-NOT

BISCUITS

Assorted Colors

ARRID
EXTRA DRY
Suave

LUSTER WARE
DECANTER

SHAMPOO or
CREME
Is
CI?

Stasis**

69c
41-7
97r

DATR IL :47, ci

ILROOER
WORCESTERSHIRE

129

With this coupon. Limit erne. God
,
throat% Toosday, Issly 26th.

SAUCE

59c

111 Oz.
SO.

With this coupon. Limit one. CO
throve, Tu•solay, hay 20th.

4

Broccoli ski.LiZtA $1
GREEN MONS OR BILL

Strawberries

Peppers :PCP

Reir
'
le
uTl
aAcres

2La5 $1

Washington Extra Fancy

RED DELICIOUS

APPLES

5

FOlt $

THIS COUPON WORTH
SOc CASH
towards the purchase of any
WHOLE WATERMELON
Limit one Good through Tuesday.
July 201h.

mote LIQUID

ASSORTED VARIETIES

DETERGENT

BIG K DRINK AIDS

22 Os

59c
•

With this couppa. LiMit One
through Tvosday, lily,20th.

NECTARINES OR

58c
QT 98c

Lettu

also guarantee fiat we rull to goeryttong rs ee,
power to have ample soepties el all edwrIssel
5100111 ea *or shelves when you she, ter Mom It
eye Ye tee/oboes leveed NO ceetral, we reit evt of an
advertrW14 special, we will sobstilett the %Mt
,o a cemornalate breed (when such an 'tem .s
available) rellectiei 54 tarot sanest co1. if you
rutty gout yea a -Rato Clued- which tolttles ye* to
!he same adrertired wool at the MOO *twist ewe
soy lime serthre

Mon-AapIrIn

12 Oz.$

Freryflung you buy at Rre•
ger is guaranteed for your
total satisfaction regardless
of manufacture!. If you are
not satsfred. Kreger will re•
place your item with the
same brand or a comparable
brand or refund your our
chase price.
Of

MINI PADS...r..cs•
I
PAIN
RELIEVER

RED LEAF,
BOSTON OR ROMAINE
$1
'MIX OR
HEADS
cC MUCH"
CALIFORNIA FRESH
i
re

With this coupon. Linen one. Good
.
through Tuesday, lily 20th.
40_ _Affir

Red Plums
DRISCOLL FANCY

a

THIS COUPON WORTH
•
20c CASH
towards the purchase of a 10 Lb.
bag of
RED POTATOES
Limit one. Geed through Tuesday,
Jul 20th.

MIS Wes coos* we StO Se 'weevers, itched*
ruses proareitrul by IOW awl ro Weiler to Oh cost
moo* ',weenie's* *WM to aelleftstale torn
trot woo kW Ihrowels TWO,. kill MIL

re-r
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Archaeologist Says Treasure Hunters
May Be Helpful In Recovering Artifacts
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Perryville Battlefield State
State Archaeologist Lathel Park Manager Leon Russell
Duffield betimes there may be set aside several acres to be
a place for treasurelunters in used by relic hunters after the
the recovery of historically memo was issued.
significant artifacts, although
Russell later said that
the use of metal detectors is "cannonballs,
bayonets,
presefttly prohibited on state- bullets and belt buckles, but so
owned land.
far nothing valuable," had
Kentucky has an Antiquities been found at PerryvWe.
Act which phohibits anyone
Duffield and Kentucky
from "wilfully injuring, Heritage
Commission
destroying or defacing ar- Archaeologist Rick Wilson
ctiaeological sites or any raised strenuous objections to
object of antiquity, either the new policy of letting relic
"jilndian or pioneer, or any other hunters dig—especially at
' relic on land owned or con- Perryville—and called for
trolled by the Commonwealth enforcement of the Antiquities
or any state agency."
Act.
Fealties for violation of the
"Even if yen' have the
act include a jail sentence of permissioar"Of a property
10 days to six months, a fine of owner,"..'Duffield said, "and
$50 to $500 or both.
you,are searching on private
Duffield said he is opposed -property, I can't see taking
to "indiscriminate diggirieis historic relics simply to keep
but believes that "und9i.the er sell. It's not just the finding
right circumstancos and of the artifacts that is
through
controlled
in- significant, but also the
vestigation, ;petal detectors context in which they are
can be of-use in scientific found and knowing how they
study *historical sites.
fit into the site as a whole."
Duffield calls persons who
Duffield said treasure
dtg indiscriminately and for hunters could assist arpersonal gain "pot hunters," chaeologists in some instances
and said that because "history if they are willing to adopt the
belongs to the people," attitude that "history belongs
historic sites generally should to the people.
not be disturbed by such
"There's no reason that if
persons.
there is some project going in
"History should be =- which this kind of expertise
covered in such a fashion that (treasure hunting) could be
it can be distributed to the used—and after all these
people," Duffield said.
people do develop exTreasure hunters not only pertise—there's no reason
had free run of-state parks they could not participate if
recently—including the they're willing to join in and
Perryville Civil War Bat- assist people who are trained
tlefield— but received special in the recognition of the
treatment as well.
significance of association or
In June, 1975, state Deputy position (of relics)."
Park's Commissioner Louis B.
Duffield acknowledged that
Hemple met with treasure "metal detectors are based on
hunters and in early July last very scientific technology,
year, sent a memo to park and they can be used,
managers instructing them to especially in these early'
"be polite" to treasure hun- historic sites in assisting inters and guide them to places dividuals knowing where to
where they could dig without dig.
interfering with the en- "The documents we have
joyment of the park by others. about history are terribly

inadequate," Duffield added,
"but when you can get
material culture in conjunction with the documents,
you can learn a heck of a lot
about people."
Duffield admits he's always
wanted to pinpoint the exact
site of Boonesborou,gh "and
that's•where metal detectors
would come in handy," he
said.
"What the state needs to
do," said Michael Paul
Henson of Jeffersonville, Ind.,
ftuthor of treasure hunting
books,"is have different hunts
throughout the year at different state parks—but they'll
never do it."
Henson, who has treasure
hunted extensively in Kentucky, said he was referring to
"semiprofessional treasure
hunters who know a little
something about metal
detectors" to search the state
parks and historic sites.

Henson said such hunts
"might last two days" and Navy Seaman Recruit Tom
"any artifcat found within L Redden, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph H. Redden of
that
area—say
.Boonesborough .for .4k. VS S. Sixth St., Wray, has
stance—turn it over to thafe completed recruit timing at...
people and put it on display at the Naval Training Center,
Orlando, Fla.
that particular site."
During the eight-week
The decision to ban treasure
hunters from state-owned land training cycle, she studied
"Is going to make these people general military subjects
(treasure hunters) sneaky," designed to prepare her for
Henson believes. "Guys are further academic and on-thegoing to go into areas they job training in one of the
weuldn't have normally Navy's 85 basic occupational
touched but they now feel fields.
Among the subjects she
there's something there they
can find and it comes back to studied, were seamanship,
the old human nature close order drill, naval history
thing—of people saying 'Yoe and first aid.
can't tell me what to do.'"
A 1976 graduate of Berkley
Henson, who has 25 years of High School, Berkley, Mont.,
metal detecting experience, she joined the Navy in
said he would like to "sit down November 1975.
and talk to state officials"
about the needs and interests
SWIFT DIES
of treasure hunters in KenEnglish author Jonathan
tucky.
Swift died Oct: 10, 1745.

r To

'Got Ya Again' Opekation
Closes In On Stolen Goods
WASHINGTON (AP) Chicago Bob thought he was
fencing stolen goods with
crooked employes of a truck
repair shop. But the guys
behind the counter at H & H
Trucking really were on the up
and up.
& H was a police
subsidiary.
They're calling it "Got Ya
Again." For the second time
in four months, scores of
persons have been arrested
for allegedly fencing stolen
goods at a dummy business
set up here by local police and
FBI agents posing as street
toughs.
On Tuesday, authorities
began rounding up 140 persons
on charges that they sold $1.2
million worth of stolen checks,
credit cards, guns, appliances
and cars to the undercover
officers at the fake garage,
which began business seven
months ago.

A series of raids netted 71 of
the 140 persons named in the
warrants, and authorities
were seeking the rest. They
got the home addresses of
many customers a few weeks
ago by selling $10 raffle tickets
on a nonexistent Cadillac
Eldorado.
ACADEMY OPENED
The undercover agents at H
The U.S. Naval Acadenly
& H were black. Officials said was formally.opened at Fort
many customers were heroin Severn, Annapolis, Md., on
addicts who stole to support Oct. 10, 1646.

LIGHTBULBS

MANAGER'S
ALL MOWERS IN STOCK
REDUCED FOR THIS SALE

ECIALS

•37pkg.

990
Pr ices Good Through Saturday
=2:2

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-11391
Your chcyce of 60, 75
or 100 wan 33 01 ,0.6
longlif• Light bulbs

b.

SMOKER-GRILL

Lowest 2799
Price of
in Owl ce
.WASIO
the Year
Compare at 38.74-

White plastic, woodgrain finish, snap-lock
feature, is 1,is

YOUR CHOICE
limit S qte.

20' chrome•pfotsicl cooking grid, easy-roll wheels,
baked enamel finish. oi

MULTI-POSITION
LOUNGER

999

SAVE

34%

REG.
12.99

Quaker State
or Hovolin*,

Heavy duty troy, holds
3 cu. ft. as eat t

20 Of 30 sot;.
'.,,
;r)

Double vinyl webbing, tubu•
lor frame, 1mi-chrome finish,
assorted colors. re 21O•

,7/ 2 )

Oil Change
Kit
33
2.34

V

II:plus state inspection fee in Alabama

ALL
GARDEN
HOSE

EZEIM3 FISHING RODS

ABU-IltiATIC 170
REG. 27.99

ab
Cornets fully wound with line

Cloirriont. Fla. 32711

SAVE
S555

.dcw...A.evcr
WORM AND SPINNER
BAIT BOX

Herne
Address
State,Zip

-a

Big Family Villa fer the price if a motel nem

REG.
12.99

Vacation Village is different. A rustic
resort 01 charming 4-room villas.
Set beside sky-blue Lake Louisa
In Orlando's sun country. Near
Disney World, Cypress Gardens,
Sea World, all the fun sites.
Each villa has equipped kitchen,
grassy yard,sunning patio,
room for6 to B. Bike-trails,
olympic-sized pool.
aoscciyuckwa: calf Wiest

3 frays, 20 comportments 2 sprees
net boo rocks lanpec.eous to 041
plosfic baits • • •
5-7 S ft. ultra light spinning rod
2-pi•to.
i• •

,
111114-311•411
1

$28°'
For The
Entire
Family

12.66

BIG `E"
LURES

YOUR CHOICE 12.99
a] 3/
1
2 ft spin cost rod '-piece
0 S'A ft. heavy action rod 1-piote. • •

Daily from
REG.
3.49

Combination Cultivator. es
hIssit with Woldod Mood, 44n. Handl*. .5 •

YOUR CHOICE 14.44
(N IPA 11 tubular 2-pioca fly rod..
GO a% ft medium action spinning rod
OP IP

Fl ORIDA

133 1011 2 loy,

:e
STRUCTO

Send us your free color brochure right avsayl

p. •

874

Florida

Illaije4

S.

of 2

Westinghouse

2244

City

RE-G.

LAWN LIME

have your best FLORIDA VACATION
_ .

P.O.

their habits.
Among those who took the
bait was Chicago Bob.
"He would come in and put
on an act like, 'Hey man, I
know you're the police, but
I'm going to deal with you
anyway.' He'd put a bag over
his head and clown around.
And of course we had it all on
film," boasted an FBI agent
who helped run H & H.
Nine of those arrested
Tuesday also were nabbed in
February at the warehouse
called P.F.F. Inc., which
stood for "Police-FBI-Fencing
Incognito."H&Hwas smaller
than P.F.F. Inc. Both featured
cameras in the walls to
capture the transactions on
videotape.

MANAGER'S SALE

mail coupon to

IN

Last Feb. 28 the police and
FBI arrested more than 100
suspected thieves who peddled
their wares at a warehouse
manned by officers who posed
as Mafia-type gangsters with
aliases like Rico Rigatone.
The first operation was
dubbed "The Sting."
Tuesday's encore used the
name of H & H's so-called
parent company, G.Y.A. Inc.
— police jargon for "Got Ya
Again."

•

Women Worse Off Under
New No-Fault Divorces
WASHINGTON (AP) — NoThe commission recomfault divorce laws are leaving mended to Ford that economic
most women and children value of homemakers be
worse off financially than they considered in divorce laws
would have been after and in laws such as those
seg,arations under other governing Social Security and
divorce plans, according to a disability payments.
new study.
The commission praised the
According to a report to
concept of no-fault divorce but
President Ford by the
said the way it is being adNational Commission on the
ministered in most states
Observance of International
hurts women and children.
Women's Year, the reason is
In the past, fault on the part
that most states have balked
at putting a pricetag on the..... ef, one of the marriage parteconomic contribution of the ners had to be proven before a
person who has kept house and divorce was granted. This
gave the partner who was
raised the children.
In contrast to skills dependent — usually the wife
developed
during
the — maximum leverage to
marriage by the partner who bargain for the best possible
worked outside the home, the settlement.
homemaker's contributions
The husband was often
are credited with little cash
willing to make a more
value.
generous economic payment
"One 1972 nationwide study in alimony or child support in
of 133 couples divorced since exchange for getting out of the
1968 showed that after marriage without a contested
alimony and child support court case, the commission
paymentS are made, the said.
economic status of former
This leverage was lost with
husbands improves while that fast-spreading use of no-fault
of former wives deteriorates," divorces, where either spouse
said former Rep. Martha can petition for ending the
Griffiths, who headed a marriage on the single ground
homemaker committee for the of "irretrievable breakdown,"
commission.
the commission said.

Toni L Redden
Completes Training
At Orlando, Fla.

2-piik*

hooting, Deep Di.ing lure
1 treble hooks Assorted designs
•- or. i

S
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ew Program In Pennsylvania
ill Show Skills, Not Grades

Townspeople's Feathers Ruffled
As Band Eats; Then .Doesn't Play

"This has been humiliating up and some bandsmen were
TUSCOLA, Ill. (AP) — The
conductor of a 48-member to the community."
There's no debate among mathematics to shopping,
'• HARRISBURG, Pa.(AP)—
warming up. I looked around
band based at an Air Force
Bill Hansen, chief of public and counted only about 27
In five years, Pennsylvania the drafters and the educators swimming, simple electrical
Base 50 miles from this relations at the base, said he people," said McCaniley. He
nigh school graduates may be over the need to teach survival repair, politics and the law.
The experiences woind
central Illinois community of told Gen. Edwin Robertson, said he decided to pack up and
showing employers and skills.
the principal involve care of children,
Among
4,000 decided 27 persons does Chanute commander, about leave for base.
ges a list of skills they've
:t
not an audience make when the incident.
plished instead of letter boosters of the concept are participation in sports, ex"There were about 150
Pennsylvania school children. posure to art, speaking to a
the group showed up to give a
"I have been authorised to
A pupil advisory board that group, working with a group
bicentennial concert, town go to Tuscola, make apologies, people scattered around the
e list would be part of
officials say.
offer to try to set up another park or sitting in their cars,
thIr school records. It could offers the pupil viewpoint to on a common task, job
training
and
working
with
The band started warming concert later this month and many of them senior
ab*w ability to read and write Pittenger said in a committee
foreign languages.
up after eating a free fried offer to pay for the chicken citizens," Said Hill. "If the
:ar.. 12th grade levels and report:
band had started to play,
Some competencies would
"There is a growing
chicken supper, then packed dinners," he said.
pktificiency in balancing a
Steve and Doug Gill, brothers from Effingham, Illinois,
and 'left without playing,
It all started Friday af- people would have started
chickboOk, computing in- skepticism over the value of be taught in the traditional
help Scott Hendrickson and Johnny Alfred, intern
Mayor Chris Hill said Mon- ternoon when the 505th Air gathering around it. On
terest, purchasing insurance the traditional system. classroom. Others would be
students at Land Between The Lakes, TVA's public outEducators, taxpayers and learned in tbicornrnunity.
day. The commander at Force Band, stationed at the Saturday night we had a
and completing tax forms.
The proposed school code
door area in western Kentucky and Tennessee, prepare
Chanute Air Force Base heard base in Rantoul, arrived to hoedown with three country
It's all part of a state employers are questioning the
asks
the
state
to
devise
ways
to
light
the
a
celebration
held
Campfire,
at
Bicentennial
about the cancellation and is climax
government program to value of the high school
a
bicentennial bands and a crowd of 300 was
there."
the public outdoor area over the 4th of July weekend.
offering to pay for the chicken celebration with a concert.
prepare pupils for the outside diploma. It is imperative that of measuring pupil comHill said he has told Rep.
petency.
A
record
would
be
The
fire
was
miltons
of
similar
lighted
whilo
at
9
a.m.
and sstieclule another concert.
world. Some call it com- we re-evaluate our system and
The band, conducted by Lt.
fires were being lighted --a-Cross the 'country, as
"Our-feathers are ruffled, William R. McCarnley has Edwin Madigan, R-111., and
petency-based educatioo and establish new outcomes for kept of skills Attained by each
pupil, thus telling the state,
youngsters simultaneously saluted their country and its
and I don't mean that as a played for some 60 bicen- State Sen. John C. Hirschfeld,
it's catching on, to one degree education."
200th birthday. Approved by the Board of Directors of
pun," said Charles Seibold, tennial celebrations and had a Champaign Republican, of
The pupils Chose a dozen the district and the individual
or another, across the COWL
incident.
the American Camping Association, the National Campareas where pupils must how the new concept was
president of the Chamber of performed at 35 other oc- the
4.
working.
fire
has
attracted 14 national cooperating sponsors."ft is
Commerce.
casions since early June. Its
"...I suggested an apology
ducators want schools to demonstrate competency to
Charles Lohin, principal of
organized camping's way of contributing to the Bicen"We put in a lot of effort territory in addition to Illinois was in order," he said. 'The
lolach skills rather than just graduate= They added seven
tennial," says Ernest Schmidt,former ACA executive vice
publicizing the band concert includes Iowa, Indiana, apology, we Feel, should come
'subjects because too malty life experiences that pupils McCaskey High Stihool in
president, who is chairman of the event. "The whole
and getting donations so our Wisconsin, Kentucky and part from Gen. Edwin Robertson,
bigh school graduates lack the must participate in before Lancaster, said the skills list
could be an advantage to the
concept of camping has a closeness to the type of life
womenfolk could put on a nice of Michigan.
Atills needed for life's daily earning a diploma.
Chanute commander. I perearly Americans lived at the time of the founding of our
The competency areas
chicken dinner for them," Hill
McCamley said that after sonally would feel better about
:decisions, they say.
"I think
it's, more
country." Schmidt addech "We see this program to be
said.
supper about one-third of the it if the band would return and
"Studentsteed to know that ranged from traditional
inspirational, patriotic, and fun; it also provides us with a
writing
and meaningful for a student to
"If the band had played only members had changed to their give a concert.. As for the
-if you can't read a newspaper reading,
leave the school at a certain
time to point up the Nation's history; it provides us with
for 15 minutes it would have band uniforms while others chicken dinner, well, it would
)(no aren't going to make it in
level and to an employer or a
the opportunity to emphasize the educational and enbeen all right. But I was told
were
unloading
-.**Ir society," says Penntheir help a little bit if we were
college and be able to say:
vironmental uses of land by our camps; and for campers
that the conductor said the instruments and
sylvania's
other reimbursed, but eating and
Education
'Here is actually what I can
who participate, it will be a chance to demonstrate
band was too professional to equipment.
Secretary John C. Pittenger.
running is not the real issue
do, here's evidence that I can
leadership."
"If you can't fill out a job
play for such a small crowd.
"The sound equipment was here."
do it;' as opposed to lere is
_application you are headed for
--my A or B and you decide .
disaster. If you don't have the
..707•74.7••,•74.V.07•47.s.
,.../1141:41:/1Alblill4141:411:1111Vill:AM:1:,11:.1:4:41117.41:ZZA7.747
•, ..........•747•7•7•707.7•7•74:•7•7•7•:4La
what that means."
SAL I I NOS
.COmputational skills to take
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Frank Manchester, state s4
out a mortgage, handle a
Even though the Bureau of commissioner of
basic
checking account or buy inVehicle- Regulation has education, said once school
surance, life is going to be one
received more than 400 ap- districts meet the minimum .
•
6!
long headache."
plications for personalized requirements, they could I
About a dozen districts will
license plates, there have been tailor
competency-based
be selected this fy to include
few duplications so far, ac- education to their own com- '4
in their curriculums the
t,
cording to 0. B. Arnold, munity needs.
;;
survival skills needed in the
commissioner of the bureau in
In districts with a strong
outside world. The districts
the state Transportation family and church enalso would upgrade teaching
Department.
vironment, pupils can learn to
of basic reading, writing and
In the case of duplicate balance checkbooks and do
math.
requests, the earliest ap- comparison shopping from
.Withiri five years the state
REMEMBER (IS FOR
plication takes priority, he their parents, he said. Where :4
* require every school
said.
ALL YOUR
strong family ties are lacking, •
district to incorporate new
The applications began a teacher might have to take
course material into teaching
PRESCRIPTIONS
after a state law permitting pupils to the supermarket.
Although we offer many set,programs.
special plates went into effect
The Lancaster School
Eventually, the decision to June 19.
, nes to
customers prescriptions
District is already into a r 4
leotard diplomas may depend
ate the very helve of
business
One eager University of competency program.
.4
_Ott pupils' abilities to read. and Kentucky Wildt=cat athletic
We stock only the finest alsaimaceu#4
For . exampl:s„ Maria
write at acceptable levels, and booster was so worried that he
hcals and are always ready to take
4.
to competently handle sur- might not get what he wanted Morales, a junior at '
tore of your needs promptly and •(.
4
McCaskey High,fined out this
vival skins
that he sent in four alternative
110
DRUG STORES
A proposed new school code choices: "UKCATS," year's income tax farm for her .4
'..,tJANI IT 't RIONTS
loaves open the question of "KYCATS," "GO-CATS" and =mother, who ably. speaks
PRICES (.000 W
IAH
stf
ir
Wi// Fine quality products
Spanish. She learned how to do .4
RESERVED
making pupil competency in "GOBLUE."
)
,
4
it
in
class.
specified areas a graduation
There has been a requestfor
0
Patti Leonard, another
resquirement.
McCaskey
junior,
was
hired
to
Samuel E. Hayes Jr., a
Golf enthusiasts have ap1, I
iteember of the House plied for "8-IRON," "3- run rides at an amusement
park. She won out over several
Education Committee, said WOOD"and "7 11."
friends, she said, because she
ose who drafted the
9ys IN
Other applications have
good taste/fast action
islation never intended the asked for tags saying "SAN- learned in school how to
BEACH
PLAYBALLS
on on survival skills to TA," "HOTDOG,""BOGEY" conduct herself during job :4
TOWELS
interviews.
ELSEWHERE
eLst
ent graduation.
and "FLOP."
WHERE
99C
"A
lot
of
kids
graduating
are
State government educators
ELSEWHERE
Arnold said the bureau
2 28
1,4
SIIROF001
say they favor promoting, reserves the right to reject just sliding by," Maria said.
3 99
FUNGI REX
CA LA DRYL
Pupils are learning to
••
evaluating and graduating any improper requests.
COOtig
FOOT SPRAY
SPRAY 04z
complete tax forms, balance 4
pupils based on their
oi
car
owners
are
Passenger
1
ELSEWHERE
demonstrated itownpetencitoi. limited to six spaces for jet- checkbooks, read insurance
189
They feel it's meaningless to ters or numbers on their tags, policies and fill out job ao- I
continue awarding diplomas for which they will be assessed plications, among other skills.
New course material is r
just because pupils complete a an additional 825 for the
under development, using a o
specified number of English, special plate.
survey of employers and
math and social studies
The deadline for application
24".48"
parents who told the district •
courses.
submission is Sept. 1.
WOODGRA IN
10 LB
what they expected of
LOOK
BAG
graduates.
FOLDING
..
IUNGSfORD
One of McCaskey's most
OR ISTAN
100
ELSEWHERE
EIRISTA DRMIA
CHARCOAL
VAPOR
t "ISTajpopular electives is. "Prac1.49
*„. 4::""
z
ii
PAPER
oor, •
tical English." In that class •
ELSEWHERE
IST
—
PLATES
SPRAY
Maria Morales learned to

Few Duplicates

Received For
Personal Plates

;
4

PRICES
TAKE A DIP
AT....

OU I

our

BEGLEY'
sag\

3Sc

131

4
.

July Clearance
Savings Up To

60%
42:11e

The' Store For Men
Murray, Ky.
Owners Billy Brandon - Jerry Key

TABLE

handle her mother's income
tax and Patti Leonard •
discovered what to expeet
job interviews.
teacher,
Nancy
The
Shackford, also taught her
pupils to plan a family budget.
She issues them "paychecks,"
and has the pupils allocate
realistic amounts for rent,
utilities, food, spending
money,bus fare and savings.

1.27

°z

ELSEWHERE. 1 /5

CITRONELLA
CANDLES

ELSEWHERE 1
175
•27

BEGLEY'S
SUNTAN

ZORRIESFOR
MEN.
WOMEN,
CHILDREN

16 or.
BOTTLE

WADING POOL
ELSEWHERE 11.95

ELSEWHERE 1.39

SHELL
NO-PEST
STRIP

REGULARLY
1 69

1.72'

ELSEWHERE lit

ELSEWHERE 2 19

4

I Flou,

THE ANNUAL MEETING
of
SAND

ELSEWHERE
690

PAIL &
SHOVEL SET

HAMMOCK
LOUNGE

PACKAGE
OF 20

480

ELSEWHERE
3.38

REVLON
FLEX BALSAM
SHAMPOO

7

a

0 17

oz

9
REX

ELSEWHERE 235

ELSEWHERE 99C

-ADULT

TOOTHBRUSH
ADULT 60 OR 40
•Fbl•CoMfbended by

ELSEWHERE 19 95

Will Be Held

SYRINGE

by FAUTLESS

02

WEST KY. RURAL
TELEPHONE COOP.
Saturday, July 17-7 p. m.

*

PkASTIC
TUMBLERS

Thor..
b.rce at
Mary denbsIs as
Ibby oft*, brWilt

•
•

ELSEWHERE 1.19

GLEEM
TOOTHPASU

at

New Mayfield High School
Reports Will Be Presented
by P. L. Finks and Bethel Richardson

FAMILY SIZE
F I.Sr WHERE 1 44

SCREEN PRINT
WASH MIES

21C

ELSEWHERE 39'

*Trustees Will Be Elected
:Free Gift Certificates

10W40
•
,4s

Entertainment By the Parntershil
•

.0800
.

.

•
.....

46
, •4•0•,,

AL44. ilk4. ass.•

a. aaaaaaa .....

krotait
••••ew

VALVOLINE
MOTOR OIL

830

126.12

ODACOLOR
fiLM

ELSEWHERE
69C

ELSEWHERE
1 5q

580

1.08
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*SERVICE

YOUR

*CLEANLINESS
*QUALITY

50

or
he

9
* et)

ed
In
a

*PRICES

STORE

as
-p.
nd
Id,
of

*SELECTION

Prices Good thru Tuesday,July 20, 1976. Quantity Rights Reserved.

.gy
me
en,
•f.
sat
and

U.S. CHOICE
NORTHSIDE
10th & Chestnut
6 A.M.-12 P.M.
CLOSED
SUNDAY

the
suld
ere
and
ue

SOUTHSIDE
S. 12th 8. Story
7 A.M.-10 P.M.
OPEN SUNDAY
10 A.M.-8 P.M.

CHUCK
ROAST

SOUTHSIDE IGA® ONLY

66

U.S. CHOICE

'138
EA.
98'

LB.

FOOD

PORK PATTIES l4 oz. PKG

CAKES.99c

LEAN MEATY

$

2 29°

FRIED PIES

COFFEE
1 Lb.
159
CAN

10 AM- 8 PM

AFRESH
HOME GROWN
YELLOW

SQUASH
LB.
JUICY RIPE

PLUMS

VACUUM
PACKED

19
49'

11'

,t;rn

MIX OR MATCH
BELL PEPPER EACH
CUCUMBERS EACH
RADISHES PKG.
/2,

3

Lb. $ IL 38

TISSUE

10 LB.

PAK

.
19°

690

9 Meaty Pieces

$26

GALLON BLEACH

.594

ERE.

8

N

HAMBURGER

BUNS
12 Pkg

CATSUP

59'
40' OFF•FAMILY SIZE

TIDE
DISH LIQUID•30' OFF
IVORY 48 oz
- --MINUTE MAID LEMONADE 6 oz.coos
BANQUET•DELUXE•chkk«.•

4

Frozen Dinner 17 oz.. 99c

ZESTA CRACKERS...59

BARTLETT•303 CAN

e•PEARS

KEEBLER•iimited Variety
COOKIES 14 oz.
UNSWEETENED•46 oz.
09ropefruit Juice.49c BUSH•CUT•303 CAN

79c

It's exciting... t\
It's fun la, ,I,IEE
el
$

taliS

$118

KEEBLER•1 Lb.

100 CT.

TEA BAGS
COFFEE MATE 16 oz.

CASH

•••

LAST WEEK

0CI W
I
11
NORTHSIDE: S500

43c

SWEET PEAS ...3/si

•

LOR

Lb

MAN PLEASER

GREEN BEANS...2/496

'C

$128

2/S90

oz

SALAD DRESSING

FRIED CHICKEN

COCA-COLA 64 oz. .

A

Lb

MIRACLE WHIP

NO RETURN

WHITE
POTATOES $

ROAST

HUNTS•32 Oz.

KING'S PRIDE SOUTHSIDE ONLY

FOR

BACON

POTATO
CHIPS
TWIN

390

Quantities
limited at
this price...

4 ROLL
PKG.

I

(U.S. NO. 1.
RUSSET!' BAKING

1 Lb.
Pkg.

U.S. CHOICE
BONELESS•CHUCK

PLANTER'S

PARKAY

BATHROOM

3

•

3 LB. ORISO
MORE
LB.
SLAB-SLICED

KRIBS

MARGARINE

MAXWELL HOUSE

OPEN SUNDAY

%.7

COUNTRY STYLE
PORK

FOR

SOUTHSIDE !GA®

lE

Lb.

GROUND CHUCK

INDIVIDUAL•PEACH,CHERRY APPLE

-

48c
Lb. $1°9

BEEF NECK BONES

149

GROUND
BEEF

LB.

KELLY'S BREADED '

ICED WITH FRUIT.. ea.

SWISS
STEAK

980

BLADE
cur

RIB STEAK

ANGEL

PURE

.46

LB.

1

SHOULDER CUT

SOO HS1Di. S600

FREE
CASH

NORTHSIDE
No Winner

SOUTHSIDE
No Winner

si it
1 E9
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Fat Not Fur For U. S. Navy
WASHINGTON (AP)— The
Navy is lowering the boom on
fat sailors and officers,
banning "pot bellies that
detract from good military
appearance."
Any enlisted man or woman

who fails to shape up faces
possible clischaege.
Obese officers won't be
thrown out of the service, but
their chances of promotion
will be sharply reduced if their
weight isn't.

Dr. Koenecke To Attend
Home Economies Confab
Or.
Alice
Koenecke,
chairman of the Department
!70.f. Home Economics at
ltdurray State University, will
attend the 13th Congress of the
International Federation for
Home Economics in Ottawa,
Canada, July 19-24 as the
eagate of: the Kentucky
'tome Economics Association
(KHEA ).
She ,will be the only Ken-

the Congress is "Life, Not Just
Survival: Home Economics
and the Utilization of the
World's Resources."
The major focus of the
meeting will center on the
growing dilemma posed by
finding a balance between
man's basic needs and consumption patterns with the
world's supply of resources.
Home
economists,
as
educators in family living,
influence family consumption
and conservation behavior in
many areas, and their
deliberations are expected to
--- result in resolutions for new
directions for the profession.
A number of world
authorities are scheduled to
a_ddress the delegates, including Louis Leprince;
Ringuet, scholar and member
of the French Academy, and
_ Joseph Kizerbo, professor of
history at the University of
--"Vtiagadougou of Upper Volta
and member of the executive
council of UNESCO.
Dr. Alice Koenecke
The
International
tuckian among more than
for
Home
• 1,000 home economists from 66 Federation
Member countries expected to Economics, with headquarattend the meeting. Dr. ters in Paris, France, has
Koenecke will also attend consultative status with the
council meetings prior to and specialized agencies of the
at the completion of the United Nations and represents
the profession of home
Congress.
Home economists from both .economics, and its special
developed and developing concern of improving family
countries will consider some living, at international conThe
current
cf the major issues affecting ferences.
families today — food,energy, president is Miss IsaberAnnie
and population. The theme of Houle of Australiai
_

A tougher Navy policy on
weight control affecting
reservists as well as regulars,
is spelled out in a new order
issued from headquarters. It
sets guidelines for permissible
weights at various heights.
"A continuing laxity exists
in the area of weight control
among some members of the
Navy," •the order said.
"Excess body fat is a serious
detriment to health, longevity,
stamina and military appearance. The Navy community is no less susceptible
to the insidious effects of
sedentary jobs, than the
civilian community."
The new order ii part of
"Operation
Shipshape,"
by Adm. James
Holloway II, chief of naval
operations.
Holloway recently imposed
strict limits on hair length in a
rollback from more lenient
policies followed by his
predecessor, Adm. Elmo
ZurnwallJt.

Marsha E. Davis
Completes Training
At Orlando, Fla.

All That Glitters Not Gold...aut
If it's Fireflies, It's Worth More

Navy Airman Apprentice
Marsha E. Davis, daughter of
Mrs. Jeanette Hernandez of
Pine Bluff Shores, Hamlin,
has completed recruit training
at the Naval Traning Center,
Orlando, Fla.
During the eight-week
training cycle, she studied
general military subjects
designed to prepare her for
further academic and on-thejob training tn one of theNavy's 85 basic occupational
fields.
Among the subjects she
studied, were seamanship,
close order drill, naval history
and first aid.
A 1976 graduate of Reidland
High School, Paducah, she
joined the Navy in Marcia 1976.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — All that
glitters may not be gold, but in
at least one instance it's worth
a lot more.
It's the stuff that puts the
lightning in lightning bugs.
Extracted from the tails of the
incapdescant insects, the
chemiCal cordbound that fires
the firefly fetches $20 a gram.
That's $560 an ounce or nearly
five times the price of the
precious metal.
"The fireflies contain two
rare chemicals," said Richard
Vogel, an official of Sigma
Chemical Co., perhaps the
largest manufacturer of the
extract. ,
'One is known as lucifrase
and the other is luciferin. Both
of these names are derived
from the word Lucifer,
MISSION FOUNDED
meaning devil and fire and
The Mission Dolores, forthat sort of thing.
merly Mission San Francisco
"When they come into
de Asis, was founded Oct. 9,
contact with a cheinical
1776.

known
as
adenosine
triphosphate — ATP -- they
forodlice light. This ATP is
basic in eetry living cell or
substance."
And therein lies the value of
the chemicals. ATP content of
celLs is an important piece of
Information
to
cancer
researchers, among others.
An easy way to gauge it is by
measuring the amount of light
produced
when
firefly
chemicals are added.
Other applications are
water quality control and the
search for life beyond the
planet. "We just can't make
enough to meet demand,"
Vogel said in an interview.
"Orders come from scientists
throughout the world."
Among its customers is the
National Aeronautic and
Space Administration, he
said. "Sptcial electronic
sensors supposedly placed in

spacecraft determine whether
ATP is present in outer
space," he said.
"It takes about 300 firefly
tails to make a gram of
lucifrase-luciferin extract,"
Vogel said. Each year the
company produces about 3.7
million bugs. The process
requires about a week and is
simple enough for a college
chemistry student to handle.
To catch the bugs, the
company
recruits 'enterprising youngsters in a 15state area that stretches from
Nebraska to New York to
Florida and Mississippi, the
general range of the insect.
Each is equipped with a cloth
net — or given instructions on
how to make one — and
supplied with special mailing
containers. Sigma pays the
postage.
Payment is made on a
sliding scale. Quantities of

20,000 return a penny a bug.

Two thousand are worth 60
cents a hundred.
Jerry Boschert, a youth
specialist for the University of
Missouri Extension Service,
coordinates firefly hunting
among about 200 children in
the Ste. Genevieve area. .
"In a good season they may
rack up as many as 300,000,"
he said. "We're talking about
maybe $3,000 in return for
their efforts."

Winery guide is
aid to gourmets
A new guide to more than
200 wineries and vineyards
has been published to help
wine lovers "explore the wine trails that criss-cross North
America. ...
Called "Wine Country USA=
C,anada," it covers 22 states
and several Canadian provinces,

MANAGER SALE
SHOP AND SAVE NOW! YOUR MURRAY OTASCO STORE MANAGER
INVITES YOU TO SHOP DURING OUR BIG SALE! WE'VE GOT VALUES
IN EVERY DEPARTMENT! THIS IS OUR SALE AND WE'LL WORK HARD
TO SEE YOU'RE SATISFIED IN EVERY WAY

ICE CUBE TRAY

CARL VINCENT
lel-Air Shop 01
No 118
Twist-out typo. 30017•7

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

\v>

FOR THURSDAY, JULY 15, 1976
Look in the section in which SCORPIO
your birthday comes and find (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
what your outlook is. according
You normally a•pire to a
to the stars.
position of leadership and inspire others with respect for
your special abilities. Here is a
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 IY6
F
4 brand new chance.
In both business and personal SAGITTARIUS
matters, use only time-tested (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Stimulating influences now
procedures. Don't attempt
anything risky. And DON'T try foster inventiveness and
creativity generally. An exfor the unreasonable.
cellent period in which to try out
TAURUS
i Apr. 21 to May 21) 1:Wij
? new devices and methods.
The position of Venus now CAPRICORN
suggests that you stress your (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Excellent planetary ininnate artistry and create those
clever ..twists" which make the fluences. You will not have to
difference between the so-so strain to accomplish now. A
good period for building up your
and top attainment.
potentials, reviving a pro;ect
GEMINI
previously set aside.
i May 22 to June 21).4•41•A
Mercury continues favorable. AQUARIUS
A profitable day indicated for (Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Your gift for capitalizing on
those of you who capitalize on
your innate imagination and your talents, yet keeping
originality. In the personal yourself in the background, can
area, emotions may rise and boost your gains many fold.
fall unless you maintain PISCES
equilibrium and poise.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
CANCER
You may be going through a
(June 22 to July 23)
period of disinterest, thereby
Do not sell the opposition making
through
errors
short and do heed suggestions miscalculation or insufficient
from worthwhile sources. You thought. Be careful!
may experience tendencies
toward restlessness now. Curb
YOU BORN TODAY are MOTO
them and you can attain mutt. outgoing, more ventureNo(zle
LEO
than the average Cancerian,
___LJuly 24 to Aug. 23)44:g thus could succeed in some
Now irtru Viti- a chance to Milli in which others would fail.
dispjay your showmanship; You would be thoroughly home
also your gift for being able to in the theater or in any field
come up with a switch in tactics which involves dealing with the
that changes the humdrum into public; could excel as a trial
the lively..
lawyer, with a flair for the
VIRGO
dramatic, and, in politics or
111
)
( Aug. 24 tb Sept. 231
‘.1k
statesmanship, would shine at
Don't lose confidence in your oratory. You have a great love
ability to produce the results of the arts •and, if properly•
you want — even if temporarily educated, could be an outstymied. Keep trying. Some standing musician, painter or
dandy advantages on your side. writer. On the personal aide,
LIBRA
you are more gregarious than
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
many others borii under your
An encouraging period. Stress Sign, thus make — and keep —
your self-confidence, powers of friends easily. But do try to curb
concentraticin, and be patient a tendency to dominate them.
for those results which will Birthdate at: Rembrandt,
come more easily if you remain Dutch painter; Henry ( Carunperturbed.
dinal) Cushing, clergyman.

MANAGER'S

SPECIALS
CUTLERY & GADGET

ekl;

Ida

from America's
Largest Bicycle
Manufacturer

Slacks Decker
REG. 584
5 compartments,
plastic, assorted
colors. 50 ,30.1

J-WAX KIT 0\411
/
4
Powerful 1.25 HP' motor, burn-out
protection. .0301. a? MA
Cleoner wax is presoftened, goes on
cosy. 8 oz s /S3

battened Pet"

,USE OTASCO CREDIT!

5-PC.
SET

•DEMONSTRATORS*-FtDOR —
MODELS• LIMITED QUANTITIES
...AS LITTLE AS 19.97

ni,1

Neatly compact —Ids in cars where
space .1 o necessity. Automatic tope
head cleaner, fine tuning, channel indicator light, built•in burglar alarm.
Volume, balonce ond tone controls L7.0

REG. 54.95-

Lose weight
week after week
.WITHOUT MSS•WIT1101IT IETS•WITHOR STIO101115

six

MONTCLAIR 8-TRACK TAPE PLAYER ..is its

Montclair.
SAVE
S30

EXHUME

Follow America's most successful reducing plan
Helps satisfy your appetite as you lose ugly fa
on the Ayds plan.
Judie Whittaker of Greensboro, N.C. proved I
works. She lost 37 pounds on the Ayds plan. And
it should work for you. too. Take one or two Ayds"
Reducing Plan Candles before meals as directed
and Ayds helps satisfy your appetite. You eat
less so you take in fewer calories and lose weighs
. . week after week. No drugs. No crash dieting.
No strenuous ever, _ rises. Ayds comes In
four delicious flavors:
vanilla caramel. chocoisfe fudge,chocoltte
taint and butterscotch
fudge. One month's
*MAY
central Shopping Center
94 Mon.-Sat.
127Sun

TRAY

65.95
20-in. size, strong conn.
lever frame with hea,,
duty front.fork.
Wide angle weiflectors
for maximum safety.
Motorcycle style handle
bars & grips.
Moto-cross number
plate.
Knobby rear tire for ew
tra traction
Sporty Moto-cross fer
dais. 6s.*(..

19.97

TRASH
CAN

LINERS
FM STERE0/8-TRACK
CAR TAPE PLAYER
Butt-in tread (loons., fin* tuning, lighted channel indicator

We

VASCO
.1

97
RIG:119:4S
p

QUAD/8-TRACK
TAPE PLAYER
fine tuning, channel balance control,
built•in head cleaner, -fughood:thorns&
indicator 11,;.1. ma A14

REG. 69.95

Prices Good al Over 600 Six..s Throughout the South and Southwest
uNI

Shopping Center

carolt

Pricass Good Through Saturday

753-11391
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Behind The
Pro Scene

Nancy Hill, Paul Brandt, and Mr. and Mrs. John Atherton, all of Michigan City, Indian, were recent participants
in the Era of Iron Revisited tour held at Center Furnace
in the Environmental Education Center of TVA's Land
Between The Lakes. The tour, which centers around the
history of the once productive iron industry in the area,
will be held again July 17, at 2 p. m. Other activities and
special programs being offered to the public through
July 18 at Land Between The Lakes include: Nature's
Colorful Songsters, July 9, a 1%-hour stroll in search of
interesting birds, meet at Center Station, 7:30 a. m.;
Nature's Medicine Chest, July 9, meet atCenter Station,2
p. m.; Discovery Walk, July 10, a 2-mile stroll around
Hematite Lake, meet at Hematite Lake, 3:30 p. m.; World
of Insects, July 10, bring a flashlight and meet at Center
Station, 7:30 p. m.; Broom Making July 11, making
brooms on a "kicker" machine will be demonstrate4
from 1 to 4:30 p. m., Empire Farm; Critters Hike, July 12,
meet at Center Station, 330 p. m.; Stream Stroll, July 13,
meet at Jenny Ridge Picnic area, 3 p. m.; Seniority Salute,
July 14, a day for senior citizens, bring a potluck dish,
meet at Center Station at 10 a. m., advance registration
required, Call 502-924-1509; Seeing the Trees Instead of
the Forest, July 15, meet at Center Station, 3 p. m.; Night
Visual, July 15, a 1%-hour walk in search of wadrde, meet
at Center Station, 8 p. m.; Early Birds, July 16. a 1%-hour
stroll in search of interesting birds, meet at Center
Station,7:30 a. m4 Wonderful World of Wildflowers, July
16, a 1-hour walk searching for colorful wildflowers,
meet at Center Station, 2 p. m.; Hematite by Moonlight July 17, a 2-mile walk around Hematite Lake, bring a
flashlight, meet at Hematite Lake,8 p. m.; Nature's Rainbow, July 18, a 45-minute slide presentation, meet at
Center Station, 2 p. m4 Woodland WaH‘dtily 18, a 1-hour
stroll, meet at Center Station,5 p.

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS.
By Bob Woolf. Atheneum. 300
Pages. $9.95.
Sports fans interested in getting a behind the scenes peek
into the world of professional
sports are given the opportunfty in Bob Woolf's "Behind
Closed Doors."
Woolf has been inside those
doors for the past 12 years as
,legal representative for athletes
in fields from baseball to billiards, and he shows that:
—They are portals of humanness in a world where the athlete is pictured as the god of
the playing field. That door is
opened when Woolf tells of former Boston Bruins defenseman
Ted Green as he lay in a hospital bed, his future ine question
after a train injury sustained
in a 1969 high sticking incident.
Joe Collier, Murfreesboro, TN, expected several Bicen—They are barriers of au, at tennial events at Land Between The Lakes,
TVAs
times puzzling naivety, as when 170,000-acre public outdoor area
in
western
Kentucky
the organizers of the ill-fated
World Football League sat in a and Tennessee, during his recent visit to the project, but
Los Angeles hotel, watched the he didn't expect to encounter two Revolutionary
1974 Super Bowl on television characters! Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Thomas, Wyatt, MO,enand said, "I'll take this play- tertained several visitors to Land Between The Lakes
er," "I'll take that player" for recently when they appeared decked out in full Bicena rebel circuit that would last tennial costume. Mrs. Thomas, who
made the .1"Asi
only a trouble-plagued 142 costume&
from scratch, noted it took over two ;ad oneyears.
Woolf takes the reader hall months just to make her husband's flannel dress
kihrough the often-baffling buss: complete with hat. But they both agreed they enjoyed.
,
ness of sports, where the con- having people stop and ask them ”Where did you come
tract offers come in dizzying from?" to which they appropriately replied,"We came
denominations to the talented back to celebrate our 200th birthday and
well see you
and not-so-talented alike.
another 200 years fro,flow." Land Between The Lakes
This is not a "kiss and tell"
book; there are few details was just one of several stops the Thomases have made'
about the
„
001, during the celebration. They have also appeared at the
players'. soe,
erand recently completed a
lives. But therf is meat enougialcfma"er Da;Y-11 Wickliffe, KY
for a full-course meal when few trip to the Interrition!tAirstrtam Rally, where more
sports books today offer sut•! than 1-5,000 Airstream owners had-the opportunity to
flcient substance for a sand. %few their Bicentennial dress.
The Thomases are mem7
be= rs of the West Kentucky Chapter of the Aristreamers.
It is a book about sports seen
through the eyes of a _partici,.pant on eadh of three tevels: as
a player's representative. as a
management representative,
and as a .coMmissioner (for he
was approached to head the
ABA in 1972.)
Through stories told in a
businesslike way, the maze of
sports is broken down to its elements — sharing with the readers the closed door dealings
which every ticket buyer Has a
righteto see but far too rarely is
rtmitted a peek.

Knit
Shirts
Sheri & Long
Sleeve

Leisure
Shirts
A Sp”nq

Summer
Wiess

Jeans
Skirts
Blazers
Blouses
Shorts
Halters

Jean
Tops

All 0.es s
Sko.i ,t
Sleeve

50%

Ott

One Group

Shoes
Other Reductions
"5
%
0

65% polyester
35% cotton
Sizes 8-18

Reg. 2"

1-7.
)Values
to
s

The 6.Quart 6-Pak
.
Pepsi.Cola's biggest carton
gives you Pepsi-Cola's biggest
savings. Six 32-ounce bottles
of great tasting Pepsi.Cola at
remarkable ounce for ounce
savings. Six returnable quarts
with reseal caps in one totable

Shorts
Values
to

sr.)

ti0
Childeens Playwear

carton that give you the savings only quantity buying can.
And the carry-back carton is
the perfect way to return your
empties for a refund. Enloy the
double value of the 6-QUart
6-Pak
the quality taste of
Pepsi Colaat quantity savings

Tops,Shorts,
Sunsuits, etc.

Ladies

Halter Tops &
Sleeveless Shells
Vblues
to
S2.99

One Group

Ladies Sandals

00

One Table

Children's Sandals
4
Valves to 530077

All Ladies' & Girls'

Summer Wear
Reduced
or more
Mens

Cut Off Jeans
Reg 52.99

$2
00

Entire Stock
\ of Sporting
Goods 10%

Off

02.(10LIA;,

Rods, Reels,
Life Vests,
Fishing
Equipment,
Ten riis
Supplies,
Knives.

Boys'
Cut Off Jeans

Strollers
by Welsh
with canopy
Reg.,
522.50
NOW

9x32ce

flonsatira
Oho* Plan
*wt.641 N.
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- Gt. Size Tide
Del Monte Fruit Cocktail
Bush a.-Northern Beans
Velveeta

49 oz. 51 19

-2/88`
l5 oz. 4/99'
16 oz.

lb. 51 19

Charm in
4 Ron 12`
Scot Lad CuJGriàieansusi:5/99`
ss.-88c
Gold Medal Flour
sie
Lipton Instant Tea

ARMOUR STAR BEEF

uck Steak

BUSH
No Return
Bottles

_Kidney Beans
Armour Star Beef

Swiss Steak
'Rib Steak
$irlon Steak
Arnow Veribos1 /
14

Miracle Whip
Hyde Park Towels
Joy
Kraft Bar-B-Oue Sauce

Loin Pork Chops
PURE LEAN

Ground Beef

oi 88'
46'
sr
53'

49`
46 oz. 56`
18 oz. 68C

Merit Saltine Crackers.
Del Monte Tomato Juice
Kellogg's Corn Flakes

Roll

1 lb.

14 oz. 5/99C

Dr

.

GT. SIZE

18 oz.

Ivory

BETTY CROCKER

Cake Mix
Family
Pack

. 19:
19:
5t

Fresh Picnic Pork Roast
Frosty Morn Bramschweiger
Riverside Bologna
Hermitage Bacon
Armour Star Wieners

12 oz. 99'
12 oz

COUNTRY PRIDE
CUT UP

69'

18 oz.
Box
Limited Flavors
316. S1 06

Richtex
Scot LadCatsupLo-Cal Milk
Campbell's Tomato Soup

2° 01

19C
2

gal

9

10 01

18'

Pringles
Scot Lad Peas
Enfamil
Hunts Catsup

78C
4/99`
53`
79

Twin Pack

16 oz.

16 or;

Each

Yellow Squai
Peaches
Yellow Onions

Family
Pack

'Limit 1 Per Family

Folger's

Coffee
SAVE 10c -Os 1 11 Cee
Expires 7-19-76
Good Only At Storey's

COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

light Blend
Imperial

Margarine
SAY/154on 21 lb Slick Nes
Expires 7-19-76
Good Only At Storey's

COUPON 26362
Limit 1 Per Family

Sani-Flush
Solid Auto.
SAYE_

20

On 7 ni. Con
Expires 7-19-76
Good Only At Storey's

COUPON 61477
Unilti Per Family

Wheaties
SAVE 10c
‘0. 11 et lex
Expires 7-19-76
Good Only .t Storey's

COUPON 26363
Limitl Per Family

COUPON EAV-20
Limit 1 Per Family

Easy-Off Oren

Solid Auto

Cleaner
Aerosol lemon

SAVE

10'

on 16 si Ca
Expires 7-19-76
Good Only At Storey

Vanish
SAVE

COUPON 26361
Limit 1 Per Family

Depend°
saAuto In-Tankc

15'

on er. Site
Ixpires 7-19-76
Good Only At Storey's

COUPON 26359
Limit 1 Per Family

COUPON 26360
Limit 1 Per Family

Woolite foam

Woolite

Rug Cleaner
SAVE 20c

On 12 et Va.
lixpires 7-19-76
Good Only At Storey's

lb 19
39
31b gag 49

ON 22 in. Ow
Expires 7-19-76
Good Only AtStorey's

liquid

SAVE 1-2'
ON II oi. Size
Expires 7-19-76
Good Only AtStorey's

'COUPON
Limit 1 Per Family

_Black Flag
Porlessional Flying
Insect Aerosol

SAVE

15'

011 11 a Can
Expires 7-19-76
Good Only At Storey's

7-1

3

a

-

100

BOXES
111, FOR

•

.

Dateopret
News DrcksOn Snooper, alma,

.

,_

.
,

at.
: ikkai

4°.

COLO
.11WER

'

Carroll

Cr.1 Pnty

er.
News
Lied
iisonsCo.
Hickman County Gazette ei.,: rirtsle
Paducah Sun-Democrat Marjhell TIIDUneCOUfree. Laldper.Tenes, Mayfield Messenger,
i
SuPPLWENT TO: jackSon Sun, MatTO0Ofis Planet, Time& Ashland City Times, FLeton Oally Leader. Onion City lioleseartosr, weakivr County Press, Lexington pidgiika_'
-Houston'
j..iiket Chronicle. Stewart
Chronicle Dresden fnOtOnse. .
Snoopers maws,fiqaertson County Times, Palls Post intetligencer. McKenzie canner. Camden
Stele Gazette. NW. Tenn

4

Sit"Li.

ll
1 nca
-oulli
lik"

fiesich, citrus vie
Moral lregrances.

Clarksville Square Shopping Center, Clarksville, Tn.: Obign Square Shopping
Cen.ar, Union City, In.; Beechlake Center, Hwy. 20,'Lexitegton, Tn.; Oak Hill
Plaza, Jackson, Tn.; Mooreiand Shopping Center, Springfiettd, Tn.;Dickson
Shopping Center, Dickson, Tn.; Paris Square Center; U.S. Hwy. 641, Paris, In.;
Belaire Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.; Dyersburg Shopping Center, Dyersburg,
Tn.; Paducah Center, Paducah, Ky.; Mayfield Shopping Plaza, MaYfibid, Ky.

8-OUNCE SIZE

100

2FOR

BATH

eja)N•'BUBBLE

Leaves hair soft, sparkling, easy
to manage. 16-ounce size.

MIN. 480

1100

AN
EOUAL.
OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

MIN. 36

FOR

2

60, 75, 1361watt
inside frost bulbs

6

BULBS 100
FOR

LIGHT BULBS

WESTINGHOUSE

Gel tas9a-tempting results reminisce"
of Granitina's cooking with this slew
cooker l'I-quart sire.

CROCK COOKER

EASTERN

OUR REG. 14.88

YOUR
CHOICE

11

00

HAIR DRYER

EASTERN 1100 WATT

Makes a
handsome addition to

Dater/Plan wet mirrors
with antique pold frames.
Site 14" 20.'
any

rfter.)

%• .4ZI0 00

'

Sow

LIMIT

peck

toilet

Facial quality
tissue is an
ecokonsioal
8-roll
I

TOILET
TISSUE
100

8-PACK

3Fscloo

ORLON YARN

.
wide

oasts ems 11-track tape C.111.
Ude controls, S-poellen frealker switch. It-track
lacks for'
Iseedebessisa.Madel 4441-24

Plays AM,FM FM-Steno Dined-

WITH SPEAKER6,

STEREO

AM/FM 8-JRACK

SOUNDESIGN

•

LIMITED QUANTITIES IN SOME STORES 8292

MIN,
432

MIN. 12

UHF tun,
V •
telescopic and toot.
Model 129814

b.4b Feature' "Ilklual ease
no bst
70- sition
tone Ain't°

l4s power than•40 watt i.gn•

REG.
98.1)3

12- 190% solid state black a
white portable TV that .•
small, easy to carry and b,
for big TV enjoyment. lit,

PORTABLE TELEVISION

12-INCH DIAGONAL
ADMIRAL

le colteeetle.

100

16-0Z.
BIG KNAINCHECK POLICY:
will do every• COFFEEMATE
thing possible to have what we advertise
Should we fail and an advertised item It not•
received from the factory by the start of sale,
raInchecks will be issued, Where quantifies
er• limited liar En Him and the number evil.
ibis for 11111i• is noted, a corresponding Non-dauy cown.•
number of rainchecks will be issued
or. Atktinctmese
eig K values its customers and

DISCOUNT DAYS

1111111011S

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

MIRRORS
00

Features a concentrator and
kluf ternperaltife settIngS.
Model P01100..

AEC, 26.86

PRICES
GOOD THRU
JULY 24TH

LANDERS SHAMPOOS & RINSES

Unique owAitiece c'onstruc•
.Velcro clolion, antra encl
sure and cuff lock. Wood
vinyl
,2
recarecoramchsri
cpares,,,,,u,g
cans
OUR

2100

MEASUREMENT KIT

BLOOD PRESSURE

I

REG. 1.51
MIN. 96

3 WAYS TO SHbP:
•CASH
•LAYAWAY
•BANK
CREDIT 4 1
CARD

••=e,,

.11Qa.

PRICES BLASTED DURING

FACIAL
TISSUE

MIN. 24. OUR REG. 12.44

Versatile cuiling
iron with mist.
Leak-proof, coot
tip, tangle-tra•
cord.
Model
H61600.

SOUNCE SIZE'
. ,,,:',

• OUR REG. 1.44

LZi,
MIN. 96

00

ROLL-ON

DEODORANT

5-DAY

,100's

BUFFERIN 100

REGULAP
CAP

TWICE AS FAST AS ASPIRIN

ANALGESIC

g
2

V*I
104,
00 CO% %CO
•C1
41
.
et

J12

ASSORTED

/

•fta4
ea

"
Z

„fillitmiN

SAVE
2.44
NORELCO

‘,J1
A
A

stab

r.•

VICTORIAN

MIN. 188

00 REG. 47c

FOR 11
6-ounce size •

3

200 count. White.

OUR REG.
475 EA.

BIG K

DENTURE TABLETS

EFFERDENT

VI

NAIL POLISH REMOVER

efferdent

1 1•31
"
1
0
121111 ‘0
g:›
%CO
4'1
rrs

a

111
0
ek .
=

USE YOUR
BANK CREDIT CARD AT BIG K

Chryice of an assortmeet of brushes,
barrettes Of family
6 peck of unbreakable combs

FOR

100

.0

11
.
"
• 9L .

5. S 31("'
—

a

-_- -7\

elnyl uppers
tricot lining Rohe
swopped wedge
boticer
crepe
Sere, to 10

REG. 3.99

3

SUNNY ROPE WEDGE
00,

LADIES'

Ring tont uppers with
*Ow:table stinybece
Softly cushioned
.4Aft Saes to el

ION SEEKER THONGS

LADIES' & TEENS'

Sort leathery uppers with open toe
and side cutouts. Wood-look heel,
and sole. Cushioned innersole
Sizes to

ittt cushioned Insole and such suretined soli Sul!. children it ii,')?
diuths• *2,boys'

3"

CHILDREN'S
A
Apo
Reg. 3.29...
YOUTHS' & BOYS'
Reg. 4.49
.
vivernsuonevewis and tdurde 10e givard

DENIM SPORT SNEAKER

CHILDREN'S, YOUTH'S & BOY'S

SUPER SAVINGS
EVERYDAY
AT BIG K!!

,

REG. 3.37

Solt. fen.,rine biles or bis.ais in ferric s you'll lore to
fiuye deal to you! Assorted styleS colors
sizes

Choose (corn a wide assortment
of 'irst quality bras in many
styiVi and sizes.

Soft, qorttfortable. disposable
diapers 80 daytime or 48 day.
time super adsorbent.

300

glamordu,s girls. Asserted
colors Sires 21ot14.

fashionable panties lot

Stylish long sleeve tops in a
wide array of styles, colors and
\ fabrics. Sizes 7 to 14.

USA jr1)%tireiC1,11

your favorite
Collect
songs, ,by your favorite
artists now at big savings
from Big K!
-

r0Orn.

Brighten up..
. any
accent
room
with
the** beautitul.
table lamps. There's a style
to fit every

'
Crime in and choose from a wide selection of records by your favorite artists.

for super flights.
1 yid/Me titlieS

*

J.'el-

Aerodynamically . *slanted

0

8 TRACK TAPES

Quality cassette tape recorder records and
Plays, has built-in condenser microphone_
Model 9000 ACM.

Choose from an outstanding collecti A of
swag lamps, to en
hence every decor
Decorator colors.

./ WESTINGHOUSE

Handy bag
withes'fresh,

ep I.:old
rizing

3, 100
Slice

SANDWICH BAGS

80-COUNT

,

10"x 12" album with 20'
magnetic pages (10
sheets). Pages are
'9" x 111
/
2".
Voyager,
bookplate or watch
designs.

ALBUMS
0,0

PHOTO

For Type X Cameras.
3' cubes, 12 flashes.
Stock up at this great
price!

Keep plenty on hand at this low
price! Three cubes, enough tar
twelve flashes.

:FLASH CUBES

r

:5

•

udaew
NS

ill'omftwas

00111111111...4

8111I

11.111b, •
01111111111mi,

%eft
op-

*MN%
111.11.1

Great ilsternma rataasta•
MN gustily stereo phono
MO stand and two apsokesy

WITH STAND & SPEAKERS

pressen. rust and cor
radon Pre
assembled.

Memants attriunFr
FM; loom moctino to

15-ELEMENT

TV ANTENNA

' STEREO PHONO

Eight-trace e.tenote tape playa
with loter-channal
ties
automatic buell-M
PsrSer
no
lighted predawn •
4
switch and to prof
e
theft an aenornstie burgaif ahem
blows the car horn 4 buFdlsry Is
attempted Modal SUI-1/0

FAMOUS BRAND

receiver
AM/FM/FM-Stereo
with built-in auto/manual
8-track lapis player. Early
Model
styling.
American
FO-42281

aware

WITH 2SPEAKERS

CAR STEREO

8-TRACK

ENNA

IPA"'

DOLLAR

•

b;z..S4'4

00

.76,

•

*41°

-_

-4

JOHNSON

-7..

LIMIT 6
10W30

•

Rides the car hump
with weighted sad- 100
dle bags

BASKET

LITTER

paste wax.

8-0Z. KIT WAX
100
Pre-softened

-'

2CITS.po

QUAKER STATE ,
iii
*WOLIN('
E.-f•x-,----.1 MOTOR OIL/i

'HAVOLINE OR
0/I.

GUNK
00

a

tour -inch

;
diameter fur .11tr hit
through power.
decorator colors

Features

TIGER MUFFLER

engine
perfunnance

Int prov4.3

LIMIT I

, 100

011 FILTER,

I

REG.
$129.00

KERS!!

150Z.

700

AUTO PRICE BR

'_ock CB in place
when using, easy
removal to eliminate
theft

CB RADIO MOUNT

Features full 23 channels, illuminated Vu-meter, squelch
control, built-in automatic
noise I.miting circuit, frcnt
plug-In microphone jack. PA
switch. Model KCB-2310.

oisfi"KRACO
CB RADIO

uu

Ce.‘

Comfort top knee
hi's In several
fashionable
shades.

0.

BATH SET

2-PIECE

Give that rocker
a new look with
a loam filled set
in
assorted
prints and solids

DINETTE
SOO

13 e Writ
11-00,

aver:
Pirtite,
ege and ta11
pantyhose
with
r•i
panty
forced
fashion Comes in sizes 13 to 13. Two pair t
In
Shades.
package.

rt0e. Loye+y color

,

21"v3r
SCATTER RUG

cortio/s

00

This elegant Venus
pattern bathroom ensemble inclwies tank
top. tank cover, lid
cover contour rug
and bath rug Machine washable dryable
Decorator
colors

BILOGWKPRICE

BATH SET

5-PIECE

Lovely floral and Early Amore.
:can prints will add comfort
and beauty lour chains.

FOR

2

CUSHION

FOR 1

Comfortable, durable
foam filled pillow.

Design, decorate
and cover your
own pillows.

2

mode pawn,
stuffed toys.
aric

Comfortable socks /lave
popular top band of colors
Sizes 7to 11.

Beautiful. Isishionabl• bedspreads in many fashion colors
to brighten any bedroom decor.
Twin or tull sizes.

of"

,
USE YOUR BANK
DOMESTIC SAVINGS
CREDIT CARD
/Wilk
T BIG K
ARE SENSATIONAL AT BIG K!

if

a

YARD

LACE

"11111111111111111

/
1
2.• tO f sasonea tat*
end Wm wh•le anti
pasta seer,'

20yDs 1

ASSORTED

ASSORTED

7" to 29" nylon zippers.
Whhe and summer
colors.

anc'

60-inch material in fancy
solids. Slightly irregular. OK,
I 300 Yards.

ZIPPERS

Stitch up some great looking
fashions with this assortmeni of
fancy double knits. 80" to 62"
widths. 6ItN.200Yards.

YARD

200

DOUBLE KNIT
POLYESTER

DOUBLE KNIT
POLYESTER

1100

FLAT FOLDED

BOLTED

Give your windows a new
look with pretty tier sets from
Big K! Many colors from
which to choose.

400

R. BAR
.

_
STANDARD

/

Shower bar —;42" Io 66" lengtitit.

21"-39' or 28' -46
brass or white cafe
rods

CURTAIN
ROD
100
3
.

WHITE AND BRASS

25-48" standard. white
or brass mos. '

3FDD 2O°

CURTAIN

Lovely
foam
back
draperies in assorted
solidi to accent your
windows. 63" and 84"
lengths.

60" x61" tailored
knit
chenille curtains in pretty
shades to create a lovely
atmosphere in any room.

11.1

00
4),_

Weatherptooll break
resistant cots* teawatertight
witch, Perfect Minton: for every need,

FLOATING LANTERN

RAY-0-VAC

Latex SeMi:SS
GIO

lL illix,6 .1":*

,
.)

,
.

COnsists of easy
t‘elenn 9" metal
tray. and roller set.

bpat, horns, camping or taunting.

Handy magnet flash-

Nom is Ideal tor auto,'

AA
'or

MAGNET LIGHT

RAY-ONAt

Your choice of this famous brand
appliance assortment: Proctor
2-Slice Toaster. Eastern Steam/
Dry Iron, Eastern Can Opener with
Sharpener. Rival Hand Mixer, Presto
Hot Dogger.

YOUR CHOICE:

SMALL
APPLIANCES

ASSORTED

Covers in one coat 0I1016
qulckly. Easy water Cleanup. Washable, fad*, stain
,resistant

LUSTRE
PLUS
ENAMEL

MAGICOLOR

Warranted ')(3 cover in One ik,
coat. Odes; in 20 minutes. ' .
Clertn-up ifi water, White '
and colors,;

o6„,- .

maGicoLoR
SATIN'PLUS

• erraWs 10 live ounce cups ol
drip coffee in approximately
8 minutes. Stain resistant,
issy Olean teflon coated
warming plate 'maintains
coffee •1186degrees.

10-CUP
COFFEE MAKER

ZELDA
BY THER-O-WARE

1600
,

LITTLE MA;

DOMINI*,BY
HAMILTON BEACH

9-voff fronts,.
to, belt-err .

BATTER
2FOR

RAY-0-VAO
9-NrOLT

*

Cooks hamburgers, minute
steaks. sandwiches in minutest Exclusive convertible
cooking tray on be weed to
cook either round hamburgers
or s variety of square toested
sandwiches. Versatile!

DOLLAR
!"1

•

l

-

PATIO BROOM 0
CORN BROOM

Save at Elig K on sponge. wet
and dust mops and split tip
brooms for erory clean•up
need.

3

FOR

21-piece 1/4" and 3/8" drive
socket so' Heavy duty, drop
forged. Easy turning, 3-way
ratchet. Heavily chrome plated
sockets, sturdy metal case.

,

An assortment of thirsty
tall purpoie survives

FOR.11

SPONGES
00

SOCKET SET
00

Save valuable closet space with those
handy organizers. Choose from a pack of 6
slack, 6 drip dry, 2 trouser or 4 suit
hangers

•

00,

HANGERS

•

Op•fts
0099•d
eralres. Includes drain
eine.*loot here; taue§
ak adapter leode•

DRAIN
KING
800

• ASa,ORTED

- LOCKS
mi. 00

Select a hammer bow saw. Aar*,
pliers, bolt cutter. 13-pc drill set
and Others.

,tic,or mat

t6-x2r outdoor turf
mat, 17"s29- inside
Poo: sentry mat or
17-'•29 blazer stripe

ASSORTED MATS

,Holds all of your shower needs
At your fingertips Rust-proof
unbreakable plastic

SHOWER CADDY
00

Bleaches out stains, cuts grease in
drains. 21-ounce size

DISCOUNT

,
••••••111M.

loco

21"
.

A lovely assortment of 8.• 10 and
17 4,16 inch plctures to commiecp., home

PICTURES

ASSORTED

Choose from a large selection
of scenes enclosed by on* or
two inch frames Decorate
your walls with several of
these pictures.

YOUR CHOICE

r

•

Fast. Late tasting relief
from •ndigest4i• heartburn, etas an tiiiirvuog
startup h acid •

00

i /41i ;\

.1) ,.,
t_..._.__

ASSORTED

_arge asscwtment of
decorative
hanging
planters fur any decor

00

YOUR CHOICE

PLANTERS

LUCITE & CERAMIC

ASSORTED

Smarr kook-fog plantvaster house PilMth

WITWMAY

7"x71
/
4
"PLASTIC Pt ANT;fR

YOt1R CHOICE.:

A new. advanced
plant
growing
system that was
developed
to,
outer space plant
growth

100

YOUR CHOICE

ASTROPONIC
PLANTS

tail

PLANTERS

andy tools YOUR CHOICE:•
H!
at an twoecoFoR300
nomical
prico.

PRUNING OR GRASS SHEARS

Malin

Rolaids.
ipwrAcm

75's

ROLAIDS,
'
014, IP

16-OUNCE CAN

100

BEANS
3FOR

OVEN BAKED

BUSH

Crispy. crunchy. Vacuum
packed in flavar-seal cans. •
Perfect for parties.

COCKTAIL
PEANUTS
1100

1-LB.
PLANTERS

GREAT SAVINGS ON
SUMMERTIME
TREATS!!
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LIMIT 1
MIN.
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FOR
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Choose from a wide assortment of handy black handle
kitchen tools to make your
cooking easier!

2

KITCHEN
TOOLS

ASSORTED

Made of durable, heavy duty
plastic or quality aluminum.

YOUR CHOICE:

WITH

GARBAGE
NSR
CACOVE

PLASTIC OR
GALVANIZED
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ASSORTED

•30-0T.
BABY
BATH
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en items.
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Assortment Includes: spoon and fork
rest, nylon mixing spoon set, knife
sharpener, peeler parer, thongs, bottle 81 can opener, vegetable peeler, 2pc. scraper set and many more kitch-

KITCHEN GADGFTS

ASSORTED

Choice of 32-qt. 20 count
wastebasket. 44-qt, 15
count tall kitchen, 26'gal.
10 count trash can, or 33
gal. 7 count leaf bags.'

PLASTIC KITCHEN BAGS

•; 18-0T.
, DIAPER
PAIL
•ROUND
LAUNDR
BASKET
•32-0T.
WASTE
BASKET

YOUR
CHOICE:

• RECTANGULAR
LAUNDRY
BASKET
•24-01.
UTILITY
TUB
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2-quart

ti

COVERED CAKE
UTILITY PAN

300

WOODEN
SALAD BOWL

15-INCH

Choice at
Itnie meta, may
SitCM•r
bagiket.

YOUR CHOICE:

WieKER
BASKET OR
METAL TRAY

200

DiSH PAN

III MS

pinntic

Durable

PLASTIC
MIXING BOWL
SET.

4-PIECE

7-CUP • 10-INCH OPEN
PERCOLATOR FRY PAN

200

k

Your choice of cook e pan,
bake 'n roast pan, ake pan,
9 cup muffin pan, colander,
2-piece broiler pan.

3 QT. COVERED 4 GT.COVE
SAUCEPAN
SAUCE PAN

200

CAKE SAVER
WITH COV

Makes an liatractive setting for your fanciers!
salad
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alloy other uses!

For

flower arrangemon1S, bread . . .
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WICKER
BASKETS

ASSORTED

1-qt.
Consists of
covered sauce pan. 2qt. covered Saucepan.
5-qt. Dutch Oven,
10'.2-In. open try pan
(cover of Dutch Oven
tits),

Prepare, cook, serve and store
food in just ogle dish! Model
A-981 set containS 1-quart covered
0
2-quart covered
1
/ saucepan and 1/
dish
las

00

CORNING WARE SET

of

sauce pan or 8-inch try
pan.

Choice

100
YOUR
CHOICE:

BAKEWARE

ASSORTED

